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Systematic, well-designed research provides the most ef-
fective approach to the solution of many problems facing 
highway administrators and engineers. Often, highway 
problems are of local interest and can best be studied by 
highway departments individually or in cooperation with 
their state universities and others. However, the accelerat-
ing growth of highway transportation develops increasingly 
complex problems of wide interest to highway authorities. 
These problems are best studied through a coordinated 
program of cooperative research. 

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators 
of the American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials initiated in 1962 an objective national 
highway research program employing modern scientific 
techniques. This program is supported on a continuing 
basis by funds from participating member states of the 
Association and it receives the full cooperation and support 
of the Federal Highway Administration, United States 
Department of Transportation. 

The Transportation Research Board of the National Re-
search Council was requested by the Association to admin-
ister the research program because of the Board's recog-
nized objectivity and understanding of modern research 
practices. The Board is uniquely suited for this purpose 
as: it maintains an extensive committee structure from 
which authorities on any highway transportation subject 
may be drawn; it possesses avenues of communications and 
cooperation with federal, state, and local governmental 
agencies, universities, and industry; its relationship to its 
parent organization, the National Academy of Sciences, a 
private, nonprofit institution, is an insurance of objectivity; 
it maintains a full-time research correlation staff of special-
ists in highway transportation matters to bring the findings 
of research directly to those who are in a position to use 
them. 

The program is developed on the basis of research needs 
identified by chief administrators of the highway and trans-
portation departments and by committees of AASHTO. 
Each year, specific areas of research needs to be included 
in the program are proposed to the Academy and the Board 
by the American Association of State Highway and Trans-
portation Officials. Research projects to fulfill these needs 
are defined by the Board, and qualified research agencies 
are selected from those that have submitted proposals. Ad-
ministration and surveillance of research contracts are 
responsibilities of the Academy and its Transportation 
Research Board. 

The needs for highway research are many, and the National 
Cooperative Highway Research Program can make signifi-
cant contributions to the solution of highway transportation 
problems of mutual concern to many responsible groups. 
The program, however, is intended to complement rather 
than to substitute for or duplicate other highway research 
programs. 
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FOREWORD Highway designers, traffic planning analysts, and traffic engineers concerned with 
freeway traffic operations will be interested in the research findings provided by this 

	

By Staff 	
report. The study investigations, carried out over a four-year period, have led to the 

	

Transportation 	development of new procedures for analyzing and designing weaving sections by 

	

Research Board 	means of analytic manipulations, nomograph solutions, or application of a computer 
program. These procedures, including complete program documentation and sam-
pie problems, are presented in Appendices E and F of the report. Other parts of the 
report present evaluations of the methodology offered in Chapters 7 and 8 of the 
Highway Capacity Manual and describe the research that led to the development of 
the recommended procedures. 

This study was initiated because of the belief that existing design criteria for 
weaving sections needed to be revised in order to take into account additional vari-
ables, such as geometrics, traffic composition, and proportion of weaving vehicles. 
The project was structured in two parts. The first phase had as its objective evalua-
tion of existing techniques using an existing data base compiled and provided by 
the Federal Highway Administration, and development of an appropriate follow-up 
research program. The second phase included collection of new data on weaving 
area operations, further use of the existing data base, and developmental research 
leading to the recommended procedures. 

Both phases of the project were conducted by the Polytechnic Institute of New 
York, and this report combines the findings and conclusions from the entire study. 
Because of their voluminousness, seven of the appendices that formed part of the 
final report are not being published. They describe the various data bases, data 
collection techniques, and detailed analyses of the Highway Capacity Manual pro-
cedures. However, these materials are available on a loan basis to interested re-
searchers by request to the NCHRP Program Director. 
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WEAVING A.REAS 

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

SUMMARY 	Over twenty years have passed since the original Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 
first appeared in print. In the interim the procedures then developed, as well as the. 
modifications, extensions, and new methodologies presented in the 1965 edition of 
the HCM, have become national guides for the design and analysis of highway sec-
tions. Their constant application has exposed them to detailed scrutiny by traffic 
planning, design, and operations specialists. Exhaustive "on-the-job" evaluation has 
exposed such problem areas as instructions that may be subject to misinterpretation, 
procedures that are complex and difficult to apply, and results that sometimes 
appear unreasonable. 

The research was divided into two major undertakings: (1) evaluation of the 
HCM procedures for weaving area design/analysis and (2) development of a new 
procedure. In the first undertaking, the approach employed three prime elements. 
They were (1) the analysis of the mechanisms and internal structure of the three 
applicable HCM procedures, (2) an evaluation of the accuracy of each procedure 
using both peak-hour and 6-min data available in 1969, and (3) an analysis of the 
consistency of the three procedures in predicting performance. The available data 
were from the 1963 BPR Urban Weaving Area Capacity Study, which was not used 
in the 1965 HCM procedure development. 

The analysis of mechanisms and internal structure indicated procedural flaws 
in the HCM Chapter 7, "Weaving." These included (1) difficulties and lack of 
clarity in the use and/or interaction of quality of flow and level of service; (2) the 
k-factors used for expansion of the minor weaving flow have neither the 1.0 to 3.0 
range nor the systematic relation to weaving volume and length implied in the HCM; 
(3) geometric considerations per se are not integral to the procedure, despite evi-
dence in the available data of its importance; (4) HCM Table 7.1—itself a com-
pensating device—is apparently not stated as the procedure writers intended. 

There are two prime areas of accuracy analysis: (1) level-of-service accuracy 
of the three HCM procedures (one in HCM Chapter 7 and two in HCM Chapter 8), 
and (2) lane 1 volume prediction accuracy and other elements related to the 
Chapter 8 procedures. 

The following conclusions may be drawn on the first point: 

The accuracy of level-of-service predictions by HCM Chapter 7 is highest 
for basic weaving sections, followed by auxiliary lane cases and major weaves. * 
Accuracy of the procedure is, generally poor. Although space mean speed was used 
in level-of-service determination, the use of operating speed would have further 
degraded the accuracy; 

The HCM recommends use of its Chapter 8 for auxiliary lane cases, al-
though Chapter 7 produces more accurate estimates of level of service; and 

Level-of-service predictions for auxiliary lane cases by HCM Chapter 8 
tend to be better than actual field conditions. 

* A major weave is defind as a weaving section with two or more lanes on each of three or more legs. 
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The accuracy of HCM Chapter 8 regarding auxiliary lane cases was fur-
ther investigated. The two procedures of this chapter depend on the prediction of 
lane 1 volumes in advance of ramps. Although HCM recommends the first pro-
cedure for cases of levels of service A, B, and C and the second for level D (com-
monly used for E also), it was found that the first yields more accurate prediction 
across all levels of service. The accuracy of HCM Figure 8.22, which predicts the 
percentage of trucks in lane 1, was also tested. Although the differences noted for 
four- and six-lane freeways are not as drastic as for eight-lane freeways, the figure 
does not appear to accurately represent the relationship between freeway volume 
and the percentage of trucks in lane 1. 

The consistency of the three procedures in specifying level of service was ex-
amined by both data and a range of constructed cases. The results indicate that 
HCM Chapter 7 yields level-of-service estimates poorer than Chapter 8 for rela-
tively short or wide sections and better levels of service than Chapter 8 for longer, 
narrower sections. 

Based on the results of the analyses cited, a study program directed toward 
the development of a new weaving design/analysis procedure, including a substan-
tial supplemental data collection effort, was recommended to NCHRP. The pro-
gram alsO included as an objective the better understanding of the mechanisms of 
weaving. The implementation of this program constitutes the second major 
undertaking. 

From the beginning, it was intended that the procedures would evolve from 
an interactive evaluation of macroscopic and microscopic data. The microscopic 
analysis—lane changing, concentrations within sections, extent of segregation, some 
analytic modeling—is important in understanding basic mechanisms and in guiding 
the macroscopic development. The macroscopic data, on the other hand, allow for 
a calibration using a range of facilities and conditions at acceptable cost and effort. 
The calibration was done by regression analyses on models developed consistent 
with the microscopic results. The resultant procedure was checked on cases with-
held from the data base for that purpose. 

The procedure developed from this research and recommended for use is pre-
sented as a self-contained document in Appendix E of this report, for easy use. It 
was circulated to five states as a pre-test (not necessarily endorsement) on its clarity 
and ease of uses. Three responses were received. The procedure allows for both 
analytic and nomographic solutions and should be used in lieu of the procedure of 
HCM Chapters 7 and 8 for auxiliary lane and major weave cases. 

The computer program detailed in Appendix F is recommended as a computa-
tional aid, particularly in analysis problems. 

For multiple weaves, the procedure developed herein is also recommended. It 
should be applied subject to the guidelines and cautions stated in Chapter Two and 
also in Appendix I. 

This report also contains information on a survey of current practices of weav-
ing section design/analysis, a methodology to decide priorities for data supplements 
of ramp cases, experiences with photographic data collection and reduction, and 
other insights acquired in the course of the research. The exposition on basic 
mechanisms follows the points already cited—lane changing, concentrations within 
sections, extent of presegregation, and some analytic modeling. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH 

Over twenty years have passed since the original Highway 
Capacity Manual (HCM) (1) first appeared in print. In 
the interim the procedures then developed, as well as the 
modifications, extensions, and new methodologies presented 
in the 1965 edition of the manual (2), have become na-
tional guides for the design and analysis of highway sec-
tions. As such they have been exposed, through constant 
application, to detailed scrutiny by traffic planning, design, 
and operations specialists. Exhaustive "on-the-job" evalua-
tion has exposed such problem areas as instructions that 
may be subject to misinterpretation, procedures that are 
complex and difficult to apply, and results that sometimes 
appear unreasonable. 

In recent years, because urban freeway design and analy-
sis has been an area of much interest, that segment of the 
manual dealing with problems of weaving and ramps has 
had particularly heavy use. This has resulted in its being 
the specific target of many of the comments and criticisms. 

SCOPE AND MISSION 

In 1969, NCHRP authorized Project 3-15. The project 
statement specified that "design criteria for weaving sec-
tions on multilane controlled-access highways require re-
vision and updating, taking into account such variables as 
roadway geometrics, composition of traffic, volumes of 
main-line vehicles, and volumes of weaving vehicles." The 
three main objectives of this study were specified as: 

Analyze and evaluate the procedures recommended in 
Chapters 7 and 8 of the 1965 HCM by using presently 
available (i.e., 1969) field data. 

Based on the findings of the first objective, develop a 
study program that will lead to improved techniques for the 
analysis and design of weaving sections. 

Within the constraints of time and funds, a limited 
data collection and analysis program may be undertaken 
toward the accomplishments of the second objective. 

This report is the culmination of the defined mission and 
includes the definition and execution of the study program 
cited in the second item. The study program recommended: 

The collection of a supplemental data base to aug-
ment the then-available data, and to fill gaps in the existing 
data. Principal data needs were for levels of service B and 
C and for data at all levels of service on weaving sections 
of 1,500-ft length and longer; 

Development of a new or revised weaving area de-
sign/analysis procedure using the upgraded or composite 
data base; 

The extensive investigation of underlying mechanisms  

and relationships among parameters in weaving sections. 
The study program was executed in a continuation of the 
research beyond the original three objectives. 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

The original HCM was published in 1950. It was meant to 
be a practical guide to the design and evaluation of streets 
and highways in terms of their traffic-carrying capability. 
A major purpose of the manual was to ensure consistency 
of procedures in the national program of highway design 
and construction. The manual's procedures were largely 
based on, and calibrated with, data collected before 1948. 
In many instances the available data base was quite sparse. 
Thus, it could not be expected to serve adequately in the 
design of freewayS systems with their complexities of, 
among other things, weaving sections and multiple on- and 
off-ramp situations. The fact that the 1950 HCM worked 
as well as it did says much for the engineering judgment 
of the members of the Highway Capacity Committee who 
developed it. 

In 1953, the Highway Capacity Committee was reacti-
vated to continue its study of highway capacity and ulti-
mately to prepare a new manual. The study was accom-
plished with the aid of a team from the U.S. Bureau of 
Public Roads (BRP). The new HCM was published in 
1965. It, like its predecessor, was to be a practical guide 
in capacity analysis for design and evaluation. Reflecting 
the changed needs of the practicing engineer, this new 
manual devoted a significant amount of attention to free-
way design, and such components as weaving and ramps 
had significantly expanded chapters devoted to them. As 
before, the procedures developed were, insofar as possible, 
based on the analysis of data collected by a variety of gov-
ernmental units in a number of states and over a span of 
years. Where data were incomplete, it frequently became 
necessary for members of the committee to apply their 
collective engineering judgment toward the development 
and explanation of rational procedures. It might have been 
more desirable to delay publication of a new manual until 
a complete data base was available, but this was not con-
sidered possible. The 1950 manual was out of date and 
engineers throughout the country were regularly making 
major "adjustments" to the procedures in developing their 
designs. This was considered to be unacceptable. It was 
believed that it was better to have a new manual that would 
again ensure consistent design procedures—even though 
there were reservations concerning some procedures—than 
to have no manual at all. In such a light was the 1965 
edition published. 

It is not surprising then that a few years heavy use of the 
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manual and its intense scrutiny in the field have given rise 
to the need—as evidenced by this project—for analysis and 
evaluation of certain recommended procedures. 

RESEARCH APPROACH 

The research was divided into two major undertakings: 
evaluation of the HCM procedures for weaving area 

design/analysis, and (2) development of a new procedure. 
The second undertaking was defined by the results of the 
first. 

The approach employed in the first undertaking had 
three prime elements: (1) analysis of the mechanisms and 
internal structure of the three applicable HCM procedures, 

evaluation of the accuracy of each procedure using 
both peak-hour and 6-min data available in 1969, and 

analysis of the consistency of the three procedures in 
predicting performance. The available data were also used 
for such elements of structural evaluation as k-factors, 
quality of flow, lane 1 volumes, and truck presence in 
lane 1. A limited amount of new data was collected. 

The approach employed in the second undertaking cen-
tered on the development of a new weaving procedure 
properly calibrated and on a better understanding of the 
mechanisms of weaving. A rather extensive data base was 
collected by time-lapse photography. From the beginning 
it was intended that the procedure would evolve from an 
interactive evaluation of macroscopic and microscopic data. 
The microscopic analysis—lane changing, concentrations 
within sections, extent of segregation, some analytic model-
ing—is important in understanding basic mechanisms and 
in guiding the macroscopic development. The macroscopic 
data, on the other hand, allow for a calibration using a 
range of facilities and conditions at acceptable cost and 
effort. The calibration was done by regression analysis on 
models developed consistent with the microscopic results. 
The resultant procedure was checked on cases withheld 
from the data base for that purpose; it was also subjected 
to a pre-test to aid in determining clarity and ease of use 
by personnel in departments of transportation or public 
works of three states. 

The end result of research under NCHRP auspices 
should be a product of direct use to the practicing engi-
neer. It must therefore be part of the research approach 
to provide this product. To this end, the final recom-
mended procedure is written as a self-contained document 
and is contained herein as Appendix E. A computer pro-
gram implementing it is described in Appendix F. 

As part of the research, one multiple weave site was 
filmed. On the basis of this and other data, guidelines for 
application of the recommended procedure to multiple 
weaves were generated. 

DATA AVAILABLE 

It should be noted that the original data base used in de-
veloping the weaving procedure of HCM Chapter 7 was 
not extant at the time of the present study. Much of this 
data base would have dated to the original weaving design 
curves of the 1950 HCM and the modifications reported 

(3). As a consequence, it was not possible to exhibit the 
distribution of data, nor to compute the confidence bounds 
on the existing curves, nor to estimate the merit of increas-
ing the size of the data base. However, the levels A, B, and 
C procedures of HCM Chapter 8 made such analyses pos-
sible. Aspects of these procedures are discussed in Appen-
dix XV, including the statistical distinction of the cases of 
that procedure. 

Two data bases were available. One data base was com-
prised of the data from the 1963 BPR Urban Weaving Area 
Capacity Study and the other of the data collected for the 
study program implemented in this research. These bases 
are referred to as the BPR and project data bases, respec-
tively, and are described briefly. Details are given in 
Appendices I and II.' 

BPR Data Base 

At about the time drafts of chapters for the 1965 HCM 
were being developed, a nationwide program of data col-
lection was being undertaken by the BPR. The Urban 
Weaving Area Capacity Study involved collection of weav-
ing movements by type for periods of 1 to 2 hr in 6-mm 
intervals at a number of locations in the East, Midwest, and 
Far West. Samples of weaving and through-vehicle speeds 
were collected, at the same time. The sites studied repre-
sented simple and multiple weave areas, one- and two-sided 
weaving, simple and compound weaving. In addition, a 
number of the locations could be considered as ramp con-
figurations. Although, Appendix B of the 1965 HCM con-
tains selected observations from these studies, the data were 
not used in developing the procedures of Chapters 7 and 8. 

Most of the data base utilized in the regression analyses 
of the levels-of-service A, B, and C procedures of HCM 
Chapter 8 was also available. 

The 1963 BPR package provided to the researchers con-
sisted of a total of fifty-eight experiments conducted at forty 
different locations. Of these, forty-one experiments col-
lected information about various forms of simple weaving 
sections (i.e., two entrance and two exit legs). The re-
maining seventeen experiments were of multiple weave con-
figurations (i.e., more than two entrance legs and/or more 
than two exit legs). The BPR also provided data for an 
additional seven experiments—all' simple weaves—con-
ducted at four locations around Washington, D.C. These 
latter data sets were pilot studies conducted to develop the 
procedures that were subsequently used in the 1963 Urban 
Weaving Area Capacity Study. 

One simple weave experiment could not be used because 
of highly questionable volume counts. Five of the seven 
pilot study experiments were added to the original data giv-
ing a total of forty-five different experiments at thirty-four 
different, locations in the U.S. Eighteen experiments were 
conducted in the AM peak and twenty-seven in the PM peak. 
Of the seventeen multiple weave cases available, only four 
were "clean" cases (i.e., without additional complicating 
factors). Incomplete specification of data, segments of 

* Not included in this publication. See Appendix J herein for additional 
information. 



complicated geometry, and other problems prevented use 
of thirteen experiments and allowed only limited use of the 
other four. 

Project Data Base 

Data were collected in the Northeast U.S. at seventeen sites, 
one of which included a multiple weave section. Guidelines 
that governed site selection and data collection specified 
(1) both major weaves and auxiliary lane cases were to be 
collected, (2) all levels of service were to be observed, and 
(3) a range of lengths was to be so selected as to comple-
ment the BPR data base, if possible. 

Time-lapse ground-based photography was selected as 
the mode of data collection because (1) it avoided the 
necessity for large field crews, (2) it was the only feasible 
way to provide some microscopic data concerning internal 
movements in weaving sections, and (3) aerial photogra-
phy was too costly. All photography was shot in color at 
two frames per second in which a digital timer was in view 
via a split-image lens. 

The sections were filmed with one camera, sometimes 
two—the fields of the two cameras did not overlap in those 
cases. 

Data were reduced by trace or by input/output match 
of every vehicle for all but two experiments. For the five 
experiments (including the multiple weave) on which ve-
hicle traces were possible,*  lane changes were recorded by 
subsection and lane of occurrence for each vehicle. 

RELEVANT LITERATURE 

At the beginning of the research the literature was surveyed 
for all articles and papers concerning weaving and/or ramp 
operations. The Highway Research Information Service 
(HRIS) was used, as well as independent reviews of major 
publication sources, including HRB special reports and 
records, NCHRP reports, Traffic Engineering, and Traffic 
Engineering and Control. 

Articles treating both macroscopic and microscopic as-
pects of weaving, merging, and diverging traffic movements 
were inspected. A wide range of those having some ap-
plicability and relevance to the present research are de-
tailed in the annotated bibliography of Appendix A. The 
most relevant of these is also addressed in Chapter Two. 

DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 

Definitions and terminology used throughout this report are 
discussed in this section. 

A weaving area's components (i.e., legs and movements) 
are identified and shown in Figure 1. Other weaving area 
terminology requiring definition includes: 

balanced—a section is said to be balanced when the 
same level of service is delivered to both nonweaving and 
weaving traffic. 

BPR—Bureau of Public Roads. 
configuration constrained—a situation in which a lane 

* wherever only one camera was used.  

LEG A LEG X 
MOVEMENT I 

LEG B 
MOVEMENT 4 	

LEG V 

Figure 1. Diagram of legs and traffic flow movements for a 
weaving area. 

arrangement limits the weaving width W that can be de-
livered. 

FHWA—Federal Highway Administration (formerly 
BPR). 

HCM—the Highway Capacity Manual (1965 edition 
unless otherwise specified). 

leg—an input or output roadway. 
major weave—a weaving section in which three or 

more legs each have two or more lanes; see Figure 2 (B), 
(C), and (D). 

pcphpl—abbreviation for passenger car per hour per 
lane, the unit in which service volumes are expressed. 

PHF—peak-hour factor, the hourly volume divided by 

-- ------- - LEG X 

LEGA --- - -- -- 

--- 
LEG B 	 LEGY 

RAMP-WEAVE 

/ LEGA 	
LEG X 

- 	 LEGY 

LEG B 

MAJOR WEAVE WITHOUT THROUGH LANE 
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LEG B ' 7CAJOR 	 UG 	 LEG V 
FOR ONE FLOW 
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THROUGH LANE I EITHER FLOW)-L<<  
LEG B 

 

LEG V 
(D) MAJOR WEAVE WITH THROUGH LANE 

WHICH MAY BE USED BY EITHER FLOW 

Figure 2. Diagrams of various configurations of weaving areas. 



the hourly rate during the peak 5 min of that hour; this is 
as defined in the Highway Capacity Manual. 

ramp weave—a highway mainline with an on-ramp, 
off-ramp sequence (both single lanes) connected by an 
auxiliary lane; see Figure 2(A). 

SMS—space mean speed (mph). 
through lane—a lane on which at least one of two 

weaving flows (see Fig. 2(C) or (D), legs A-Y or B-X) 
can achieve its "weave" without a lane change; a lane may 
be a through lane for either or both weaving flows; when 
it is so for only one flow, it should be aligned with the 
greater flow in order that the benefit of a through lane can 
be realized. 

Nomenclature requiring definition includes the variables: 

V I  

VA Vx 

V. 

VY 
 

Figure 3. Diagram of volume parameters for a weaving area. 

V,0  - total weaving volume, in passenger cars per hour 
(pcph) 

V,0, = total weaving volume (HCM notation), in pcph 
V10 2 = smaller weaving volume, in pcph 
V, = total nonweaving volume, in pcph 

VT0T = total volume, in pcph 
V= total volume (HCM notation), in pcph 

SV = service volume, in pcph or pcph per lane (pcphpl) 
S10  = speed of weaving volumes, in mph 

Sm0  = speed of nonweaving volumes, in mph 
AS = (S,10  - S10 ) = difference in speeds, in mph 
L = section length, in hundreds of feet 
N = section width, in total lanes 
W = width for weaving, in lanes * 

N0  = width for nonweaving, in lanes * 
YR = V101  VTOT = ratio of weaving to total volumes 

R = ratio of smaller weaving to total weaving volume 

Additional volume parameters are shown in Figure 3. 
Some volumes—particularly V,2  and V as used in the 
HCM—will generally be measured in vehicles per hour 
(vph); likewise, SV may be specified in pcph or in per lane 
values and may be corrected for standard adjustments when 
volumes are in vph. The proper course will be apparent in 
any given case by the context. 

Other terminology and practices not specifically defined 
herein are consistent with the HCM. 

These may be fractional numbers. 

CHAPTER Two 

FINDINGS 

This chapter presents the prime findings and results of the 
research project. The first four sections relate to the first 
objective of the research—the evaluation of the existing 
HCM procedures related to weaving. They discuss internal 
structure of procedures and give an analysis of their ac-
curacy and consistency in specifying levels of service as 
well as current practices. The findings are discussed in the 
sections "Development of a Weaving Procedure," "Mech-
nisms of Weaving: Results," and "Mechanisms of Weav-
ing: Analysis." The need to develop a new procedure was 
based on the assessment of the HCM procedures. 

The procedures of the HCM that relate to weaving are 
defined as: 

Procedure 1 is the procedure defined in HCM Chap-
ter 7, "Weaving." 

'Procedure 2 is the regression-based procedure defined 
in the first part of HCM Chapter 8, "Ramps." 

Procedure 3 is the• vehicle-distribution-profile proce- 

dure defined in the latter part of HCM Chapter 8, "Ramps. 

The HCM recommends procedure 2 for ramp cases at 
levels of service A, B, and C and procedure, 3 for ramp 
cases at level of service D. While not specifically recom-
mended, procedure 3 is often applied to level of service E 
cases. 

It should be noted that ramp-oriented procedures 2 and 
3 were used only for auxiliary lane cases not only because 
of the limitations of the BPR data base but also because of 
the concurrence of the research agency and the advisory 
panel that on-ramp, off-ramp pairs without auxiliary lanes 
are characterized to a greater degree by merge and diverge 
(i.e., individual ramp) problems than by weaving. Ac-
cordingly, single-lane ramp sequences without auxiliary 
lanes were not collected in the project data base. 

The thrust of the first-phase research was the analysis of 
simple weaves for which 908 6-min samples were available 
along with 11,000 travel-time measures. These were for- 



matted for computer manipulation and punched on cards. 
Two computer programs were already in existence at the 

initiation of the project that were of considerable use. They 
are the weaving and ramp capacity programs developed at 
the Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering (4, 
5). Before being put into use, the programs were carefully 
reviewed and, where applicable, modified and extended to 
provide additional power in analysis. Some of these modi-
fications and extensions in the weaving capacity program 
included (1) an option of using either the services volumes 
contained in Tables 9.1 and 10.1 of the HCM or a set of 
exogeneously entered values, (2) the use of Table 7.1 of 
the HCM was altered, and (3) a test of "out-of-the-realm-
of-weaving" was added. The use of truck equivalency fac-
tors on ramp grades was incorporated into the ramp ca-
pacity program. The modifications are described in further 
detail in Appendix XIV. 21  

INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF PROCEDURE 1 

A number of analyses were undertaken to determine the 
viability and rationality of procedure 1. These analyses in-
cluded an examination of the specified service criteria for 
clarity, internal consistency, and an examination of the 
development of the weaving chart with consideration of a 
recalibration thereof. The principal results of these analy-
ses were as follows: 

Adequate description of the operating characteristics 
of a weaving section requires the specification of both a 
level of service and a quality of flow. 

The relationships between speed and level of service 
and quality of flow are not clearly specified by HCM, lead-
ing to confusion in interpretation. 

Quality of flow and level of service are not function-
ally dependent upon each other. The consistent relation-
ship suggested by HCM Table 7.3 does not exist. 

Separate level-of-service standards for weaving and 
nonweaving vehicles would seem to produce a more accu-
rate description of weaving section service characteristics. 

It appears that geometric configuration is a vital de-
sign factor. 

The development of the weaving chart was based on 
only sparse data. The k-values utilized as expansion factors 
were rationalized and not supported by data. 

The range of k-values exceeds the HCM specification 
of 1.0 to 3.0. 

The k-values do not relate to total weaving volume 
(pcph) and section length L as depicted in the weaving 

chart. Constant k-curves do not exist as suggested in HCM. 
Should a valid expansion exist, it appears to involve 

several parameters and be more complex than that used in 
the HCM, in which only the minor weaving volume V102  is 
expanded. 

A brief discussion of each of these conclusions follows. 
A more extensive discussion is contained in Appendix IV. 
It also contains aspects of the comparative structure of all 
three HCM procedures. 

* Not included in this publication. See Appendix J herein for additional 
information. 

Description of Service Characteristics 

Although it is not clearly stated, the use of the HCM pro-
cedure requires the specification of both a level of service 
and quality of flow. Consider the HCM equation for the 
width of a weaving section: 

N= 
V + (k — i) V102  

SV 
(1) 

in which 
N = number of lanes in section; 
V = total volume in section; 
k = expansion factor; 

V102  = minor weaving volume; and 
SV = service volume. 

The length of the weaving section and the k-value- used 
in the width equation are determined by entering the weav-
ing chart with a specified weaving volume (in pcph) and 
quality of flow. Service volume SV is selected from HCM 
Table 9.1 (for freeways) and is dependent upon a specified 
level of service. 

Most properly, quality of flow relates to the speed of 
weaving vehicles alone. Level of service describes the speed 
of all vehicles combined. Neither of these can adequately 
describe the operating characteristics of a weaving area. As 
quality of flow relates only to weaving vehicles, it can not 
be used alone to describe a section containing both weaving 
and nonweaving vehicles. Level of service treats collec-
tively two flows with often widely differing characteristics 
and effectively conceals such differences. Only when both 
are specified is a complete picture drawn. Even this, how-
ever, produces an awkward, indistinct description, as sub-
sequently discussed. 

Speed Criteria 

There are several problem areas that create a degree of con-
fusion in the -speed-service relationships detailed in the 
HCM. The first of these involves the use of operating 
speed as a criterion. Strictly defined, operating speed is 
the maximum speed at which a car can travel under pre-
vailing traffic and roadway conditions without at any time 
exceeding the design speed. This parameter is most prop-
erly measured using a test vehicle. For satisfactory sam-
ples, data generally must be taken by observing sample 
vehicles. From a sample speed distribution such items as 
85th percentile speed, median speed, and space mean speed 
can be determined. None of these corresponds directly to 
operating speed, although they may be used to estimate it. 
Of greater importance is the fact that such sample data 
were used to calibrate HCM procedures and were also col-
lected in the 1963 BPR study. It is of extreme importance 
that sample data be accurately segregated into specified, 
standard service categories. Some of the analyses reported 
herein required such stratification by service categories. For 
these analyses, space mean speed rather than operating 
speed was used. 

The stated speed criteria are ambiguous to a large de-
gree. The specifications of quality of flows I and II state 
that speeds of 50 mph or more and 45 to 50 mph, respec- 



tively, "are attainable." Whether these speeds refer to all 
vehicles, weaving vehicles, or nonweaving vehicles is not 
clear. It is assumed that only weaving vehicles are included 
as criteria because quality of flows III, IV, and V (.40 to 
45 mph, 30 to 35 mph, <30 mph, respectively) specifically 
refer only to these. 

Level of service criteria are similarly unclear, with HCM 
suggesting that speeds in weaving sections for a given level 
of service be 5 to 10 mph lower than on similar sections 
with no weaving, or on the highway proper. Standards are 
taken from HCM Table 9.1 (freeways) or corresponding 
tables. Because these tables refer to the average speed of 
all vehicles, it is assumed that all vehicles are likewise in-
cluded in the application of adjusted standards to weaving 
areas. 

Also of concern is the discontinuity in both level-of-
service and quality-of-flow criteria for speeds of 35 to 
40 mph. As several of the analyses reported herein re-
quired determinations of level of service and quality of 
flow, standards were adjusted to provide continuous 
boundaries. For level of service in weaving areas, 10 mph 
was deducted from standards for the highway proper. The 
standards utilized are summarized in Table 1. 

Quality of Flow—Level-of-Service Relationships 

Table 7.3 of HCM details a relationship between level of 
service and quality of flow that is presumed to be consistent. 
However, consideration of the parameters that determine 
each when using the procedure in analysis shows that no 
consistent dependence of one on the other exists. Ana-
lytically, quality of flow as determined by the weaving chart 
depends upon the weaving volume and the length of the 
segment. Level of service depends upon the service volume, 
which is found by dividing the total expanded volume by 
the number of lanes. Although these parameters are loosely 
related, it can be seen that specification of a quality of flow 
does not automatically yield a level of service or vice versa. 
The full range of quality of flow—level of service combina-
tions is theoretically feasible, and conditions actually oc-
curring are not restricted to those combinations shown in 
HCM Table 7.3. 

These observations are supported by data from the BPR 
data base. If actual qualities of flow and levels of service 
are identified by sample speeds, fifteen of forty-five experi- 
ments reveal combinations not indicated in HCM Table 7.3. 
Because the space mean speed (SMS) of all vehicles nu- 
merically includes the SMS of weaving vehicles, even those 
experiments which conform to HCM may be more indica-
tive of a computational dependence rather than a real inter-
relationship between flows. 

The unrestricted nature of the level-of-service--quality of 
flow relationship can be seen in both analysis and de- 
sign. Consider, for example, a weaving configuration long 
enough to be "out-of-the-realm-of-weaving." Such a sec-
tion may conceivably operate at quality of flow I as ana- 
lytically determined by V 00  and L, but will experience the 
full range of levels of service based upon total volume 
fluctuations. Due to the great length of such a section, 
weaving volumes may never be high enough to deteriorate 
the quality of flow. While analytic determinants may in-
dicate quality of flow I and level of service D, for example, 
the high weaving speeds predicted for quality of flow I will 
not be achieved because total volumes restrict the entire 
operation to level of service D. 

In design, a similar situation is encountered. When the 
width equation (Eq. 1) N = [V + (k - 1) V102]/SV yields 
fractional results, additional length may be provided (this 
lowers k) to reduce N to the nearest whole number. In this 
way, a more economical design is achieved. However, as 
the length is increased, a better quality of service is at-
tained. Level of service, on the other hand, remains 
unchanged. 

It can be seen that the analytic relationship between level 
of service and quality of flow is unrestricted. In the use of 
these measures in analysis, it is necessary to determine 
which of the two measures gives a more realistic descrip-
tion of operations. In general, this will be the "worst case," 
as in the example above where quality of flow I could not 
actually be achieved due to the low level of service. Be-
cause the general level-of-service design for a given facility 
is of primary interest, the quality-of-flow design for weav-
ing areas should be as good as or better than the design 
level of service. 

TABLE 1 

SERVICE CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION 
OF THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE, 
HCM PROCEDURE 1 

SM5 (MPH) OF 

ALL VEHICLES SMS (MPH) 
LEVEL QUAL- OF WEAv- 
OF IN WEAVING ITY OF ING VEHI- 
SERVICE ON FREEWAYS AREAS FLOW dEs 

A >60 >50 I 50 
B 55 to 60 45 to 50 II 45 to SO 
C 50 toSS 40 to 45 III 37.5 to 45 
D 37.5 to 50 27.5 to 40 IV 30 to 37.5 
E 30 to 37.5 20 to 27.5 V <30 
F <30 <20 - - 

A Recommended Descriptor of Service 

In the previous item, it was pointed out that no functional 
analytic relationship exists between quality of flow and level 
of service. It was also stated that actually occurring values 
do not conform to the relationship predicted by HCM. It 
was further pointed out that the inclusion of all vehicle 
speeds in the level-of-service description may mask signifi-
cant differences between weaving and nonweaving flows. 
Such differences often occur, as is indicated by examination 
of experiments of the BPR data base. 

As substantial differenecs in the speed of weaving and 
nonweaving often occur, it would appear that separate lev-
els of service for weaving and nonweaving vehicles would 
be more descriptive of actual operating conditions. 



Geometric Effects 

Drastic differences in weaving and nonweaving speeds oc-
cur in some cases and not in others. Investigation indicates 
that geometric configuration is a major factor. Table 2 data 
show that speed differences occur most often on ramp-
weave sections and that the differences are generally larger 
than those observed for other configurations. In the ramp-
weave configuration, weaving vehicles are more or less re-
stricted to two lanes—the auxiliary lane and the shoulder 
lane. Additional lanes in ramp-weave sections will be used 
primarily by nonweaving vehicles. Where total width is ex-
cessive, weaving vehicles may operate at low speeds in two 
lanes while outer flows travel at considerably higher speeds 
in other lanes. The geometry of the ramp weave restricts 
weaving vehicles primarily to two lanes, regardless of the 
total number of lanes provided. Major weaves, which vary 
widely as to configuration, are generally not as restrictive. 
The subject of configuration is discussed in some detail in 
the later section on "Development of a Weaving Proce-
dure." It may be said, however, that the HCM approach of 
computing total lane requirements may be misleading. 
Lane requirements for weaving and nonweaving flows 
should be separately computed so that a configuration 
allowing an appropriate lane usage may be designed. 

Development of the Weaving Chart 

The original data and rationale used to produce the weav-
ing chart have not been documented and are no longer 
available for study. However, certain facts concerning the 
development of the chart are known and can be com-
mented on. 

The original weaving chart of the 1950 HCM involved 
three plots on a Vwe  versus L field. One plot was for maxi-
mum possible capacity, one for 30-mph operating speed, 
and one for 40 mph. These three curves were based on 
field data and were adjusted slightly in a 1957 article by 
0. K. Normann (3). These three curves became curves III, 
IV, and V in the 1965 HCM. The original equation for 
width was similar to the present one but contained a con-
stant expansion factor of 3.0 rather than a variable k based 

on 	and L. Conversations with principals involved with 
its development indicated that the 3.0 expansion factor was 

rationalized on the basis of approximate gap size necessary 
to execute a weaving maneuver and was not based on 
observed data. By the time the 1965 HCM was being 
formulated, limited amounts of data permitted estimation 
of curve I for "out-of-the-realm-of-weaving." For this 
curve, the expansion factor was logically 1.0. This left the 
problem of providing a smooth expansion transition from 
1.0 below curve I to 3.0 above curve III. The intermediate 
curves of the 1965 HCM are the results of a constructed 
transition. 

Therefore, while the length—weaving volume relation-
ships depicted by curves I, Ii!, IV, and V of the 1965 HCM 
weaving chart are based on limited amounts of data, the 
k-factor expansion mechanism has not been subjected to 
calibration. 

The Range of k-Values 

Freeway experiments of the BPR data base were used to 
calibrate and verify the constant k-curves of the weaving 
chart. Using the width equation with all values known 
except k, k can be computed as: 

k'1' 
( 

V 

- V + 
	 (2) 

in which terms are as defined for Eq. 1. Service volume is 
given in HCM Table 9.1 for each level of service as iden-
tified by the SMS of all vehicles (the speed criteria of 
Table 1 are used). 

A problem arises in that only integer values of N are 

observed, whereas fractional values may be obtained in de- 
sign. Thus a "round-off" error may exist that causes in-
flated values of k to appear. These errors arise, however, 
because SV is treated as a step function with one value for 
a range of speeds. In actuality, all lanes are used. If a 
fractional part of a lane has been added to the design com-
putation, speeds slightly higher than the minimum for the 
level of service used will result. Therefore, if the values of 
speed given in Table 1 herein and the SV values of HCM 
Table 9.1 are viewed as threshold values between which is 
a straight-line interpolation, a SV based on the exact 
observed speed can be selected and the round-off error 
eliminated. 

TABLE 2 

WEAVING AND NONWEAVING SPEEDS FROM THE 1963 BPR STUDY 

SMS OF N0NwEAvING VEHICLES IS - THAT OF 

wEAVING VEHICLES 

MORE THAN 5To10 lOTolS 

5MPH MPH MPH MORE THAN 

TYPE OF LOWER 	WITHIN 5 HIGHER HIGHER 15 MPH 

SECTION THAN 	MPH OF THAN THAN HIGHER THAN 

Ramp weave 1 	10 0 2 4 

Major weave collector- 
distributors 2 	17 4 1 0 

All 3 	27 4 3 4 
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If step-function SV values are used, it is possible to com-
pute the maximum round-off error for each experiment. 
Accordingly, k-values were computed by this means. For 
sixteen ramp-weave cases, k took on three values above 3.0 
and four below 1.0. Of nineteen major weaves, eight values 
were significantly above 3.0 and one was below 1.0. 

Values below 1.0 are disturbing because it does not seem 
feasible that a vehicle among V,,,., is equivalent to less than 
1.0 other vehicles and certainly does not occupy negative 
space. Values below 1.0 may be the result of such unusual 
geometric conditions as sharp loop ramps or extra wide 
lanes. In this latter case, a 72-ft roadway was striped for 
five lanes although vehicles had room to form six. Sam-
pling errors may have also influenced these values. 

Despite this concern, the upper limit of 3.0 has most 
certainly been shown to be false because eleven of twenty-
six computed k-factors are beyond this limit. The calibra-
tion, however, does not clearly indicate or suggest any other 
upper limit on k. 

The Relationship of k to V,. and L 

The k-factors were plotted on the V,00  versus L field in an 
attempt to reestablish the constant k-curves of the 1965 
HCM weaving chart. This plot is shown in Figure. 4. The 
plot shows that no such constant k-curves exist and that the 
relationship between k, V,,,0, and L is not as is depicted in 
the HCM. 

The Expansion Concept 

Before discarding the basic idea of an equivalence expan-
sion mechanism, a number of possible alternatives were 
examined. Two additional sets of expansion factors k 
and k 	were computed based on expansion of the entire 
weaving volume V,0  and the larger weaving volume V,01. 
These were plotted on the V,, versus L field and, as in the 
case of the k-factors, no constant value curves were formed. 
However, all three expansion constants k, k1,, k1, 1  ex-
hibited promising correlations when plotted versus the ra-
tios V,0/V 2, and V,,,2/V,,,. While these results were not 
conclusive, they suggest two things about the "true" expan-
sion mechanism-_expansion of both V,02  and V 1, perhaps 
individually in an additive fashion, should be considered; 
and, the expansion value seems to depend on both the per-
centage of weaving vehicles in the traffic stream and the 
split between V,,,1  and V,,,9. A predictive mechanism for k, 
therefore, should involve both parameters. It is concluded 
that a valid expansion model would be far more complex 
than that used in the 1965 HCM. The data at hand are not 
sufficient to investigate possible forms. Because of the diffi-
culties involved in collecting such data to calibrate a model 
of undetermined form as well as the difficulties involved in 
formulating such a model, it appears that development of 
a design procedure that does not directly involve equiva-
lence expansion would be advisable. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE ACCURACY OF HCM PROCEDURES 

This discussion concerns the results of the accuracy analysis 
of the HCM procedures. The two prime areas of analysis 
are ( 1 ) level-of-service accuracy of the three procedures 
and (2) lane 1 volume prediction accuracy. Other elements 
related to procedures 2 and 3 are discussed. Additional 
details of these analyses are given in Appendix V. 

The fact that the data base for procedure 2 was available 
allowed some additional analysis. This work was done in 
the context of the first phase of this project, when part of 
the project effort might also have been devoted to restruc-
turing a ramp treatment in light of the (eventual) outcome 
of the weaving studies of the present research. It was pri-
marily concerned with the question of whether a fewer 
number of cases could have been used in procedure 2. The 
results reaffirmed that the cases enumerated were indeed 
statistically distinct as formulated. Estimates of the rela-
tive effectiveness of adding new data points to the several 
existing cases were made. Details are contained in Ap-
pendix XV. 

Level of Service Accuracy in the Three Procedures 

It was decided, where possible, to test the accuracy of all 
three procedures in predicting actual levels of service ob-
served in field experiments. 

A problem immediately arises in that the speed—level-of-
service relationships that must be used to identify field lev-
els of service differ for the two HCM chapters. Procedures 
2 and 3, from HCM Chapter 8, use the relationships of 
HCM Table 9.1 directly; procedure 1, of HCM Chapter 7, 
specifies a deduction of an ambiguous 5 to 10 mph from 
these standards. In the internal analysis of the weaving 
procedure 1, the researchers used the 10-mph deduction for 
consistency. For accuracy, a number of alternatives were 
tested, including one suggested by a principal in the devel-
opment of HCM Chapter 7. Results indicated that this 
latter specification correlated best to predicted levels of 
service, so that only results for this case are reported. The 
speed—level-of-service relationships used in the accuracy 
analysis are summarized in Table 3. 

The problem with the HCM in that level of service C 
means different standards depending upon the procedure 
used must be kept in mind when considering the results of 
the accuracy analyses. 

The analysis considered basic weaving sections (in which 
all traffic weaves), ramp-weave cases, and major weave 
cases separately. Only in the case of ramp weaves can all 
three procedures be applied and compared. Only proce-
dure 1 is used in other cases. Data from the BPR data base 
were utilized, both for peak-hour data and individual 6-mm 
periods. The results of the analysis are summarized in 
Tables 4, 5, and 6. 

The following conclusions may be drawn from these 
results: 

The accuracy of level-of-service predictions by proce-
dure 1 is highest for basic weaving sections, followed by  

ramp weaves and major weaves. Accuracy of the procedure 
is generally poor—less than one-third of all experiments 
were accurately predicted. Use of operating speed would 
have further degraded the accuracy. 

For basic weaves and ramp weaves, the majority of 
errors are by a single level of service with no trend toward 
being poorer or better than actual values for procedure I. 
When applied to major weaves, procedure 1 tends to predict 
levels of service poorer than actually occurring values. 

While the HCM recommends the use of procedures 2 
or 3 for ramp-weave cases, procedure 1 produces more 
accurate estimates of level of service. 

Level-of-service predictions for ramp-weave cases by 
procedures 2 and 3 tend to be better than actual field 
conditions. 

Lane 1 Volumes and Other Elements of 

Procedures 2 and 3 

The accuracy of procedures 2 and 3 as regards ramp-weave 
cases was further investigated. These procedures depend 
on the prediction of lane 1 volumes in advance of ramps. 
Accordingly, lane 1 volumes were computed by procedures 
2 and 3 immediately in advance of the on-ramp and were 
compared to actual volumes. While HCM recommends 
procedure 2 for cases of levels of service A, B, and C and 
procedure 3 for level of service D,*  both methods were 
applied to all experiments where possible. 

The accuracy of procedure 2 for cases of levels of ser-
vice A, B, and C is shown in Figure 5. Differences be-
tween computed and observed lane 1 volumes ranged from 
6 to 24 percent with an average difference of 15 percent. 
The sample size, however, was only four and definitive 
conclusions can not be reached. 

Twenty experiments were determined to be in levels of 
service D and E. When lane 1 volumes were computed by 
procedure 3, the differences between observed and com-
puted values ranged from 1 to 70 percent with an average 
of 25 percent. As shown in Figure 6, most errors involve 
computed values lower than actual values, a serious condi-
tion that may result in inadequate designs. 

Thirteen of the twenty levels of service D and E cases 
were also examined by procedure 2, as shown in Figure 7. 
Differences between observed and computed lane 1 vol-
umes ranged from 1 to 43 percent with an average of 
17 percent, a distinct improvement over procedure 3 re-
sults. Despite the HCM specification of procedure 3 for 
these cases, lane 1 volumes were more accurately predicted 
by procedure 2 in ten of thirteen cases. 

It should be noted that procedure 3 most properly ap-
plies only to level of service D. In its prescribed use, it 
is to check a given ramp-weave segment or ramp to see if 
it meets the requirements for the high-volume threshold of 
level D. The accuracy analyses referenced herein did in 
fact do this. When the criteria for level D are not met, 
level E was assumed. The method was extended to include 
a check versus Table 8.1 level F. checkpoint values to de-
termine whether a level F condition was indicated. 

These results show that procedure 2 produces more ac- 

* Not included in this publication. See Appendix J herein for additional 
information. 	 * It is also commonly applied to level of service E. 
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TABLE 3 

SERVICE CRITERIA FOR ACCURACY ANALYSIS 
OF HCM PROCEDURES 

SMS (MPH) OF ALL VEHICLES FOR: 

LEVEL OF PROCEDURES 2 
SERVICE PROCEDURE 1 AND 3 

A >50 >60 
B 45to50 55to60 
C 37.5 to 45 50to55 
D 25 to 37.5 37.5 to 50 
E 15to25 30to37.5 
F <lS <30 

curate levels-of-service predictions than procedure 3 for 
ramp-weave cases with auxiliary lanes, even for cases of 
levels of service D and E. To further examine the accu-
racy of procedure 2 for all levels of service, 6-min data 
were used. An average difference between observed and 
computed lane 1 volumes of 19 percent was obtained. A 
general trend toward decreasing accuracy as length of the 
section increases was noted. The angle of approach at on-
ramps was also investigated, but results indicated that it 

had little effect on the accuracy of lane 1 volume predic-
tions in the normal range of 1 to 6 degrees. 

The accuracy of HCM Figure 8.22, which predicts the 
percentage of trucks in lane I, was also tested. Differences 
between observed and actual values ranged from 1 to 
37 percent with an average of 13 percent. Particularly in 
the case of eight-lane freeways, the results predicted by 
HCM are markedly different from a regression line fit to 
the actual data. This is shown in Figure 8. While the dif-
ferences noted for four- and six-lane freeways are not as 
drastic, HCM Figure 8.22 does not appear to accurately 
represent the relationship between freeway volume and 
percentage of trucks in lane 1. 

CONSISTENCY OF THE HCM PROCEDURES IN 
SPECIFYING LEVEL OF SERVICE 

The consistency of the three procedures in specifying levels 
of service was examined by comparing predictions for 
ramp-weave cases of the BPR data base. To obtain a com-
parison over a wider range of levels of service, a range of 
cases was also constructed and analyzed. The results of the 
analysis indicate that procedure 1 yields level-of-service 
estimates poorer than procedures 2 and 3 for relatively 
short or wide sections and better levels of service than 
procedures 2 and 3 for longer, narrower sections. These 

TABLE 4 

ACCURACY OF PROCEDURE 1 IN PREDICTING LEVEL OF SERVICE 
FOR BASIC WEAVING SECTIONS 

HCM COMPUTED LEVEL OF SERVICE Is: 

MORE THAN ONE ONE ONE LEVEL 
LEVEL LEVEL 

SAME 	BETFER POORER BETrER POORER 
TYPE OF 	AS 	THAN THAN THAN THAN 
DATA 	(%) 	(%) (%) (%) (%) 

Actual level of service 
based onSM5 Peakhour* 	50 	16 16 - 16 
of all vehicles 6 min 	30 	34 17 8 11 

* Sample size only 6 experiments. 

TABLE 5 

ACCURACY OF PROCEDURES IN PREDICTING LEVEL OF SERVICE 
OF RAMP-WEAVE SECTIONS (PEAK-HOUR DATA*) 

HCM COMPUTED LEVEL OF SERVICE IS: 

MORE THAN 
ONE ONE ONE LEVEL HCM 	 LEVEL LEVEL  

PROCE- 	SAME 	BETrER POORER BETrER POORER 
DURE 	AS 	THAN THAN THAN THAN 
NO. 	(%) 	(%) (%) (%) (%) 

Actual level of service 1 	35 	23 35 7 - 
determined by SMS 2 	23 	41 12 24 - 
of all vehicles 3 	20 	40 - 40 - 

* Similar results are obtairted with 6-min data. 
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TABLE 6 

ACCURACY OF PROCEDURE 1 IN PREDICTING LEVEL OF SERVICE 
OF MAJOR WEAVES AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS CONFIGURATIONS 

HCM COMPUTED LEVEL OF SERVICE is: 

MORE THAN 
ONE ONE ONE LEVEL 
LEVEL LEVEL 

SAME BETrER POORER BETFER POORER 

TYPE OF 	AS THAN THAN THAN 	THAN 

DATA 	 (%) (%) (%) (%) 	(%) 

Actual level of service 	Peak hour 	27 	- 	69 	4 	- 
determined by SMS 
of all vehicles 	 6 min 	21 	7 	43 	4 	25 

general results, however, must be viewed in light of the fact 
that level-of-service criteria for procedure 1 differ from 
those for procedures 2 and 3. Because of this problem, the 
results of the accuracy analyses must be viewed as the more 
meaningful. 

Details of these analyses are contained in Appendix V.* 

CURRENT PRACTICES 

The research agency sent questionnaires on current prac-
tices in design and analysis of weaving sections to the fifty 
states and to thirty-five major consultants in December 
1971. A total of fifty-one responses—thirty-eight states 
and thirteen consultants—were received. 

Several states and consultants responded with detailed 
comments on the present HCM, as well as forwarding com-
pleted questionnaires. Several of them also offered com-
ments on the Summary Report of the first phase of NCHRP 
Project 3-15 "Weaving Area Operations Study," which was 
attached to the questionnaires for information. Because 
many of the consultant replies indicated that they follow 

* Not included in this publication. See Appendix J herein for additional 
information. 

OBSERVED (VPH) 
Figure 5. Plot of peak-hour data showing computed 
versus observed lane I volumes for levels of service A, 
B, and C, procedure 2. 

state practices, only a summary of responses from the 
states is included herein. The major points are: 

There is a difference of opinion whether Chapter 7 or 
Chapter 8 of the HCM should be applied to weaving areas 
of the ramp-weave type. More use Chapter 7, despite the 
fact that the HCM recommends Chapter 8.t 

The HCM is used more for analysis than for design. 
The HCM is used more than the AASHTO "Blue 

Book" for both analysis and design. 
Of the respondents, 81 percent were satisfied with the 

HCM but a number offered specific comments and recom-
mendations. 

When using whatever standard procedure was cited, 
most respondents (83 percent) applied some modification 
or restriction. Of these, 54 percent (44 percent of the total) 
involved minimum lengths. Also, 38 percent (32 percent of 
the total) involved the level of service—quality of flow rela-
tionship. In both cases, "engineering judgment" was cited 
a number of times as the criterion. 

t The HCM, however, has ramp-type problems in the examples of 
Chapter 7. 

Figure 6. Plot of peak-hour data showing computed versus ob-
served lane 1 volumes for levels of service D and E, pro-
cedure 3. 
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Figure 7. Plot of peak-hour data showing computed versus 
observed lane 1 vo/u,nes for levels of service D and E, pro-
cedure 2. 

The results indicate that some uses contrary to HCM 
recommendations exist and that specific additional design 
items do exist. For instance, ten respondents cited specific 
minimum length practices. At the same time, potential 
ambiguities exist. For example, 32 -percent of those re-
sponding to the question jndicated that a weaving section 
is designed to a lower level of service than the through 
roadway. However, this is already "built into" procedure 1, 
so that it would be designed to operate poorer than intended. 

This survey documents the wide utilization of the HCM 
weaving procedures, while highlighting the fact that varia-
tions in its use do exist, and that problems are recognized. 
Appendix B contains a detailed summary of the survey 
responses. 

Based on the evaluation of the existing procedures, the 
researchers recommended to NCHRP a study program. 
The program centered on the generation of a new weaving 
area design/analysis procedure and the requisite data col-
lection associated with this objective. A concurrent effort 
to better expose the basic mechanisms and elemental con-
siderations of weaving was also recommended 

This section presents the prime findings and results re-
lated to the development of that new procedure. The pro-
cedure is presented in a self-contained, user-oriented form 
in Appendix E, which includes a number of examples, both 
design and analysis. 

Appendix E document was circulated to potential users 
in five state organizations (i.e., Connecticut, Massachusetts, 
New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania) in accordance 
with the researchers' approved program, for the purpose of 
eliciting comments (not necessarily endorsements) on its 
ease of use and clarity. Three reactions were received; they 
were favorable. 

Appendix C contains details of the configuration analysis 
cited herein. 

Appendix D contains details of the calibration of the 
basic relationships, including the development of the form 
of these relationships. The development was supported and 
substantiated by microscopic considerations to the maximal 
extent possible. 

Appendix F presents a computer program by which the 
required computations may be done. The program is writ-
ten in FORTRAN IV. The appendix includes examples, 
input format, and possible error and warning messages. 

General 

The following are some of the general concepts or ideas 
integral to the procedure: 

70 - 

So. 

PREDICTED VALUES 	 • 
(HCM FIG 822) 

40- 	
TRSSIONLINE 
EQN: 	129 VF-21.47  " 
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30 	
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)C 	
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(FREEWAY VOLUME, 100 VPH) 

Figure 8. Plot to test accuracy of predicted data, supplied by HCM Fig. 8.22, versus Observed 
data shows a marked discrepancy. 
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Space mean speeds (SMS) rather than operating 
speeds are used to define levels of operation. 

The service volume (SV) concepts of the HCM are 
adapted and used for the nonweaving traffic. 

Voluiries are considered in passenger car equivalents 
(pce) in units of passenger cars per hour (pcph). Adjust-
ments of vehicles per hour (vph) to pcph is made in 
accordance with the HCM. 

Levels of service are defined separately for weaving 
and nonweaving flows. 

Although balanced design (comparable level 'of ser-
vice) is sought, it is recognized that configuration may pre-
vent it from being realized. 

As far as basic relationships are concerned, there exist 
two sets of equations—one for major weave sections and 
one for ramp-weave sections.* 

The definitions of variables and terminology are con-
tained in Chapter One. 

Configuration 

The explicit consideration and awareness of configuration 
(section lane arrangement, including numbers of lanes on 
each leg) is an important and essential element of the rec-
ommended weaving procedure. All else that is done should 
be done in this context. 

It is of prime importance in design that the configuration 
be such that: 

The computed W can in fact be delivered. 
The lanes required for each outer flow (nonweaving 

flow) can in fact be delivered. 
The lanes on each input/output leg can, in fact, han-

dle the volumes at the level of service desired. 

One of the prime results of the research leading to the 
recommended procedure was the determination that there 
is a maximum width that can, in fact, be used by weaving 
traffic. It was found that this depended upon configuration 
type. The results are summarized for use in Table 7. The 
various configurations cited are shown in Figure 2. 

Since it is generally accepted that a "choice lane" should 
be provided for a major weave-type configuration, most 
designs will automatically incorporate a through lane (Fig-
ure 2 (C) or (D), which have choice lanes at the bifurca-
tion proper, as opposed to Figure 2 (B), which does not). 
It does not follow that this will necessarily correspond to 
the direction of the greater weaving flow at all times. The 
benefit of W = 3.6 is only realized completely, however, 
when it does correspond. 

In analysis, knowledge of the configuration (lane ar-
rangement) and Table 7 dictates the maximum W. It also 
provides information on the adequacy of the section for its 
nonweaving (outer) flows. 

Appendix C addresses the matter of configurational con-
straints in three ways: 

Rational development of constraint numbers and con-
firmation from peak-hour data of the BPR data base. 

* Recall that a major weave has three or more legs each having two or 
more lanes. A ramp weave is a standard auxiliary lane arrangement with 
one lane on and one lane off. The basic types are shown in Figure 2. 

TABLE 7 

MAXIMUM WEAVING WIDTH W VARIES 
WITH CONFIGURATION 

WIDTH 

CONFIGURATION 	 (LANES) 

Ramp weave 	 2.3 

Major weave with a crown line 	 2.6 to 2.7 

Major weave with through lane on direction 
of greater weaving flow 	 3.6 

See Figure 2. 
An estimate. The data base was deficient in these cases. 

Further confirmation from the 18-min composite data 
base (which includes the project data base). 

Support by a lane-changing model. 

The lane-changing model verifies that the lane arrange-
ment (configuration) is important. This model, formu-
lated to check this one aspect, lacks an internal capacity 
limit. Another formulation, presented in Appendix H, is 
more realistic in this respect. It too confirms that there is 
a configurational effect. 

This appendix also addresses configuration/lane arrange-
ment from the aspect of lane balance, reinforcing the above 
analyses. 

Use of Space Mean Speed (SMS) 

Operating speed is defined in the HCM as "the highest 
over-all speed at which a driver can travel on a given high-
way under favorable weather conditions and under pre-
vailing traffic conditions without at any time exceeding the 
safe speed as determined by the design speed on a section-
by-section basis." It is the fastest reasonable speed. Space 
mean speed, on the other hand, is "the average of the 
speeds of vehicles within a given space or section of road-
way at a given instant," or "the average speed of a specified 
group of vehicles based on their average travel time over 
a section of roadway." 

Space mean speed has the advantage of having an Opera-
tional definition; that is, it can be measured unambiguously. 
Moreover, most data are in fact collected in ways that yield 
space mean speeds, not operating speeds. This includes 
most speed—volume data that underlie curves of the ser-
vice volume—speed relation. In regard to weaving analysis, 
the 1963 BPR data base could only meaningfully yield 
space mean speeds. 

Because of both the exigencies of the data base(s) avail-
able and the more basic judgment that operating speed is 
unnecessarily ambiguous as to measurement, space mean 
speed was adopted as the speed measure. The question was 
raised of how the service volume—speed relation of the 
HCM could have been calibrated with operating speeds. 
For low speeds in the data at hand, the space mean speeds 
approached the speeds expected in the HCM. 

In the recommended procedure, space mean speeds were 
the ones used. The calibration and use are consistent 
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within the recommended procedure, and the procedure is 
self-contained in this respect. Comparisons with the HCM 
are done on the basis of (service) volumes in the examples 
and not speeds alone. 

Should the user wish to obtain operating speed estimates, 
however, he can use the formula developed by Makigami, 
etal. (6): 

OS=AS+[i_()] 	(3) 

in which 
Os = operating speed (mph); 
AS = average running speed or space mean speed; 

(DS) = design speed or speed limit (mph); and 
V/C = volume-to-capacity ratio. 

With a 55-mph speed limit and V/C= 0.40, the increment 
is 3.3 mph. This is at level of service A for a six-lane fa-
cility (three lanes per direction). At level of service B, the 
increment would only be 2.3 mph. 

Development of the Basic Relationships 

Extensive analysis of both the macroscopic data (6-min or 
greater flows and speeds) and the microscopic data and 
models developed within this research project led to de-
velopment of the regression-based relationships that form 
the core of the recommended procedure. A number of 
macroscopic forms were considered. All were postulated 
and/or reviewed with due consideration of the microscopic 
aspects, data, and models. However, the final direction and 
calibration emphasized the macroscopic in the interest of 
acquiring a wide data base at practical cost. 

Appendix D contains the details of the development of 
the macroscopic forms and the final calibration. It also 
includes an analysis, using the procedure developed, of 
some data reserved from the project data base for that 
purpose. Some characteristics of the calibration, beyond 
those already noted, are: 

The distinction between ramp weaves and major weaves 
was determined as necessary in the course of the calibration. 

The proper range of the calibration is found to be for 
nonweaving speeds (S,,0) of 30 mph or greater. This limit, 
the common limit for level of service E, is found as a result 
of the investigation, not as an a priori assumption. 

For major weaves, it is found that the weaving speed 
(S,0) can go as low as 20 mph for S, 	30 mph. This can 
be, and is, used to define a lower limit for weaving level of 
service E. 

The resulting relationships include 5,,,,, and 5,,, explic-
itly (sometimes via AS = S,,,,, - S,,,), so that a continuum 
results rather than subcases for each of a set of levels of 
service, which would be somehow defined. As a result, 
levels of service can be, and are, specified exogenously. 
The researchers selected definitions that consider existing 
usages. 

Data aggregated in 18-min time periods yielded better 
regularity than 6- or 12-min periods. Longer periods did 
not improve the regularity but did reduce the number of 
data point available. The calibration is based on 18-mm 
time periods. 

The best relationships describing weaving traffic were de-
veloped starting from the assumption that WIN is propor-
tional (actually, functionally related) to yR. That is, that 
the percentage of width required by weaving vehicles is di-
rectly related to the percentage of the total traffic that they 
constitute. 

Note that this one relationship—WIN dependent princi-
pally upon VR—involves both types of flow (weaving and 
nonweaving) in the determination of W. This is reason-
able, for although the flows are significantly segregated as 
they enter the section, there is a physical overlap and thus 
interaction in the space they occupy. 

The basic relationships for both major weaves and ramp 
weaves are summarized in Table 8. Each configuration 
type (major weave or ramp weave) is subject to two 
governing equations: 

TABLE 8 

RELATIONSHIPS OF MAJOR AND RAMP WEAVES 

EQUATION 
EST. OF 

TYPE EQUATION DETAILS CORR. COEFF. 

MAJOR WEAVE 

Primary log--=—l.l6O.660 VR 
—3.10 R(log VR)e-°" 
+0.372 log S. 

Secondary (holds only if S=48.3 —27.4 log S, —0.146 L p = 0.637 W not constrained) 

RAMP WEAVE 

Primary s= - 109.5+ 	104.8 +50.7 log S0 
VL + 3  

p=0.787 

Secondary (holds only if log - 	= —0.615+0.606Vik IT W not constrained) —0.00365 (AS) —0757  
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A "primary relationship" that holds under all condi-
tions and was calibrated with all available data. Note that 
the sample correlation coefficient is in the order of 0.8 in 
both cases. 

A "secondary relationship" that holds only when W 
is not configuration constrained and that was calibrated 
with only those data that did not border on configuration-
constrained. 

The ramp-weave secondary relationship in particular 
would be significantly weaker if an attempt were made to 
fit it with all available data. 

The importance of the secondary relationship is in re-
moving an indeterminacy that superficially seemed to exist. 
Without them, analysis of a section could not yield a spe-
cific, most probable description of operations unless W was 
at its maximum. They are secondary only in that they do 
not always hold. 

The fact that the relationship defining AS is of greater 
importance for ramp weaves than for major weaves is logi-
cal. In a ramp-weave situation, even one in which W is 
constrained, AS is dependent upon the runway provided to 
the weaving vehicles (this is determined by L), and—for 
a given L—the weaving flow is carried along to a certain 
extent by the motion, speed, and opportunities of the main-
line. Whenever possible, W will readjust to suit the situa-
tion at hand, as is reflected in the secondary equation for 
ramp weaves. 

It is interesting that the length L is a significant determi-
nant of section operation but that its significance dissipates 
quickly as L is increased. In both major weaves and ramp 
weaves, by far the greatest part of the advantage of length 
is achieved by 2,000 ft. 

It should be noted that there were no ramp weaves above 
2,000 ft used in the calibrations, nor are they often built. 
The utility of such added length is not related directly to 
weaving section performance; perhaps a ramp weave is 
merited that needs only be 1,500 ft long, but external con-
siderations dictate ramp locations that cause a 2,500-ft 
length. 

In the case of the major weave, there is still benefit above 
2,000 ft in increasing length, although most of the benefit 
would have already been realized. While the calibration 
data base contains lengths up to 4,600 ft, only 10 percent 
of the base is above 2,000 ft. One should expect less pre-
cision in the results for rather long sections. 

It is possible to show that as the major weave section is 
made very long the level of operation does not generally 
reach the level defined by SV = VTOT/N (effective non-
weaving). Although this may be due to the limitations of 
the calibration, it must be remembered that (1) the merge 
and diverge turbulence will always exist regardless of 
length, and '(2) there is intensive lane changing at the 
beginning of the section because of intensive presegrega-
tion, which adds to/causes the turbulence. 

In regard to which set of equations should be used for 
which design problems, it must be recognized that the flows 
and the VR value will generally give insight into which con-
figuration type should be used in a particular design prob-
lem. In analysis, inspection of the configuration will gen-
erally determine the relations to use. 

Levels of Service; Service Volumes 

In accordance with the above-cited results, a set of level-
of-service definitions were established. Consistent with the 
thoughts underlying the calibration, separate standards 
were defined for weaving and nonweaving traffic. 

The levels of service as defined in the HCM Table 9.1 
were adapted for use with the nonweaving volumes. The 
adaptations were that (1) space mean speeds rather than 
operating speeds are used throughout, including the cali-
brations; (2) the service volume values were interpolated 
between those commonly specified as necessary, the inter-
polation being linear with respect to travel times; and (3) 
the boundary between levels D and E was taken as 38 mph. 

The characteristics of the definitions are: 

The nonweaving level of service for both major weaves 
and ramp weaves will be defined analogous to the HCM as 
discussed above. 

The weaving level of service for ramp weaves will be 
defined identical to the nonweaving level of service. 

The weaving level of service for major weaves will be 
defined so that, at "balanced" or equilibrium operations, 
both nonweaving and weaving traffic will have the same 
level-of-service designation. 

The last definition is achieved by observing the balance 
that occurs between weaving and nonweaving flows when 
W is not constrained by configuration. The speed differ-
ential that then exists is shown in Figure 9, which is based 
on the calibration data base. 

Although the speed difference LS implied in Figure 9 
is dependent on length as well as S20, it is not highly sensi-
tive to length. The curve for L = 12.5 is therefore used 
rather than adding an unnecessary complexity. 

The level-of-service definitions are contained in Table 9. 
Note that level of service D is subdivided for major weaves 
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Figure 9. Speed relationships for major weave, design case. 
Note: Insensitivity to L exhibited in AS formula (Table 3) 
generating this relationship. Curve shown for L=12.5. This 
does not imply insensitivity to L in a major weave. See Table 
E-3. 
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TABLE 9 

LEVEL-OF—SERVICE DEFINITIONS 

NON WEAVING (ALL) MAJOR WEAVE 

AND RAMP-WEAVE (WEAVING TRAFFIC 

WEAVING ONLY) 

LEVEL DESIGN DESIGN 
OF RANGE SPEED RANGE SPEED 
SERVICE (MPH) (MPH) (MPH) (MPH) 

A 60 and up 60 60 and up - 
B 55 to 60 55 55 to 60 55 
C 50 to 55 50 50 to 55 50 
D 38to50 _b 33to50 
E 30to38 30 20to33 20 
F 30 and under - 20 and under - 

Improbable; no such case observed in the calibration data base; use 
procedure with this awareness. 

For ramp-weave: 38 mph 
For major weave: 
D: iS=5: S =38 and S,r=33 
D,: isS=2: S ,.44 and S,,=42  

so that either LS = 5 mph or AS = 2 mph can be specified 
in design. 

Note that one level of service characterizes both non-
weaving flows. For a given design, the practitioner may 
observe that one is not accurately portrayed. For instance, 
a small ramp-to-ramp flow on a ramp weave is controlled 
by the weaving level of service. Other than this case (which 
will not significantly affect the computations), this refine-
ment is not generally recommended as what is desired is 
a descriptor of the over-all section in relatively simple terms 
consistent with accuracy.*. 

The service volumes associated with the nonweaving lev-
els of service are summarized in Figure 10. As noted, they 
are based on HCM values with linear interpolation (with 
respect to travel times) used to find values between those 
specified. 

The service volume characterizing a section is to be 
based on the entrance leg with the greater number of in-
put lanes. This is the approach used in handling the cali-
bration data. In addition to determining N,,,5 , the service 

* Moreover, one would frequently become enmeshed in considerations of 
"how much" of the W is on 'which side" of the section, which requires 
a sophistication inappropriate to the purpose of the procedure. Insights 
can be gained, however, by the more sophisticated user. 
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volume is to be used in checking the input/output lanes 
required, or the adequacy of those provided. 

Note that service volume is in pcphpl. All computations 
assume that the volumes have been adjusted for grade, 
trucks, lane width, and lateral clearance. The peak-hour 
factor (PHF) is built into the service-volume curves. It is 
as defined in the HCM. 

The Structured Procedure 

Appendix E is written as a self-contained document in-
tended for the day-to-day user. It includes detailed specifi-
cation of the use of the above results in both design and 
analysis. Examples of both are included. 

The procedure is presented in both analytic and nomo-
graphic forms in Appendix E. The key nomographs are 
those affecting the equations in Table 8. These are shown 
in Figure 11. There are also some computational aids 
based on Figure 10. 

A Package Program for the Procedure 

Appendix F contains detailed information on a package 
program developed by the researchers to effect the compu-
tations involved. The appendix includes a listing of the 
FORTRAN IV source. 

The program handles both design and analysis problems, 
ramp weave, and major weave. It includes a feature by 
which consecutive analysis problems can be done without 
intermediate headings, so that comparison is simplified. 
Another feature allows one to step through a range of 
weaving volumes, designing for an appropriate length for 
each. In this way, one can plot and/or note required 
length as a function of weaving volume, all other parame-
ters being fixed. 

Discussion of Design and Operation 

A number of points of concern to the designer that should 
be considered in the context of the recommended proce-
dures and techniques are discussed. 

Differences in speed exist between the two weaving flows. 
The speed S20  found or specified is the composite of the 
two. The heavier volume weaving flow is the faster of the 
two. This pattern is much more pronounced for ramp 
weaves than for major weaves. 

It must be remembered that true weaving sections—in 
the sense of both physical weaving configuration and two 
significant weaving movements—are not as common as is 
often thought. Frequently only one weaving flow exists and 
the problem is really one of merge and diverge. This is 
handled by the procedures of HCM Chapter 8. For those 
true weaving sections of the ramp-weave type, it is ques-
tionable practice to make them longer than 2,000 ft. For 
true major weaves, the equations can be used under caution 
that they are not so precise in this region. 

The nomographs can be used for the longer situations by 
simply extending the L scale for major weaves, which is 
linear. A nomograph extension is shown in Figure 11 (B) 
(dashed line). 

The question of when a weaving section appears to be a 
normal freeway section has been of recurring interest to  

designers. Intuitively, one might expect that this would 
tend to occur as the section was made longer. The HCM 
considered such an out-of-the-realm-of-weaving regime. In 
the present work, it was found that such a regime existed 
only under certain conditions. It is referred to herein as 
effective nonweaving. 

Two ways of viewing the problem are from (1) com-
parable speeds, or (2) comparable service volumes. The 
former can frequently be resolved, as indicated in the il-
lustrative problems and the equations. The latter—as deter-
mined by a net service volume approaching SV = VTOT/N 
—cannot be achieved in ramp weaves and cannot generally 
be attained in major weaves. 

While one may question whether this result may be at-
tributed to the limitations of the calibration, it must be 
remembered as cited earlier that (1) the merge and di-
verge turbulence will always exist, regardless of length, and 
(2) there is intensive lane changing at the beginning of the 
section because of the intensive presegregation, adding to/ 
causing the turbulence. In the case of ramp weaves, there 
is the added fact that there is rarely the ramp-to-ramp vol-
ume to use much of the auxiliary lane space at the activity 
level implied by such an SV. 

It should be noted that a typical weaving section is sub-
jected to a range of flow conditions. Depending upon the 
season, or even the time of day, the relative magnitudes of 
flows may differ, sometimes significantly. The weaving sec-
tion may have to be designed with several flow patterns in 
mind. If it is not, the operation under some of these pat-
terns possibly may appear to be poor simply because the 
section was designed for only one specific set of conditions. 

It may also happen that the type of driver using a given 
weaving section is sometimes radically different from the 
drivers using the sections on which the calibration data for 
this procedure were collected. The composite data base 
generally reflects peak-period drivers for certain levels (the 
poorer levels of service were generally recorded then) and 
weekdays off-peak drivers at others (the better levels). The 
impacts of recreational driving populations, to the extent 
that they differ from these populations, have not been as-
certained. Proper advance signing and other practices can 
aid in avoiding pathological problems that could arise by 
substantial lack of the presegregation that has been ob-
served as characteristic of weaving sections. 

On the subject of shifting flow patterns, it may happen 
that a design pattern has shifted significantly and somewhat 
permanently. It may be possible to modify the section lane 
arrangement—including number of lanes on each leg—
with markings rather than with physical reconstruction. 

It should be noted that two-sided weaves (sections in 
which one of the weaving flows is the largest flow and/or 
virtually the mainline flow) are routinely handled by the 
major weave classification. Two-sided weaves are just a 
special flow pattern with a high yR. 

Multiple weaves are more complex, and guidelines and 
discussion are given in Appendix I. 

A last point: the lanes required for each nonweaving 
(outer) flow can be computed individually. One may then 
ensure that sufficient width exists on the two respective 
sides of the weaving activity. This, as a rule, is handled by 
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checking the adequacy of the lanes on each leg. In situa-
tions where the design is marginal or the designer desires 
reinforcement or further insight, he may wish to compute 
the nonweaving lane allocation on each side of the section. 

APPLICATIONS OF THE RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE 

This report contains a number of examples, both actual and 
postulated cases, worked by means of the recommended 
procedure. Appendices E and F contain examples illustrat-
ing the detailed procedural steps and the computer pro-
gram, respectively. Appendix D contains analyses of data 
from the project data base that were withheld from the cali-
bration either because of special features or expressly for 
this data check. Appendix D also contains an analysis of 
the data collected on the Gowanus Expressway earlier in 
the project.* 

Appendix G contains an analysis of the Ward-Fairmount 
weaving section (7). Although the HCM procedure was 
not able to properly assess the problem existing at this site, 
the recommended procedure was able to do so. 

In the course of the review of the user-oriented docu-
ment (Appendix E), the Massachusetts Department of 
Public Works applied the procedure for the analysis of an 
existing situation (Central Artery Bridge over the Charles 
River, Boston) and were well satisfied with the results. 

MECHANISMS OF WEAVING: RESULTS 

The project data base was used for a wide range of micro-
scopic studies, and a number of microscopic models for 
various purposes were formulated. These investigations 
served two purposes: (1) they were a guide and a control 
in the macroscopic investigations, and (2) they provide in 
and of themselves a better understanding of the basic 
mechanisms of weaving section operation. 

This section summarizes the results of these investiga-
tions. Further details are contained in appendices when 
appropriate. 

In regard to the weaving mechanism and procedure, 
these studies affirm and/or reaffirm several points. 

There is very substantial presegregation of the weaving 
and nonweaving traffic as it enters the weaving section. The 
degree of presegregation lessens as section length increases, 
but the sensitivity is significant (under 2,000 ft) for ramp 
weaves. 

This result supports the macroscopic formulation, which 
identifies lane use as a later sequence of nonweaving-
weaving-nonweaving allocations, with interaction built into 
the procedure via the weaving percentage YR. It also indi-
cates one of the basic mechanisms wherein length does 
have an effect—the input distribution is not as acute for 
longer sections, particularly in the ramp-weave situation. 

This result also implies that there is a substantial up-
stream (and downstream) influence of the weaving section 
because drivers must pre-sort and then unsort themselves. 
Lacking specific data for those regions, this effect may be 

* These data were collected in the first part of the project by aerial 
photography both to obtain data on a long (4,080 ft) section and to assess 
the collection technique itself. As a matter of record, this effort is sum-
marized in Appendix XVI (not included in this publication; see Appen-
dix J herein for additional information). 

estimated using lane-changing matrices with selected val-
ues (8). 

Configuration is indeed an important factor. The im-
portance of configuration is shown in the lane-changing 
model of Appendix C and in the linear programming model 
of Appendix H. 

The benefit of increasing length dissipates rapidly. 
This is also demonstrated in the two models cited, although 
the illustration in Appendix H is somewhat extreme be-
cause of the specific values employed in the example. 

Weaving sections are often controlled (as regards level 
of service provided) by specific concentrations of vehicles 
or "hot spots" within the weaving section. Conversely, 
some areas within the weaving section are underutilized. 

This characteristic is found throughout the investigations. 
The lane-changing model (App. C) implies this because the 
highly skewed input distributions °—combined with lane-
ihanging probabilities are invariant with longitudinal dis-
stance—lead to a concentration of lane changes at the be-
ginning of the section. The linear programming model 
(App. H) very, graphically shows that a number of inter-
nal points frequently become saturated before the length 
limitation, as such, comes into effect. The net effect, as 
regards macroscopic models based on field data that have 
this characteristic intrinsically, is that the importance of 
length is less than it would be otherwise. The Gowanus 
Expressway data (Appendix XVI t)  show the cited charac-
teristic in an actual field situation, as does the project data 
base. 

As far as can be discerned, the lane-changing proba-
bilities are not dependent on volume, longitudinal position 
within the weaving section, or section length. They do vary 
according to essential or nonessential lane changing, and—
for nonessential changes—according to the direction of 
movement. 

These results confirm the assumptions essential to lane 
changing and linear programming models, which are 
presented. 

A weaving section may be, and frequently is, subjected 
to a wide range of conditions as regards flow levels and 
combinations thereof. This range can occur within a typi-
cal day, a few hours, or over seasons. 

Table 10 gives the range of flow conditions for one ex-
periment from the project data base for which the levels of 
service as computed from the recommended procedure are 
also indicated. It is of importance that the designer appre-
ciate that such ranges exist and that more than one set of 
values may have to be. considered in doing his evaluation. 

In addition to very substantial presegregation, the mul-
tiple weave site in the project data base also gave evidence 
that the proportional allocation of weaving recommended 
in the HCM (weaving allocated in proportion to subsection 
lengths) does not hold. 

This finding, based on the microscopic data of this one 
experiment, is detailed in Appendix I. A discussion on the 

* The skew is accentuated by the presegregation on each leg, but is not 
due solely to it When vehicles enter the section, they are limited initially 
to those internal lanes that correspond to the lanes on their input leg. 

t Not included in this publication. See Appendix J herein for additional 
information. 
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TABLE 10 

RANGE OF FLOW CONDITIONS 
IN PROJECT EXPERIMENT 12; CROSS-WESTCHESTER 
EXPRESSWAY, WHITE PLAINS, NY 

LEVEL OF SERVICE 
(ANALYSIS OUT- 
PUT, RECOM- 

RANGE OF FLOW (PCPH) MENDED PROCE- 
FOR MOVEMENT 1' DURE) 

NON- 
TIME 1 2 3 4 WEAVING WEAVING 

2:02PM 1506 123 642 284 B 	D 
08 1670 140 440 310 B 	D 
14 1530 170 500 390 B 	D 
20 1750 80 400 280 B 	D 
26 1840 130 340 340 B 	D 

3:41 PM 1960 91 747 485 B 	D 
47 1818 232 717 444 B 	D 
53 2731 269 634 516 C 	D 

4:14PM 2443 247 691 454 C 	D 
20 2660 190 870 530 C 	D 
26 2828 333 980 808 D 	E 
32 3350 310 1070 630 E 	E 

6-min periods. 
As delineated in Fig. 1. 

extension of the recommended procedure to multiple 
weaves, including an analysis of this and the four BPR 
data base multiple weaves, is also contained therein. 

In addition to these findings and analyses, the researchers 
also established that: 

The difference in speed between the two weaving move-
ments is such that the heavier volume is almost always the 
faster. This pattern is more pronounced for ramp weaves 
than for major weaves. 

While the accident rate is greater in weaving sections 
than on open freeway sections, it is not possible to attribute 
this rate specifically to length, weaving volume, or any 
other factor with the data at hand. In addition to the 
limited quantity of data, the researchers believe that other 
factors—signing, approach roadway, etc.—can be predomi-
nant and that an investigation should take all of these into 
account. 

The following section presents details of these findings 
where appropriate. 

MECHANISMS OF WEAVING: ANALYSIS 

This section does not address certain developments that are 
treated extensively elsewhere in the report and that are 
already placed in context, such as the lane-changing and 
linear programming models. 

Presegregation 

One phenomenon noted in reviewing the project data base 
was the high degree of presegregation of vehicles entering 
the weaving section. That is, drivers on leg A destined for 
leg Y, in the main, had moved over to the curb lane of the 

mainline at some point in advance of the weaving section. 
This active presegregation on the part of users simplifies to 
the maximum extent possible the weaving process they must 
undertake. 

Eleven experiments from the project data base were used 
to examine the magnitude of presegregation. These in-
cluded both ramp-weave and major weave configurations 
and encompassed a range of section lengths from slightly 
over 500 to 2,000 ft. Of particular interest was how leg A 
traffic destined for leg X or leg Y aligned itself at the en-
trance to the weaving section. Table 11 presents the per-
centage distribution of the leg A traffic exiting leg Y (i.e., 
weaving traffic) and the traffic continuing on leg X (i.e., 
nonweaving traffic). 

Weaving Traffic 

Regardless of the number of leg A lanes or their section 
lengths, more than half of the exiting traffic is already in 
the curb lane of leg A at the entrance to the weaving sec-
tion. If only ramp-weave configurations are considered, the 
data show that of the exiting traffic 69 to almost 98 percent 
has already moved into the curb lane prior to entering the 
weaving section. As one might expect, the shorter the sec-
tion the greater the percentage of exiting traffic placing it-
self in the best possible position to make its necessary 
weave. 

A similar pattern is observed in the major weave sections 
as well. Here, however, a greater percentage of vehicles is 
found to remain in the lane next to the curb lane than 
occurs in the ramp-weave sections. This may be due to the 
fact that, for most of the major weaves, leg Y had two 
lanes, which allowed relatively free movement for exiting 
vehicles from both the curb lane and the lane adjacent to it. 

Through Traffic 

Those vehicles entering the section and which desire to 
continue on along the main line tend to presegregate them-
selves in a manner opposite to that of exiting traffic. That 
is, the majority of through traffic is found to be in lanes 
other than the curb lane. In the case of ramp-weave sec-
tions, 60 to 85 percent of through traffic has already posi-
tioned itself such that it will not be involved with weaving 
traffic. 

A similar pattern is observed in the major weave sections. 
Here again, the configurational conditions of the multiple 
weaving sections affect the behavior of the users in different 
ways. 

Summary Comments 

In considering all the available data, users do align them-
selves prior to entering the weaving section in such a man-
ner as to maximize the ease with which they traverse the 
section. Exiting motorists "move over" in large numbers to 
the curb lane, while through traffic tends to do just the 
opposite. Thus, the collective decisions of weaving section 
users result in significant presegregation. 
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TABLE 11 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF LEG A WEAVING AND NONWEAVING 
TRAFFIC ENTERING THE WEAVING SECTION 

DISTRIBUTION (%) BY DESTINATION OF TRAFFIC ARRIVING ON LEG A 

NO.OF 1' 2 3 4 
LEG A 
(EN- SECTION CON- CON- CON- CON- 
TRANCE) LENGTH EXIT TINUE EXIT 	TINUE EXIT TINUE EXIT TINUE 
LANES (FT) LEGY LEGX LEGY 	LEGX LEGY LEGX LEGY LEGX 

RAMP WEAVE 

2 750 2.6 79.0 97.4 	21.0 - - - - 
1200 7.5 60.2 92.5 	39.8 - - - - 
1467 22.5 77.4 76.6 	22.6 - - - - 

'3 750 0 41.8 2.5 	43.3 97.5 14.9 - - 
968 1.3 41.3 17.1 	38.7 81.6 20.0 - - 

2000 5.9 40.5 25.2 	44.6 68.9 15.6 - - 
MAJOR WEAVE 

2 527 6.6 56.6 93.4 	43.4 - - - - 
950 5.1 57.7 94.9 	42.3 - - - - 

1481 18.7 73.5 81.3 	26.5 - - - - 
3 900 6.1 57.8 40.8 	39.4 53.1 2.7 - - 
4 1355 0.1 20.2 2.6 	49.4 26.1 29.1 71.2 1.3 

Entrance lane I is the median lane 

Upstream and Downstream Effects 

Neither the BPR nor the project data base includes in-
formation on movements outside of the weaving section 
proper. The extent of weaving segregation indicates, how-
ever, that significant upstream and downstream effects must 
exist as a result of the vehicles presorting and unsorting. 

In order to illustrate the possible magnitude of these 
effects, a typical role of project experiment 5 (Cross-Bronx 
Expressway eastbound over the Alexander Hamilton Bridge, 
New York City, N.Y.) was selected and is shown in Fig-
ure 12. Transition probabilities were chosen from (1) sam-
ple lane-changing probabilities extracted from Reference 8, 
and (2) probabilities comparable to the nonessential * lane 

* That is, a lane change made by a weaving vehicle within the section 
proper but not essential to complete the vehicle's weave. 

VPH  

change rates observed within the weaving section. The 
values are shown in Table 12. 

Figures 13 and 14 show a summary of the effects for 
Reference 8 values and intense values, respectively. For 
the former values, there is a very mild shifting to and from 
the weaving segregation pattern such that the effect has im-
pact-albeit mild-at least a mile away in both directions. 

For the latter values, the effects are more localized, being 
felt no more than 500 ft in either direction in terms of lane 
distributions and 1,000 ft in terms of sorting among lanes 
(e.g., Fig. 14 (B)). This, however, triples the area of in-
fluence of the 950-ft weaving section. 

One may argue that upstream sorting is relevant but 
downstream unsorting by movement is not. Vehicles ap-
proaching the section are indistinguishably intermingled but 

I ante 	VPI-1 

*4ATRlCES IN TABLE 12 FOR 	 y 
"UPST REAMS  START AT GIVEN VALUES 
AND WORK BACKWARD. 

Figure 12. Estimation of probable effects upstream and downstream of a weaving section. 
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must presort according to purpose; having completed their 
purpose, it is only the total lane volumes that must redis-
tribute to a balanced condition because the vehicles no 
longer have a distinguishing purpose. If so, the (b) parts 
of Figures 13 and 14 are not relevant. The magnitude of 
such effects would hold, however, for three-lane approaches. 

The subject of upstream and downstream effects is dis-
cussed further in Chapter Four in the context of "Sugges-
tions for Future Research." 

Concentrations Within Weaving Sections 

Figure 15 illustrates the concentrations within sections 
found in the project data base. Vehicles are counted twice 
when they change lanes-in the lane they change from and 
in the lane they change to, in the quadrant of the change. 
This highlights the impact of the change but does not dis-
tort the patterns unduly for the point now being made. 

Concentrations such as these, observed in the actual data, 
are also predicted in the linear programming model of Ap-
pendix H. In that context, they are results of the drivers 
optimizing the volume-handling capability of the section 
within certain confines. The prime confine is invariant 
lane-changing probabilities, which account and/or allow for 
the propensity of drivers to concentrate lane changes at the 
beginning of the section. 

Lane-Changing Probabilities 

A lane-changing probability p 3(r) is computed by taking 
the number of lane changes from lane I to lane I in quad-
rant r and dividing by the total volume within the quadrant 
in lane i. Probabilities are computed separately for move-
ments 1, 2, 3, and 4. To reduce the variability induced by 
consideration of short-term 6-min flows, consecutive 6-mm 
data periods were aggregated to form 12-min flows. Fur- 

TABLE 12 

ESTIMATES OF UPSTREAM 
AND DOWNSTREAM EFFECTS 

TO 
FROM. 1 	 2 3 

(a) Upstream, some Ref. 8 values 

1 0.9532 	0.0468 - 
2 0.0103 	0.9897 - 

(b) Downstream, some Ref. 8 values 

1 0.9866 	0.0134 0.0 
2 0.0075 	0.9860 0.0065 
3 0.0 	 0.0290 0.9710 

(c) Upstream, intense values 

1 0.55 	 0.45 - 
2 0.15 	 0.85 - 

(d) Downstream, intense values 

1 0.6004 	0.3996 0.0 
2 0.2509 	0.5233 0.2258 
3 0.0 	 0.3237 0.6763 

ther, periods with total lane flows (in the lane from which 
the lane change is made) of less than 20 were eliminated. 

A distinction was found to exist as to essential versus 
nonessential lane changes. Note that for movement 2 of 
project experiment 5 (Fig. 16 (A)) lane changes from 
lanes 1 and 2 are essential if a vehicle in either of those 
lanes is to complete a weaving maneuver. Beyond that, 
however, a weaving vehicle may make a further change 
from lane 3 to lane 4. This lane change is not required to 
complete a weaving maneuver. 

Data were analyzed for project experiments 2, 5, and 7. 
Values of P(r) were computed and plotted against several 
volume variables to investigate relationships between vol-
ume factors and p1,(r). Data were stratified by quadrants 
and examined. The relationships exhibited all lead to an 
invariant value for p. This lack of trend is shown for proj-
ect experiment 5 in Figure 16 (B). This particular experi-
ment is especially interesting for investigating the values of 
pi,j  because the segment length (L = 950 ft/4) is quite close 
to the unit length of 250 ft adopted by Worrall. 

Analysis of the three experiments cited revealed that 
no trend with volume or quadrant could be discerned; 
there is a difference between essential and nonessential 

lane-changing probabilities; (3) there is no discernible dif-
ference for essential lane-changing probabilities between 
the two weaving movements; (4) there is a difference 
between nonessential probabilities for the two weaving 
movements; (5) there are no discernible differences with 
length for the two lengths available (either 750 or 950 ft), 
considering probability per unit length. Analysis of vari-
ance or regression analysis was used, as appropriate; con-
clusions were drawn at a significance level of 0.05. The 
results are indicative but not neecssarily conclusive (e.g., 
the length invariance). A summary of some of the re-
sultant probabilities is given in Table 13. 

Multiple Weave Mechanisms 

Multiple weave sections are generally treated in the HCM 
as a sequence of subsections or segments for the purposes 
of analysis and/or design. Each segment is considered 

The variance of the data was sufficiently high that the limited sample 
may have precluded resolving a difference that seems to exist. Refer to 
Table 13. 

TABLE 13 

LANE-CHANGE PROBABILITIES 

ESSENTIAL 	 NONESSENTIAL 
PROJECT  

EXP.NO. 	 MV=2 MV=3 MV=2 MV=3 

0.57 	0.46 	- 	- 
0.64 	0.40 	0.29 	0.16 
- 0.46 - - 

All three 	 0.59' 	0.43 .: 	0.29 	0.16 

Final aggregation 	0.52' 	 0.29 	0.16 

Probabilities based on 10 points or fewer not shown. 
The difference of 0.16 (0.59-0.43) for essential lane changes is not 

significant due, perhaps, to large variance of data. 
0.46, if normalized to - 250-ft section. 
0.53, if normalized to - 250-ft section. 
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(d) of Table 12. 
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separately in terms of its length and width requirements. 
The major problem in the HCM multiple weave design 
analysis is how to consider those weaving vehicles that 
traverse more than one segment. The position at which 
these vehicles execute their weaving maneuvers will affect 
the over-all design analysis results. The HCM recommends 
allocation of the weaving in proportion to the segment 
lengths. 

One multiple weave section was collected as part of the 
project data base, the multiple weaves in the BPR data base 
not being amenable to a study of section-by-section mecha-
nisms. Appendix I details the analysis of the data on two 
levels, that is (1) evaluation of the allocation hypothesis, 
and (2) guidelines for using the recommended procedure 
on multiple weaves. 
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Figure /5. Examples of vehicle concentrations within weaving 
sections from project data base information. 

Figure 17 shows the placement of slightly more than 
3,900 vehicles entering the section during one roll of film-
ing. The figure indicates the lane placement of vehicles at 
the end of segment 1 and at the middle and end of seg-
ment 2 by leg and lane of entry. Percentage distributions 
are also shown. In this case, at least, there was absolutely 
no "proportional allocation" of weaving between the two 
weaving segments. All the weaving maneuvers associated 
with the second exit were undertaken in the second segment. 

Although the data are very limited, the fact remains that 
the practicing engineer will have to cope with the design 
and analysis of multiple weave sections. It is therefore 
necessary that guidelines be developed out of the existing 
knowledge to the maximal extent possible and that the engi-
neer be advised to use them with appropriate caution. 

After consideration of these points and investigation of 
the available experiments, the following guidelines are 
recommended: 

Sketch the movements with consideration for pre-
segregation and necessity to weave so that the location of 
weaves (and thus nonweaving and weaving volumes per 
subsection) are identified. 

Classify the subsections as major weave or ramp-
weave type. 

Execute design or analysis as appropriate, subsection 
by subsection. 

Review the over-all situation to determine if there are 
any limiting conditions. For analysis, poor performance in 
a downstream subsection may control an upstream subsec-
tion. In design, lengths may have to be varied or width may 
have to be changed. In design, the subsection widths must 
be compatible and should provide lane continuity (Appen-
dix C). 

The available project and BPR multiple weaves are re-
viewed in Appendix I according to these guidelines. Some 
insight and command of the recommended procedure is 
necessary. 

Note that the guidelines recommend allocating each 
weaving flow to a single subsection, to be determined as 
previously discussed. Pending further research, this is the 
most appropriate recommendation. 

Speed Differences Between Weaving Flows 

A tendency of the greater weaving volume to also be the 
faster was observed in the course of the research. This is 
quite reasonable because the smaller volume must compete 
with the larger. Table 14 summarizes an analysis of the 
project data base in contingency table form. It was de-
termined that there is a definite interaction at a statistically 
significant level of 0.05. 

Inspection of these data indicates that the tendency is 
much stronger for major weaves than for ramp weaves. 
Again, this is logical because the configuration of a ramp 
weave is more of an equalizer in the data base than that of 
the major weave, which generally favors one movement by 
lane arrangement. 
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Figure 16. Diagra,n of lane-changing probabilities. 

Safety Studies of Weaving Areas 

A number of studies have attempted to relate the accident 
characteristics of weaving areas to both the intensity of 
weaving and the length of weaving area. The most notable 
of these, by Cirillo (9), included over 700 weaving sections 
and concluded that accident rates per 100 million weaving 
vehicles decreased as the length of the weaving section in-
creased. The decrease was especially significant where 
weaving volumes were high. 

As part of the data collection effort, the research agency 
also collected accident data for twelve of the study sites, 
each for twelve consecutive months between 1969 and 
1970. 

A total of 111 accidents occurred in the twelve study 
sites over a 12-month period, 77 percent of which were 
rear-end and sideswipe collisions. This is reasonable to  

expect because merging, diverging, and deceleration move-
ments predominate in weaving areas. The majority of the 
remaining accidents were with fixed objects, predominantly 
in gore areas. Table 15 summarizes the accident data for 
the experiments considered. 

Due to the relatively small number of accidents, accident 
rates per million vehicle-miles (MVM) and per million 
weaving vehicles for both total and sideswipe/rear-end ac-
cidents were related to weaving characteristics. Severity 
rates and other measures were not deemed appropriate. 
because .of the sample size. Weaving characteristics were 
investigated in terms of the percent of total volume which 
weaves (V/ Vror)  and the number of weaving vehicles 
per 1,000 ft of weaving section length (V/1,000 ft). 
Figures 18 and 19 show two relationships typical of those 
examined. 

As the percent of weaving vehicles increases for ramp 
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TABLE 14 

DIFFERENCES IN SPEED ' BETWEEN WEAVING FLOWS 

V2> V3 	 V2 < V8 	TOTAL 	 DIFFERENCE 

MAJOR RAMP MAJOR RAMP MAJOR RAMP MAJOR 	 RAMP 

S> S 	7 	102 	2 	70 	9 	172 	X2 0.05=3.84 	X2 0.05=3.84 
S2<S8 0 27 91 43 91 70 X2=7.77 	X2 =64.6 

	

Total 7 129 93 113 100 242 	- 	 - 

1 S1  is speed of movement 1: V 1  is volume of movement I. 

weaves, the accident rate also rises. For other types of 
weaving sections, the relationship shows no strong trend. 
The relationship of accident rates to weaving intensity is 
similarly not strongly trended. This latter result does not 
confirm the trend observed in previous studies that longer 
weaving sections produce lower accident rates. 

kMENT .4.. 	
SEGMENT 

989(100) 	988(99.9) 	839(84.8) 	 738(74.6) 
- 	 110.1 	134(13.5) 	 115(11.6) 
- 	 0 	 160.6) 	 6(0.6) 

(A) MEDIAN LANE 

- 	 55(4.8) 	 55(4.8) 
1148(100) 	1119(97.5) 	832(72.5) 	 437(38.1) 
- 	 0 	2 32(20.2) 	 17(1.5) 

(29 
(2.5) 

(8) CENTER LANE 

The small size of the data base utilized herein makes any 
definitive statement concerning these results impossible. 
The number of operational and physical factors that can 
affect the safety of a weaving area would require research 
involving massive data collection and extensive modeling 
techniques. 

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER WORK 

There have been no other studies on the immediate topic 
that have used a broad data base. However, several inter-
esting studies have centered on related issues of concern in 
the operation of weaving areas. 

Of particular utility herein were the work of Worrall, 
et at. (8, 10) on lane-changing matrices and the Ward-
Fairmount study (7) of Systems Development Corpora-
tion. Both of these served to illustrate and substantiate the 
ideas on the effect of configuration developed herein. Later 
work on analytic models (11, 12) was also of interest. 

Other studies dealing with related areas of merging, ramp 
flows, lane changing, and gap acceptance have also been 
conducted in recent years. One major study, conducted at 
UCLA (13), examined lane-changing characteristics in ad-
vance of a freeway ramp. A major portion of the project 

- 	 0 	 4(0.5) 	 6(0.7) 

- 	 0 	 67(7.9) 	 54(6.4) 
844(100) 	592(70.1) 	521(61.7) 	 65 (7.7) 

2 52(2'%.... 

(29.9) 
RIGHT-HAND LANE 

- 	 0 	 0 	 8(0.8) 
- 	 0 	 61(6.4) 	 5.1 (5.3) 

- 	 860(89.9) 	799(83.3) 	 52(5.4) 
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ENTRANCE RAMP 

NOTE DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF 
VEHICLES DURING ROLL. 4 SHOWN, 
WITH PERCENTAGE SHOWN IN 
IIRENTHESIS IN EACH CASE. 

Figure 17. Placement of vehicles in multiple weave section 
according to their entrance lane positions. 

TABLE 15 

ACCIDENT RATES IN WEAVING AREAS 

PROJECT 
EXP. NO. 

ACCIDENTS! 

YEAR 

ACCIDENTS/MVM 

SIDESWIPE 
AND 

REAR-END 
TOTAL 	ONLY 

ACCIDENTS! 
MILLION 

WEAVING 

VEHICLES 

2 15 4.3 	3.4 3.0 
3 3 1.5 	1.5 1.0 
4 13 3.0 	2.3 1.1 
5 10 2.1 	1.9 0.8 
6 10 1.8 	1.8 0.9 
7 16 9.6 	4.2 3.3 
8 11 3.0 	2.2 2.6 

10 3 2.1 	0.7 1.0 
11 8 6.9 	6.9 4.8 
12 2 0.7 	0.7 0.7 
13 20 5.5 	3.3 4.2 
15 25 4.6 	4.4 7.1 

Million vehicle-miles 
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Figure 18. Plot of accident late (per MVM) versus percent of 
weaving vehicles (V.) to total volume (V.,.01.). 

was also devoted to the development of a complex data 
collection and reduction scheme that permits direct com-
puter analysis and storage of individual vehicle trajectories. 
Although initially considered as a possible data collection 
mode for this project, its high cost eliminated it as a feasible 
method. 

Gap acceptance and merging characteristics have been 
treated in the Worrall papers (8, 10) and others (14, 15, 
16). These works are of interest but have only secondary 
bearing on this project. 

The work of Cirillo (9) on weaving area safety provided 
background for a similar small-scale investigation of the 
same subject in conjunction with this project. Another  
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Figure /9. Plot of iiccide,,t rate (per MVM) versus V, per 
1,000 ft. 

study (17) of weaving safety was very microscopic but also 
very limited and had no ready applicability to the present 
undertaking. 

Other work of peripheral interest includes the BioTech-
nology investigation of erratic movements in response to 
signing configurations (18). This data project did not have 
any applicability to the Weaving Area Operations Study in 
the context of the present study. Other papers of interest 
include a development of a work sheet for a three-segment 
multiple weave (19), a study of a restriping of a gore area 
on a California freeway (20), and the two relevant com-
puter programs developed at ITTE (4, 5). 

CHAPTER THREE 

APPLICATIONS 

This chapter summarizes the researchers' recommendations 
on the use of the project results and related considerations. 

THE RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE 

The procedure developed in this research and presented in 
Appendix B as a self-contained document is recommended 
for all major weave and ramp-weave design and analysis 
problems. 

The recommended procedure should be used in lieu of 
the procedure of HCM Chapters 7 and 8 for the cases cited. 

The computer program detailed in Appendix F is recom-
mended as a computational aid, particularly in analysis 
problems. 

For multiple weaves, the procedure developed herein is 
also recommended. It should be applied subject to the 
guidelines and cautions stated in Chapter Two and also in 
Appendix I. 

AN OBSERVATION 

Although the available data were limited to auxiliary lane 
cases, it was noted that lane 1 volume predictions were 
more accurate using HCM procedure 2 rather than HCM 
procedure 3, regardless of the level of service. Although 
data do not exist to generalize volumes for all ramp types, 
one becomes more cautious in the choice of which pro-
cedure to use for these other types in spite of the more 
appealing structure of HCM procedure 3. 

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS 

The HCM defines two special situations that are covered 
routinely in the recommended procedure. A two-sided 
weave, characterized by one of the weaving flows being 
the main flow of the section—usually with an appropriate 
configuration, is simply defined by a high YR = VIV/ 
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A compound weave, said to exist when multiple lane 
changes are required by weaving vehicles, is characterized 
by a decreasing efficiency in volume-handling capability. 
This is reflected in the decreasing incremental benefits of 
added weaving width W in the recommended procedure. 

Because the research did not extend to the analysis of 
metered inputs, which are coming into more common use, 
the following observation is appropriate. Note that two of 
the prime benefits of ramp metering are limitation of 'the 
input volume and introduction of greater uniformities in 
the entries. The recommended procedure can be used to 
assess the impact of various input volumes on section per-
formance so that a decision can be made on what input 
volume should 'be permitted. In the case of very concen-
trated loads (such as arrive from a very nearby signal), the 
effective volume may be rather high for short periods; 
metering can alleviate this. 

EXISTING PRACTICES 

The researchers conducted a survey of current practices, 
which are summarized below and detailed in Appendix B. 
The AASHTO policies are also reviewed. Together they 
set the importance and context of a new procedure. 

Current Practices 

The researchers sent questionnaires on current practices in 
design and analysis of weaving sections to the fifty states 
and to thirty-five major consultants in December 1971. A 
total of fifty-one responses—thirty-eight states and thirteen 
consultants—was received. There are three major points to 
be made: 

I. A difference of opinion exists regarding whether 
Chapter 7 or Chapter 8 of the HCM should be applied 
to weaving areas of the ramp-weave type. More use 
Chapter 7, despite the fact that the HCM recommends 
Chapter 8. 

The HCM is used more for analysis than for design. 
The HCM is used more than the AASHTO "Blue 

Book" for both analysis and design. (Note, however, that 
the HCM procedures herein were found to not be suffi-
ciently accurate and/or well structured. Therefore the 
evaluation is important.) 

AASHTO Policies 

The AASHTO design policies have always utilized the 
HCM as a source for capacity determinations and have 
used the procedures therein for computation. Except for 
specifying design capacity at a given level of service, pro-
cedures are analogous to the HCM treatments. 

Where weaving areas are concerned, however, an ele-
ment is added. AASHTO, in the 1965 AASHO Policy on 
Geometric Design of Rural Highways, cited speed stan-
dards in terms of average running speed rather than oper-
ating speed as in the HCM. The numeric standards are the 
same. Average running speed, as defined by AASHTO, is 
equivalent to space mean speed used to develop the pro-
cedure presented herein. In recent drafts for a revised 
policy, however, AASHTO is apparently adapting its stan-
dards to operating speed to conform with the HCM. 

Relating to The Recommended Procedure 

The new procedure has been developed entirely with re-
spect to space mean speed because this statistic is both a 
more precise and obtainable measure than operating speed. 
At lower levels of service the difference between the two is 
negligible and rarely exceeds 5 to 6 mph under any cir-
cumstances. Therefore, little difficulty should exist in re-
lating the recommended methodology to AASHTO design 
standards. Because speed is an explicit factor in the pro-
cedure developed herein, new AASHTO design standards 
can be easily converted to speeds that can be used to enter 
the new procedure, if necessary. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The conclusions of this research were best summarized in 
the recommendations of Chapter Three and the end prod-
uct is that a new procedure for weaving section design and 
analysis has been developed and is recommended for use. 
In the case of multiple weaves, it is recognized that the 
guidelines presented are based on limited data. 

Specific suggestions for future research and comments 
that may be of use to other researchers are as follows: 

1. Data collection and reduction—The researchers have  

had considerable experience with ground-based time-lapse 
photographic data collection. Although this is an extremely 
effective mode of collection, allowing both fine detail in the 
data extracted and an opportunity for later review not 
otherwise possible, several problem areas exist, which in-
clude (1) equipment, (2) vantage points and film details, 
and (3) cost of data reduction. The potential for equip-
ment problems should not be underestimated. Time-lapse 
cameras apparently are not designed for the intensive use 
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typified by 5 hr of filming at two frames per second; the 
analyzers (projectors adapted for frame-by-frame sequenc-
ing) must be carefully chosen, for some may literally burn 
up because of such concentrated use; the analyzers may 
also be subjected to a lifetime's use in only a few months 
at that rated use. The researchers found substantial pre-
ventive maintenance essential for both cameras and ana-
lyzers, and the assistance of an in-house skilled technician 
was invaluable. 

With regard to vantage points, the researchers found 
both agencies and owners of private properties to be ex-
tremely helpful. In spite of this, problems of camera 
angle, potential parallax, and sun position still had to be 
resolved. Film type had to be selected according to avail-
able light; angles had tq be watched for glare and color 
wash-out; filters had to be considered. 

Above all, the cost of reduction must be properly an-
ticipated. The costs of reducing the data are greater than 
those of collection. Moreover, the reduction teams may 
have only 60 to 70 percent efficiency because they take 
regular periodic breaks which are essential to relieve them 
of the strain of the work. Experience has shown that the 
efficiency figure can rarely be bettered. Dead time due to 
equipment problems also contributes to reduced efficiency. 

Multiple weaves—The guidelines developed for mul-
tiple weaves were not based solely on the one experiment 
in the project data base. The general results on segrega-
tion of flows supported the observations on the multiple 
weave, and the two reinforced each other. Still, it would 
be valuable and informative to obtain results on other mul-
tiple weave section(s). Should such data be collected in 
the future, it should include speed by subsection for each 
movement as well as volumes identified by input lane and 
subsequent lanes at each subsection end (for each input 
lane). In principle, this can be achieved by license plate 
identification. 

Methodology for improving precision of cases—In 
the course of this research, a methodology was developed 
to determine which cases of HCM procedure 2 would bene-
fit most from additional data. The methodology is pre-
sented in Appendix XV.*  Although such ramp data were 
not collected in the current research, the results of the 
methodology may be useful to others. The methodology it-
self is recommended for application to other such situations. 

Transition model of freeways—The lane-changing 
transition matrix formulation was of value in the work of 
Worrall, et al. (4), and in the present research. The linear 
programming formulation yielded practical concentration 
patterns while maximizing section productivity (i.e., vol-
ume) within the confines of a lane-changing structure. In 

* Not included in this publication. See Appendix J herein for additional 
information. 

principle, such a model can be structured for a general 
freeway section including on-ramps, off-ramps, and weav-
ing sections. It is recommended that such a model be con-
sidered in a basic research effort, with emphasis on the data 
required to use it and the potential benefits of the under-
standing such an exploration could bring. The model should 
yield results comparable to observed empirical conditions, 
such as HCM procedure 2 lane 1 volumes, in appropriate 
test cases. 

Safety  characteristics of weaving sections—The re-
sults of the accident analyses conducted in this research did 
not lead to a definitive dependence of accident rate on 
volume, section length, or other factors. Although the sam-
pie was rather small, which might be considered the reason 
for inconciusive results, there were more substantial reasons 
in the opinion of the researchers. First, accident rates are 
functionally dependent on volume rates existing at the time 
of occurrence, but the best volume data available—and this 
is generally true—are ADT figures. Second, the accident 
rates on file (yearly) may not correspond to such (V/ 
VTOT) values as observed in the field samples. Third, the 
effects of signing, geometrics, and delineation may well 
control. These impacts could not be considered systemati-
cally in the data at hand. 

On the basis of this experience, the researchers recom-
mend further research on weaving section safety charac-
teristics that obtains data on accident occurrences, and vol-
umes and (estimated) movement breakdown at the time of 
occurrence, and also support data such as ADT. A number 
of test sites should be selected so that length and signing 
effects (advance signing) can be isolated. In addition, re-
lationships to required lane shifts (Appendix C) and to 
erratic movements (via microscopic modeling) may be 
considered. 

Adapting configuration—In the course of the re-
search, it was observed that the demand on a section may 
vary seasonally, and even within a given date. Certainly, 
the demand patterns on a section can grow and shift over 
a long period of time. Some applications—such as proxim-
ity to a road network improvement—can almost guarantee 
such changes. 

Some localities use markings and lane striping to define 
and or redefine section configurations: lanes are dropped 
and added, lane continuity is established, and lanes per leg 
are adapted, all to suit current needs. Within the same 
physical area, the arrangements can be adjusted to suit 
different needs without major construction costs. 

It is recommended that the advantages and operational 
experience with such techniques for flexibly adapting the 
physical plant be investigated, and recommendations and 
guidelines developed. Problems, such as abuses of de-
lineated areas and (perhaps resultant) safety aspects, 
should be given special attention. 
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APPENDIX A 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Early in the project, the literature was surveyed for all 
articles and papers concerning weaving and/or ramp op-
erations. HRIS was utilized as well as independent reviews 
of major publication sources, including HRB special reports 
and records, NCHRP reports, and the journals Traffic En- 

gineering and Traffic Engineering and Control. Some up-
dates were done later in the project. 

Articles treating both macroscopic and microscopic as-
pects of weaving, merging, and diverging traffic movements 
were inspected. Those articles of grtatest applicability and 
relevance to the current effort are noted in the annotated 
bibliography. 
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

I. AMERICAN AssociATioN OF STATE HIGHWAY OFFI-

CIALS, A Policy on Geometric Design of Rural High-
ways (1965). 

A design manual for highways, including 
sections on weaving and ramps. The procedure 
utilized is comparable to that contained in the 
Highway Capacity Manual, although there are 
differences. 
"Traffic Behavior and Freeway Design." ASCE J. 
Highway Design, Vol. 86, No. HW3 (Sept. 1960) 
pp. 41-48. 

Describes the operational characteristics of 
freeway ramp traffic and presents requirements 
for correlating ramp design with traffic behavior. 
AHLBORN, G., W00DIE, W. L., and MAY, JR., A. D., 
"A Computer Program for Ramp Capacity." Traffic 
Eng. (Dec. 1968) pp.  38-44. 

A program that does the computations for the 
1965 Highway Capacity Manual's Chapter 8. 
ATHANS, M., "A Unified Approach to the Vehicle 
Merging Problem." Transportation Research, Vol. 3 
(1969) pp. 123-133. 

An approach to the problem of merging two or 
more streams of high-speed vehicles into a single 
guided way or lane. 
BERRY, F. R., "Derivation of Three-Segment Multiple 
Weaving Worksheets." Traffic Eng. (Oct. 1969) pp. 
22-27. 

Extends and sets up worksheet for manual 
analysis of three-segment weave. 
BUHR, J. H., DREW, D. R., WATTLEWORTH, J. A., and 
WILLIAMS, T. G., "A Nationwide Study of Freeway 
Merging Operations." Texas Transportation Inst. 
(1967); also, Hwy. Res. Record No. 202 (1967) 
pp. 76-122. 

Initial volume of research report entitled "Gap 
Acceptance and Traffic Interaction in the Free-
way Merging Process." Details data collection 
procedures utilized. Geometric factors are quali-
tatively evaluated for their effect on merging. 
CIRILLO, J. A., "The Relationship of Accidents to 
Length of Speed-Change Lanes and Weaving Areas of 
Interstate Highways." Hwy. Res. Record No. 312 
(1970) pp.  17-26. 

A study of accidents in weaving sections formed 
by a cloverleaf. 
CHARLES, S. E., ET AL., "Exit Ramp Effects on Free-
way System Operation and Control." Prepared for 
FHWA by UCLA (Aug. 1971). 

The application of aerial photographic tech-
niques to the analysis of discrete vehicle trajecto-
ries of vehicles transversing freeway segments. 
An analysis of lane changing due to ramps. 
DREW, D. R., "Applications of the Markov Process in 
Traffic." Traffic Eng. (March 1966) pp.  50-51. 

Short and clear description of the Markov 
Process and an example of its use in the weav-
ing situation. 
DREW, D. R., BUHR, J. H., and WHITSON, R. H., "De- 

termination of Merging Capacity and Its Applications 
to Freeway Design and Control." Hwy. Res. Record 
No. 244 (1968) pp.  47-68. 

A new approach to the determination of merg-
ing capacities and service volumes based on con-
sideration of the ramp terminal as a queuing sys-
tem. Operation of ramp terminals depends upon 
the gap-acceptance characteristics of ramp vehi-
cles and the availability of gaps in the lane ad-
jacent to the ramp. Level of service is defined in 
terms of the probability of a ramp vehicle finding 
an acceptable gap and delay to ramp vehicles. 
Critical gap size is measured. 
DREW, D. R., and KEESE, C. J., Freeway Level of 
Service as Influenced by Volume and Capacity Char-
acteristics. Prepared for the Texas Highway Dept. by 
the Texas Transportation Inst., Texas A&M Univ. 
(Jan. 1965). 

Freeway volume and capacity are discussed 
with respect to design. Peaking considerations 
are stressed. Lane distribution and the effect of 
ramp sequences are investigated. 
DREW, D. R., MESEROLE, T. C., and BUHR, J. H., 
"Digital Simulation of Freeway Merging Operation." 
Rept. No. 430-6, Texas Transportation Inst. (1967). 

A two-part report which includes a simulation 
of the ramp-freeway merging area. 
EDWARDS, H. M., and VARDON, J. L., "Some Factors 
Affecting Merging on the Outer Ramps of Highway 
Interchanges." Ontario Dept. of Highways/Queens 
Univ. (Jan. 1968). 

Merging on outer ramps of grade-separated 
interchanges in Ontario was studied. Gap accept-
ance was found to be highly variable, but limit-
ing acceptance curves were developed as a func-
tion of the speed difference between the merging 
and through vehicle. 
FISHER, R. L., "Accident and Operating Experience at 
Interchanges." HRB Bull. 291 (1961) pp.  124-138. 

Accident study as related to ramp elements and 
geometrics. 
FUKUTOME, I., and MosKowlTz, K., "Traffic Behavior 
and On-ramp Design." HRB Bull. 235 (1960) pp. 
38-72. 

Early study of merging process involving three 
painted designs at each of two ramp locations. 
GAFARIN, A. V., "Ward-Fairmount Weaving Study." 
Final Rept. HPR-1 (5) C-3-1, California Div. of High-
ways (May 1968). 

The principal objective of this study was to eval-
uate the quality of peak-hour traffic flow on East-
bound Interstate 8 in San Diego between Ward 
Road and Fairmount Avenue for different exit 
and entrance ramp widths at three stages of a 
construction program. 
GAyER, JR., D. P., "Time-Dependent Delays of Traffic 
Merges." Operations Res., Vol. 14, No. 5 (1966) 
pp. 812-821. 

The expected wait of a side road driver at an 
unsignalized intersection or merge point is investi- 
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JEWELL, W. S., "Forced Merging in Traffic." Opera-
tions Res., Vol. 12, No. 6 (1964) pp.  858-869. 

Examines the disturbance of main streams 
caused by forced merging, the length of the dis-
turbance period, and the number of vehicles af- 
fected. Measures of accident potential for the 	35 
merging maneuver are discussed. 
JOHNSON, R. T., and NEWMAN, L., "East Los Angeles 

gated. The effect of various operational factors is 
considered. 
GLICKSTEIN, A., FINDLEY, L. D., and LEVY, S. L., 
"Application of Computer Simulation Techniques to 
Interchange Design Problems." HRB Bull. 291 (1961) 
pp. 139-162. 

Gap acceptance modeling, simulation of merge, 
and diverge weave maneuvers. 
HAIGFIT, F. A., BISBEE, E. F., and WoJclK, C., "Some 
Mathematical Aspects of the Problem of Merging." 
HRB Bull. 356 (1962) pp.  1-14. 

Attempts to point out and solve some of the 
problems in the formation of a merging model. 
Comments on the control of mainstream traffic 
by the driver on the acceleration lane. 
HEAD, -, "Traffic Control and Behavior of Ramp 
Terminals." Inst. of Traffic Engineers Proc. (1961). 

Operational characteristics of taper vs. parallel 
lane ramp terminals are investigated. 
HESS, J. W., "Ramp-Freeway Terminal Operation as 
Related to Freeway Lane Volume Distribution and 
Adjacent Ramp Influence." Hwy. Res. Record No. 99 
(1965) pp. 81-1 16. 

Adds to the work done in Highway Research 
Record No. 27 and goes somewhat beyond what 
is in the 1965 HCM. 
HESS, J. W., "Capacities and Characteristics of Ramp-
Freeway Connections." Hwy. Res. Record No. 27 
(1963) pp. 69-115. 

This report presents some of the initial findings 
of the Nationwide Freeway Ramp Capacity 
Study, sponsored jointly by the HRB and the 
USBPR, for which data were gathered in 1960 
and 1961. 

HONG, H., "Some Aspects of Interchange Design." 
Traffic Eng. (July 1966) pp.  26-30. 

Empirical observations on operations through 
a complex interchange including ramps and weav-
ing section. Suggests interchanges and ramps be 
designed not as an isolated subsystem but as an 
integral part of the entire freeway system. 
HtGHWAY RESEARCH BOARD, "Highway Capacity Man-
ual." HRB Spec. Rept; 87 (1965) pp.  397. 

The subject of highway capacity is studied and 
formalized, from definitions and theoretical de-
velopment to applications and design usage. Meth-
odologies for both analysis and design are pre-
sented for various types of facilities, including 
freeways, weaving sections, ramps, intersections, 
arterials, downtown streets, multilane highways, 
and two-lane highways. 

Interchange Operation Study." Hwy. Res. Rec-
ord No. 244 (1968) pp. 27-46. 

An operational study involving alternate strip- 
ing designs at merging areas in the East Los An-
geles Interchange. 
KEESE, C. J., PINNELL, C., and MCCASLAND, W. R., 
"A Study of Freeway Traffic Operation." HRB Bull. 
235 (1960) pp.  73-132. 

A photographic study of nine freeway sections, 
involving evaluation of several traffic parameters. 
Results indicated that ramp terminals and inter-
changes were critical elements having greatest 
effect on freeway operation. 
KOCHANOWSKI, R., "Banksville Weaving Area Study." 
Traffic Eng. (May 1963). 

The study, design, method of analysis (HRB 
Bull. 167), and recommendations on a specific 
weaving section. 
KOLSRUD, G. S., "Diagrammatic Guide Signs for Use 
on Controlled Access Highways." Prepared for FHWA 
by BioTechnology (1972). 

Reviewed for insight into exit-area effects. No 
direct applicability to weaving section perform-
ance. 

LEISCH, J. F., "Lane Determination Techniques for 
Freeway Facilities." Canadian Good Roads Assoc., 
Proc. (Sept. 1965) pp.  314-331. 	 p 

Discussion of freeway design to offer maxi-
mum flexibility to accommodate peak-hour, week-
end, and holiday traffic as well as other special 
conditions. Design controls such as volume/ca-
pacity relationships, lane balance, basic number 
of lanes and auxiliary lanes are discussed with 
respect to merging, weaving, and diverging sec-
tions. Includes design recommendations and 
latest practices. 
LESSIEU, -' "Operational Characteristics of High-
Volume On-ramps." Inst. of Traffic Engineers Proc. 
(1957). 

Discusses ramp operation, lane distribution un-
der high-volume conditions. 

32 MosKowlTz, K., and NEWMAN, L., "Notes on Free-
way Capacity." Hwy. Res. Record No. 27 (1963) 
pp. 44-68. 

Preliminary study of freeway and ramp ca-
pacity prior to 1965 Highway Capacity Manual. 

33. MUNJAL, P., "Analytic Models of Multilane Traffic 
Flow, Final Report FH-11-7628. Prepared for FHWA 
by Systems Development Corp. (1972). 

Studies of multilane traffic models. 
34 NORMANN, 0. K., "Operation of Weaving Areas." 

HRB Bull. 167 (1957) pp. 38-41. 
New data are analyzed, producing an updated 

version of the weaving chart appearing in the 
1950 Highway Capacity Manual. These new 
curves formed the basis for the 1965 HCM weav-
ing chart (Fig. 7.4). 
Suitability of Left-Hand Entrance and Exit Ramps for 
Freeways and Expressways. Prepared for FHWA by 
Northwestern Univ. (Aug. 1969). 
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Comprehensive study of left-hand ramp opera- 
tion, resulting in a recommendation that these be 
avoided where possible, due to sight restrictions 
imposed by vehicle design and driver capabilities.  
Design of proper merge areas is severely restricted 
due to above limitations. 
PAHL, J., "Lane-Change Frequencies in Freeway Traf- 
fic Flow." 	Hwy. Res. Record No. 409 (1972) pp. 
17-2 3. 

Exit-ramp-induced lane changes: 	study using 
data from an aerial photography data base. 
PEARSON, R. H., and FERRER!, M. 0., "Operational 
Study—Schuykill Expressway." HRB Bull. 291 (1961) 
pp. 104-123:  

Study of ramp capacity of ramps with no ac- 
celeration lanes, also a gap acceptance model. 
PERCHONOK, P. A., and LEVY, S. L., "Application of 
Digital Simulation Techniques to Freeway On-Ramp 
Operations." Proc. Highway Research Board, Vol. 39  

(1960) pp.  506-523. 
This paper reports a study on a digital com- 

puter application to the problem of freeway on- 
ramp operations. 	With the techniques described 
it is possible to determine the effects of changes in 
traffic volume, 	velocity, 	geometric design, 	etc. 
Has not yet been compared to the actual traffic 
process.  
PINNELL, _, "Freeway Entrance Ramp Design." 
Inst. Traffic Engineers Proc. (1961). 

Factors such as angle of entry, width of junc- 
tion, and striping are studied. 	The discussion is 
general. 
ROESS, R. P., "Configurations and the Design and 
Analysis of Weaving Sections." 	Ph.D. Dissertation, 
Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N.Y. (1972). 

A study of the effects of lane-configuration on  

utilization of weaving sections. 
TAKEBE, P., "Effect of Ramp Alignments on Opera-
tional Characteristics." Traffic Eng. Control (Sept. 

1968) pp. 240-244. 
Study of the effect of ramp alignment on traffic 

flow, safety, and drivers. 
TASHJIAN, Z. C., and CHARLES, S. E., "Weaving Safety 
Study." Rept. UCLA-ENG-7121. Prepared for Cali-
fornia Div. of Highways by UCLA (May 1971). 

An evaluation of the changes made on a spe- 

cific weaving section, using aerial photography 
(time-lapse) and microscopic turbulence mea-
sures. 
WATTLEWORTI!, J. A., BuIIR, J. H., DREW, D. R., and 
GERIG, F. A., "Operational Effects of Some Entrance 
Ramp Geometrics on Freeway Merging." Vol. III, 
Texas Transportation Inst. (1967); also, Hwy. Res. 
Record No. 208 (1967) pp.  79-113. 

Acceleration lane length, angle of convergence 
and ramp grade are examined for their effect on 
speed of ramp vehicles at the ramp nose and at 
the merge point, relative speed, gap acceptance, 
and auxiliary lane use. 
WOODIE, W. L., AHLBORN, G., and MAY, JR., A. D., 
"A Computer Program for Weaving Capacity." Traf-
fic Eng. (Jan. 1969) pp.  12-17. 

A program which does the computations for 
the 1965 Highway Capacity Manual's Chapter 7. 
WORRALL, R. D., BULLEN, A. G., and OUR, Y., "Lane-
changing in Multilane Freeway Traffic." Hwy. Res. 
Record No. 279 (1969) p. 160. 

An abridgment wherein lane-changing is shown 
to be a random process conforming to a Marko-
vian model. Average lane-changing is shown to 
systematically vary with both traffic speed and 
volume, as well as with the proximity of ramps. 
WORRALL, R. D., COUTTS, D. W., ECHTERHOFF-
HAMMERSCHMID, H., and BERRY, D. S., "Merging 
Behavior at Freeway Entrance Ramps." Northwestern 
Univ. (Sept. 1965). 

A two-part report. Part I describes the con-
ceptual framework for a gap acceptance analysis 
of merging. Part II summarizes empirical studies, 
including critical gap determination and compari-
sons between right- and left-hand ramps. 
WORRALL, R. D., COUTTS, D. W., ECHTERHOFF-
HAMMERSCHM!D, H., and BERRY. D. S., "Merging 
Behavior at Freeway Entrance Ramps: Some Ele-
mentary Empirical Considerations." Hwy. Res. Rec-
ord No. 157 (1967) pp.  77-107.. 

This paper discusses an elementary empirical 
analysis of merging behavior, and in particular of 
gap acceptance and rejection behavior at a free-
way entrance ramp. No attempt is made to de-
velop a theory of merging, nor to validate any 
existing analytical or simulation model of the 
merging process. 
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APPENDIX B 

DETAILED RESPONSES TO CURRENT PRACTICES SURVEY 

In December 1971, the research agency sent a questionnaire 5(a) 17 yes 	83 no 
on practices currently used in design and analysis of weav- 54 yes 	46 no 
ing sections to the fifty states and thirty-five major con- NO. OF 
sultants. 	A total of fifty-one responses—from thirty-eight RESPONSES 
states and thirteen consultants—was received. 	Because Engineering judgment 	 5 
many of the consultants' replies indicated that they follow 1000 ft desirable 	 4 
state practices, and there were few to the contrary, only 500 to 600 ft min 	 2 
those responses from the states are reported in detail. 700 ft min 	 1 

This appendix contains a copy of the distributed ques- 1600 ft min desired 	 I 
tionnaire 	(Fig. B-i) 	and a compilation of the relevant Depend on design speed 	 1 
responses. Max. k limit = 2.95 	 1 

38 yes 	62no 
COMPILATION OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE: NO. OF 

The responses are keyed by number to the items of the RESPONSES 

questionnaire. The figures in the compilation represent per- 
Engineering judgments 	 6 

cent of responses unless otherwise indicated. Table 7.3 as a minimum 	 1 
Lower k-values used for two- 

sided weaving 	 2 
10-1) 70 Limitk-value 	 1 

24 
6—Most frequent response considered them cases 6. 	Of 	38 	states 	responding, 	California, 	Massachusetts, 

of merging and diverging Pennsylvania, Texas, and Utah use own manual. 

(b-i) 	43 7(a) 	81 satisfactory 
35 (b) 	19 unsatisfactory. Reasons: 

22—Most frequent response considered them cases NO. OF 

of merging and diverging (7 and 8) Configuration and ranges of RESPONSES 
application are limited. 1 

2(a) HCM Chap. 7 	 32 	24 	52 (7 and 8) 	More detailed user's instructions 
Chap. 8 	 26 	37 	9 are desirable. 2 

AASHO Design Manual 	21 	17 	12 Not satisfactory for arterial and Un- 
Own manual 	 9 	7 	9 divided highway, c-d roads. 2 
Others 	 - 	- 	- Procedures are cumbersome and 
Comb. AASHO + HCM 	12 	15 	18 difficult to apply. 2 

Total 	100 	100 	100 
9(a) 

25 yes 	75 no 
3(a) HCM Chap. 7 	 38 	27 	62 J 

Chap. 8 	 34 	44 	10 
AASHO Design Manual 	13 	12 	3 

Other General Comments on HCM: 

Own manual 	 4 	5 	6 
Others 	 - 	- 	- Users have no basis on which to confirm 

NO. OF 

RESPONSES 
Comb. AASHO + HCM 	11 	12 	19 accuracy of the HCM. 7 

Total 	100 	100 	100 Many HCM factors and criteria seem 

4(a) 	0 
unrealistic. 8 

Effect of number of lanes to be crossed 
32 

should be considered in weaving. 
68 

More details on multiple weaving are desired. 4 
Total 100 Organization of the HCM seems poor. 3 
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON PRACTICES IN (ASIAN & ANALYSIS OF WEAVING SECTI(OIS 

Organization: 

Person ConVICting Fore: 

Date: 

1) Consideration of Weaving Configurations 

/7 Freeway ranV configurations (on-roav follo,d by Off-rOn9(. 

with auailiary lane are considered as a standard weave 

configuration. 

£7 Freeway rang,  configurations (on-rang followed by off-rang), 

with auailiary lane, are considered as distinctly different 

from Other oeaoe configurations. 

j. 7 Other (Please specify):  

£7 Freeway ranp configurations (on-rang followed by off-rang), 

without auoiliary lane, are considered as a standard weave 

configuration. 

LT Freeway rang configurations )on-raoV followed by off-rang). 

without vuolliary lane, are considered on distinctly dif-

ferent from other weave configurations. 

II 	Other (Please specify):_  

2) WhIch do you nonnolly use In design of aeaving configurations? 

Freewa Rngy 	Other 

iilglnaoy Capacity Manual 	 0 Auo. 	Weave 

Chapter 7 (Weaving) 	 £7 	L:7 	0 
Chapter 8 (Roves) 	 Li 	0 	L:T 

ANSHO Resign Manual 	 Li 	Li 	CT 
(Blue Book or Red Book) 

Rev Manual 	 L 	CT 	Li 

Others (Please specify) 	 C7 	£7 	Li 

Coetination of 	and  

3) Which do you nornnally use in !oAjxjis of weaoing configurations? 

Froeuay Rwnp 	Other 
Highway Capacity Manual 	 Li(A 	L9_x. 	!.!v5. 

Chapter 7 (Weaving) 	 Z7 	a 	a 
Chapter 8 (Bangs) 	 1:7 	CT 	Li 

USHO Resign Manual 	 Li 	£7 	£7 
(Blue Book or Red Book) 

Own Manual 	 L7 	Li 	L7 
Others (Please specify) 	 Li 	£7 	£7 

Costinotlon of ____________________ and 

4) For what level of service is a weaning section designed? 

Higher than thru section 

Lr than thru section 	L:7 
San as thru section 	 L7 

37 

Whichever of the above Is used for design of weaving configurations, 

do you apply it without any ndification or restriction? 

Li Yes 	 L7 No 

If nodifications or restrictions ore ingosed, do they include: 

Mininum length of a weaving section . £7 Yes 	£7 NO 

If YES, please esplainand give mininno length: 

Relationship between Levels of Service and Quality of Flow 

given in Table 7-3 of the Capacity Manual 	£7 Yes 	J Na 

If YES, please eoplain:  

If you use your own winual. we way obtain a copy by: 

Li 	Enclosed with this response 

L7 Requisition to  

at a price of S___________ 

L7  Unavailable 

Figure B-I. Current practices survey questionnaire. 

Esperience with the HOt has been: 

£7 Satisfactory 

Li Unsatisfactory. Reason: 

Eaperience with eoistlng procedures (if not HOt) have been: 

Li Satisfactory 

Li 	Shown the following weaknesses: 

3. 

Op you use the lYlE capacity cwe,puter pragrons? 

Yes 	No 

Rangs 	 L7 L7 
Weaving 	 £7 £7 
Freeway 	 £7 Li 

Wiow do you suggest us to contact If we have any questions regarding 

this surney? 
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APPENDIX C 

THE IMPORTANCE OF CONFIGURATION AND OF LANE BALANCE 

Lane configuration is a factor that is not explicitly consid-
ered in the HCM weaving procedure. In the HCM com-
putation for N, the total number of lanes required in the 
weaving section, no distinction is made between lanes re-
quired by weaving flows and lanes required by each outer 
flow. Yet, it is apparent that these lanes must be placed 
properly in respect to one another to adequately serve the 
traffic demand. 

Lane configuration is a factor that has significant opera-
tional effects. This research shows that variations in lane 
configuration could influence the number of lane changes 
made in the act of weaving. The potential of lane con-
figuration to limit component flows to the use of certain 
portions of the roadway would need to be treated specifi-
cally in a design/analysis methodology. 

This appendix addresses the matter of configurational 
constraints in three ways: 

Rational development and confirmation from peak-
hour data of the BPR data base. 

Further confirmation from the 18-min composite data 
base (which includes the project data base). 

Support by a lane-changing model. 

The lane-changing model verifies that thelane arrange-
ment (configuration) is important. This model, formulated 
to check this one aspect, lacks an internal capacity limit. 
Another formulation, presented in Appendix H, is more 
realistic in this respect. It too confirms that there is a 
configurational effect. 

This appendix also addresses configuration/lane arrange-
ment from the aspect of lane balance, which reinforces the 
previous analyses. 

THE BASIC CONCEPT OF CONFIGURATION 

Note from Figure C-1 (A) that all weaving movements in 
a ramp-weave section must take place in shoulder and 
auxiliary lanes. Secondary lane-changing movements are 
possible from the center lane. The extent to which the 
center lane may be utilized for secondary lane changing is 
primarily related to the length provided. With these con-
siderations, it is seen that weaving vehicles could at best 
occupy in the order of two full lanes, assuming that the 
partial occupation of the center lane would be more than 
offset by the number of through vehicles using the shoulder 
lane as well as the inefficient use of the auxiliary lane itself. 

It should be noted that the HCM Chapter 8 procedures 
indicate that even under heavy flows significant numbers 
of through vehicles will remain in the shoulder lane. There-
fore, while it seems possible to have weaving vehicles oc-
cupy two full lanes, a reasonable maximum of one full lane 
plus a substantial proportion of a second might be a more 
appropriate assumption. 

The major weave shown in Figure C-i (B) is in many 
ways quite similar to a ramp-weave section. Weaving move-
ments are again primarily restricted to two lanes, although 
secondary lane movements may take place from either of 
two outside lanes. Once again, it appears feasible for weav-
ing vehicles to occupy two full lanes or somewhat more, 
depending on the extent of the outer flows. This geometry, 
however, can be slightly altered to produce a notable effect 
on possible lane utilization, as shown in Figure C-i (C). 

In this configuration, one weaving movement may take 
place without making a lane change. Weaving movements 
may be made with a single lane change (as is usually the 
case) from an additional two lanes. In the configuration 
of Figure C-i (C), therefore, it is feasible to have weaving 
vehicles occupy three full lanes and possibly part of an-
other. In addition, it would be expected that the weaving 
lane that requires no lane changes would serve weaving 
vehicles more efficiently than cases in which a weave 
requires a lane change. 

Figure C-i (D) presents a variation on (C) in that the 
"through weaving lane" may be available to either weaving 
flow. This might be of use when the section is subjected to 
different patterns, perhaps during AM and PM peaks. 

These sketches indicate the potential power of lane con-
figuration relative to the effective utilization of weaving 
section lanes and from the central concept of configuration. 

The mere provision of the proper total number of lanes 
is not sufficient to guarantee the predicted operating char-
acteristics. If one is not careful, lane arrangement may be 
such that the use of the lanes by weaving and nonweaving 
flows may not be in proportion to the relative flows, result-
ing in part of the roadway being underutilized while an-
other portion is subject to breakdowns and forced flows. 

Because lane arrangement depends on the design of entry 
and exit legs, it is important that any design procedure con- 
sider this element an integral part of the weaving area. In 
some cases it might be feasible to add lanes to exit or entry 
roadways, thus altering the over-all configuration rather 
than completely reconstructing a poorly operating weaving 
area. 

USE OF THE BPR DATA BASE PEAK-HOUR DATA 

The BPR data base can be used to substantiate the hy-
pothesis of the effects of lane configuration on weaving area 
performance. Table C-i gives the comparison between 
speeds of weaving and nonweaving vehicles for these data 
(peak hour). In most cases the speed of weaving vehicles 
and the speed of nonweaving vehicles are within 5 mph of 
each other. This is to be reasonably expected, as in many 
weaving situations weaving and nonweaving vehicles must 



TABLE C-i 

COMPARISON OF WEAVING AND NONWEAVING 
SPEEDS, VEHICLES IN BPR DATA BASE 

NO. OF OBSERVATIONS 

MAJOR 

SMS OF NONWEAVING WEAVE 

VEHICLES COMPARED TO SMS RAMP COLLECTOR- 

OF WEAVING VEHICLES WEAVE DISTRIBUTOR ALL 

>5 mph below 1 2 3 

—5 to +5mph 10 17 27 
+Sto+lOmph 0 4 4 
+lOto+lSmph 2 1 3 
>15 mph above 4 0 4 

-- - - - -. -- - - LEG X 

LEG A 

-- -)- - 

LEG B 	 LEGY 

RAMP WEAVE 

/ LEG X 
LEGA 	 - 

_.7P 	 LEG V 

LEG B  

MAJOR WEAVE WITHOUT THROUGH LANE 
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share the same lanes and would have the effect of creating 
more or less uniform speeds throughout the section. 

In some cases, however, there is enough roadway width 
to allow weaving and nonweaving flows to effectively be 
separated from each other. In such instances, the effect of 
weaving flows on nonweaving flows would be minimal, and 
large differences in speed might well be observed. As indi- 
cated in Table C-i, such differences most often occur on 
ramp-weave facilities with auxiliary lanes, where nonweav-
ing vehicles may use the outer lanes. The geometry and 
lane configuration of a ramp-weave site restricts weaving 
vehicles to the shoulder and auxiliary lanes. On major 
weave facilities, weaving flows tend to be the dominant 
flows, and, with the provision of multilane entry and exit 
legs, weaving vehicles may occupy the major portion of the 
roadway. The higher speeds obtained by nonweaving ve-
hicles in the ramp-weave case indicate that weaving flows 
might have expanded into the outer lanes had the lane con-
figuration in the given length permitted it. In terms of 
balanced roadway space, such situations indicate an under-
utilization of outer lanes while congestion persists in weav-
ing lanes. 

In cases of wide speed differentials, elements other than 
segment length and volumes are restricting vehicles to cer-
tain portions of the roadway. The observable difference in 
speed characteristics for major weaves and ramp weaves 
suggests that configuration is the major restrictive element. 

It is further possible to compute and estimate the number 
of lanes occupied by weaving vehicles by subtracting the 
number of lanes utilized by outer flows from the total num-
ber of lanes. The number of lanes (N) occupied by non-
weaving vehicles (V01  V02) is taken as: 

- Vol  + V02  
N0202— 

SV 

in which the nonweaving service volume (SV) is generated 
by a straight-line interpolation between the speed and vol-
ume values given in HCM Table 9.1, based on the aver-
age speed of nonweaving vehicles. The results are given in 
Table C-2. 

The results of Table C-2 bear out the hypothesis on lane 
configuration outlined and shown in Figure C-i. In no case 
do weaving vehicles occupy more than 2.0 lanes for ramp- 
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-- 

> —— — 
LEG B 	1 MAJOR WEAVEH THROUGH LANE 	

LEG V 

FOR ONE FLOW 

LEG A 
LEGX 

'THROUG_ z H LANE I EITHER FLOW) 

LEG V 
LEG B 

(Dl MAJOR WEAVE WITH THROUGH LAN  
WHICH MAY BE USED BY EITHER FLOW 

Figure C-i. Diagrams of ramp-weave and major weave sections. 

weave sections (1.75 is the maximum observed). For major 
weaves, all but one case have weaving vehicles occupying 
more than 2.0 lanes; one case has weaving vehicles occupy-
ing 3.43 lanes. It should be noted that all of the major 
weaves in the data base are of the type depicted in Figure 
C-i (C). The sample does not include any cases of the type 
shown in Figure C-i (D). 

Although it is true that the major weaving sections had 
higher weaving volumes which would be expected to oc-
cupy more roadway space, the data of Table C-2 give posi-
tive indication of the effect of configuration. The wide 
speed differentials observed for ramp-weave cases are a 
clear indication of unbalanced roadway utilization by the 
various component flows. 

The BPR data and the analysis of lane configuration to 
this point permit a formulation of maximum lane utiliza-
tion standards. These are given in Table C-3. This formu-
lation is refined in the next section. 

USE OF THE CALIBRATION DATA BASE 

It was decided to use the calibration data base (composite 
data base, i 8min periods) to reaffirm the above analysis. 
This was done because the 18-min data base (1) would 
offer a greater range of cases (flow combinations) than the 
peak-hour BPR data alone, (2) was developed with a 
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TABLE C-2 

NUMBER OF LANES OCCUPIED BY WEAVING AND NONWEAVING VEHICLES 
(FREEWAY CASES ONLY) 

EXPERIMENT 
NO. 

COL. I 	COL. 2 
NONWEAVING WEAVING 
VOLUME 	VOLUME 

COL. 3 	COL. 4 
NONWEAVING TOTAL 
SV 	 LANES 

COL. 5= 	COL.6 
COL. 1/ 	COL. 4- 
COL. 3 	COL. 5 
NONWEAVJNG WEAVING 
LANES 	LANES 

Ramp 
weaves: 
3 3986 1098 1765 4 2.25 1.75 
7 3374 1666 1460 4 2.30 1.70 
8 3157 1775 1265 4 2.49 1.51 
9 4572 1526 1804 4 2.53 1.47 

11 5008 1354 1485 5 3.54 0.55 12 5918 638 0  5 - - 
14 6222 627 0  5 - - 
16 5719 940 0  5 - - 
17 3897 1112 1302 4 2.97 1.03 
18 2487 951 1085 4 2.45 1.55 
21 4220 539 1582 4 2.65 1.35 
28 5096 1366 1455 5 3.50 1.50 
29 1806 1434 1480 3 1.33 1.67 
30 2030 1108 0  3 - - 
32 3902 1300 0  4 - - 
33 6133 1252 1582 5 3.92 1.08 
34 2706 1131 980 4 2.76 1.24 

Major 
weaves: 
4 4649 2486 1840 4 2.53 1.47 

13 4555 2974 0  5 - - 
23 3478 2502 1570 5 2.20 2.80 
24 3019 2293 1420 5 2.12 2.88 
49 2933 2166 0  4 - - 
50 2814 2238 0  4 - - 
51 1913 1678 1470 4 1.30 2.70 
52 2182 2453 1508 4 1.45 2.55 
53 792 1823 1400 4 0.57 3.43 
54 631 1767 1425 .3 0.44 2.56 
60 2384 2859 1718 " - - 
61 2170 1869 0 h - - 
63 1598 2564 1620 3 0.97 2.03 
64 3100 3014 a b - - 
65 2465 1651 1440 " - 

0 Level of service F prevails, service volume variable 
Not available. 

TABLE C-3 

MAXIMUM UTILIZATION FACTORS FROM 
ANALYSIS OF PEAK-HOUR DATA 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF 
LANES OCCUPIED BY 

WEAVING VEHICLES 

POSTULATED 
FROM 	OBSERVED 
CONFIGU- 	FROM 

CONFIGURATION RATION 	BPR DATA 

Ramp weave 2.00 	1.75 
Major weave with no weaving 

movements possible without 
a lane change 2.00+ 	- 

Major weave with at least one 
weaving movement possible 
without a lane change 00+ 	3.43 

slightly different SV interpolation than above,* and (3) in-
corporated more experiments and treated other than the 
peak hour. The 18-min data period was used rather than 
the 6- or 12-min period because it exhibited a better sys-
tematic relation, as evidenced in the calibration analyses of 
Appendix D. The 6-min data particularly might have con-
tained transient values that would have been misleading. 

An analysis similar to that of the previous section was 
conducted. The results are summarized in Table C-4. 

It is interesting that somewhat higher values do result, 
particularly for ramp weaves. As is the case for the peak-
hour data, there is no discernible trend with section length. 

The fact that higher values do occur is attributed pri-
marily to the greater range of flow combinations contained 
in the 18-min data. Table C-4 is the formulation of maxi- 

* It interpolated travel times rather than speeds. This difference was a 
minor refinement. 
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mum lane utilization standards incorporated into the rec-
ommended procedure (Appendix E). 

An observation to make is that, although the maximum 
weaving width for ramp weaves is properly taken as 2.3, it 
is generally not realized. The recommended procedure as 
presenied in Appendix E was run on a wide range of cases 
as part of the research activity. These cases used both 
actual and fabricated but reasonable design-hour flows, or 
peak conditions, for analysis. The weaving widths that re-
sulted had a maximum of the order of .  1.7, consistent with 

the peak-hour observations. Only with less common (for 
hourly rates) flow combinations was the maximum of 2.3 
realized. 

This result indicates that the maximum should be as 
shown in Table C-4 for it can in fact be realized and at, the 
same time demonstrated that (1) the fact that such values 
did not appear in the BPR data base is not unsettling and 
(2) values of weaving width above 1.7 to 2.0 will not com-
monly result from the recommended procedure. 

A LANE-CHANGING MODEL 

The effects of lane configuration on weaving area perform-
ance can be demonstrated by utilizing lane-changing prob-
ability matrices of the type used by Drew and by Worrall. 
As noted, this model does not include an internal capacity 
limit nor is it essential to the points being made herein. 
Another formulation, presented in Appendix H, is more 
realistic in this respect. 

Framework 

Consider a weaving section that can be divided into sub-
sections of length 1 so that N subsections comprise the total 

length L. If one defines p jj (r) as the probability of chang-
ing from lane i to lane j commencing in subsection r (as-
sumed to be commenced and completed in subsection r for 
simplicity), then one may establish a transition matrix M(r) 

p.. (r) 	p13(r) 	.... 	p15 (r) 

M(r) = 

Prni(1 ) 	. . . . 
	 pJ),fl (r) - 

(C- 1) 

Figure C-2 shows the interpretation of p1 (r). 
The output distribution of vehicles $ may be related to 

the input distribution cL by 

TABLE C-4 

MAXIMUM WEAVING WIDTH W VARIES 
WITH CONFIGURATION 

WIITH 

CONFIGURATION 	 (LANES) 

Ramp weave 	 2.3 
Major weave with a crown line 	 2.6 to 2.7 
Major weave with through lane on direction 

.of: greater weaving flow 	 3.6 

An eslimate. The data base was deficient in these cases. 

what the drivers wish to do, whether to weave, continue 
through, etc. Only the matrices associated with weaving 
vehicles are considered herein. It is assumed that these 
vehicles will continually move in the direction of their de-
sired weave. That is, there will be no trajectories such as 
lane 3 to lane 4 and then over to lane 1 in Figure C-2. 

It is also assumed that (1) there is a single lane-changing 
probability p for weaving-vehicle lane changes, and (2) no 
double lane changes (lane 3 to lane 1, for example) occur 
in any single subsection. The first assumption implies that 
there is no variation in p from subsection to subsection. 

For the configuration of Figure C-2, the lane-changing 
matrices for movements BX and AY are given by 

10 	0 	0 

p 
MBX= 	 (C-3) 

0 p 	(l — p) 0 

0 0 	p 	(l—p) 

(l — p) p 	0 	0 

0 	(l — p) p 
MAY = 	

0 	(l 	
(C-4) 

0 	 —p) p 

0 	0 	0 	1 

With the vectors c and $ as defined, note that 

aitx = [0 0 O 

CLAY = [c 	a., 0 	0 1 	 (C-5) 

$[$ $ $a 18  

I ----------r ---------N 

$=a.flM(r) 	 (C-2) 

inwhich 	$[$1th 	$mI 

a.= [a a.2  . 	a.m] 

and the subscripts are lane numbers. 
A matrix M(r) can be defined for each movement within 

a weaving section for the elements p1 (r) are determined by 

p (R) ILLUSTRATED 
23 

Figure C-2. Diagram of lane-changing probabilities. 
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where ct. = CL2 = 0 for movement BX because entrance leg 
B does not impinge. upon lanes 1 and 2. Similarly, CL3  = 
CL4  = 0 for movement AY. 

The vector $ includes the possibility of unsuccessful 
weaving movements. For example, for movement BX, 
($ + $2)  represents the "successful" weaves; that is, those 
which have completed lane changes into one of the lanes of 
their desired exit leg. ($ + $) represents the "unsuccess-
ful" weaves; that is, those which have not completed lane 
changes into their desired exit leg. The so-called "un-
successful" weave will most likely force its way into the 
proper lane at the last moment, creating a serious traffic 
disturbance. It may be argued, therefore, that the number 
or percentage "successful" or "unforced" weaves is a good 
indicator of the quality of service being provided by a 
configuration. 

The presentations herein illustrate the percentage of suc-
cessful weaves as an indicator of quality. Appendix H 
contains a discussion of whether percentage or number is 
the more appropriate indicator. Percentage, however, is 
adequate for the points made herein. 

A Case Study: Specification 

The lane-changing matrices for the configuration of Figure 
C-3 (A) are now developed in detail, and those for the 
other configurations of Figure C-3 are also given herein. 
The distribution of vehicles at the output of each section is 
determined by the input distribution and by the probabili- 

Figure C-3. Diagram showing alternative weaving configura-
tions for a four-lane highway. 

ties p(r) that are assumed equal throughout the section. 
The four different configurations of Figure C-3 are com-

pared for various probabilities p. Movement BX is taken 
to be of prime importance. Based on the various configura-
tions and probabilities, only a certain number of vehicles 
have "successful" merges; that is, only a certain percentage 
is predicted to be in the proper exit lanes at the end of the 
section. This percentage PEX  is taken as an indicator of the 
quality of the section. Weaving vehicles not in the proper 
lanes would have to force their weave, thus degrading the 
section. 

The following assumptions are made for simplicity in the 
illustration: 

Weaving vehicles entering on a given leg will be evenly 
distributed among the several lanes of that leg. 

The length is 1,500 It; this is a typical length for such 
configurations. 

The value of p is varied and comparisons are made. 
In general for any of these configurations, the matrix 

may be computed, and 

1$3$263$41 1= [(X1a2(X30C4] 

ri 	0 	0 	 0 
1(1p)N (l_p)N Q 	 0 
R1 	 R, 	(1p)' 	0 

LR3 	 R4 	Np(1_p)N-1 (i_p)1V 

(C-6) 
in which 

R1  = [1 - (1 - p)N]_ Np(1 - p)N_l 
R2Np(i _p)N_1 

R3 = I + (N— 1)(1 _p)N_N(1 _p)N1 

[

(N I)N1 
2 

R4 = [(N - l)N] 
p2(i - p)N_2 

Having assumed for simplicity that entering vehicles are 
uniformly distributed across the available entering lanes, 
and defined 	as the probability of a successful weave, 
note that 

For configuration A: 

= [0 0 0.5 0.51 
$BX = 118  $ $2 $41 
Pi3x = ($ t + $) or 1 - ($ + $) 

For configuration B: 

aBX = 10 0 0.5 0.51 
= 1$1 '82 $3 $41 

P13x = ($i + $) or I - 
184 

For configuration C: 

CLi3 = [0 0.33 0.33 0.33] 
= 1$3 182 03 $.J 

P13X = ($ 3 + $) or 1 - ($ + $) 
For configuration D: 

aBX = [0 0.33 0.33 0.331 
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$BX = 1,81 $2 $3 $41 
BX = ($ +$2+$3) or! -$. 

For the purpose of illustration, it has been assumed that 
movement BX is the major one, the one to be considered. 
Equation C-5 may be used with the above information to 
generate Table C-5. A weaving section length of 1,500 ft 
is assumed in generating Table C-S. 

Results of the Case Study 

Refer to Figure C-4, which summarizes PBX for the range 
of p. For a given value of p, it is apparent that the most 
efficient configuration for movement BX is D, followed by 
B, C, and A in that order. This is not unexpected. Note 
that configuration D provides two lanes in which weaving 
movements may take place without a lane change, thus pro-
viding two "through" lanes for weaving vehicles. Both B 
and C provide one "through" lane for weaving vehicles, 
B by splitting a lane at the diverge, C by combining two 
into one at the merge. As the merging maneuver entails 
greater friction than the diverge maneuver, B would be ex-
pected to be more efficient. Because the analysis does not 
take this factor into account, the results are therefore a 
coincidence. Configuration A, which requires a lane change 
to be made for every weaving movement, is expectedly the 
least efficient. 

These results reinforce the hypothesis on lane utilization 
presented previously. Configuration D will allow a larger 
portion of its width to be used by weaving vehicles than 
each of the other configurations, with B and C allowing 
greater utilization than A. 

It should be noted that the four cases shown were se-
lected to illustrate the effect of configuration. In terms of 
modern or recommended design, some of these are de-
ficient. The analysis above indicates one of the prime 
reasons for this. 

Sensitivity of Case Study Results 

As both the length of the section and the lane distribution 
of entering vehicles were assumed, the results were also 
tested for their sensitivity to changes in these factors. The 
results of these sensitivity analyses are shown in Figures 
C-S through C-7. 

The sensitivity of PBX  to length is considerable, with 
longer lengths producing higher probabilities for successful 
weaves. The relative advantage of configuration D (the 
best) over configuration A (the worst) is greatest for the 
shortest length, an understandable indication that where 
lengths are more restrictive, configuration becomes a more 
vital design factor to consider. Conversely, shorter lengths 
may be possible in some weaving cases if the configuration 
is improved. 

The sensitivity of PBX  to the lane distribution of entering 
vehicles is low for configuration A, a good deal higher for 
configuration D. This too is understandable, as in configu-
ration A all weaving vehicles must execute at least one 
lane change, regardless of their lane of entry. A shift in the 
lane distribution in configuration D may substantially in-
crease the number of weaving vehicles which do not have 
to make a lane change. 

TABLE C-S 

SOLUTION FOR Pm FOR FOUR ALTERNATE 
WEAVING CONFIGURATIONS OF 1500 FT (N=6) 

CONFIGURATION 	 P1 

A 	 1—(l-p)°--0.5[6p(1-p)i 
B 	 1-0.5 (I-p)° 
C 	 1-0.66 (1-p)°-0.33 [6p (1-p)1 
D 	 1-0.33 (I-p)° 

0 .10 .20 .O 40 .50 .60 .70 .80 .90 1.00 	 P 

Figure C-4. Comparison of configuration efficiencies for various 
values of p for the weaving movement BX. 

A Note on the Assumptions 

The above analysis assumed (1) equal distribution of weav-
ing vehicles on input legs, (2) lane-changing probability p 
invariant with position (longitudinal) in the weaving sec-
tion, and (3) lane-changing probability p invariant with 
volumes. 

It is shown in Chapter 2 of the report text that (1) the 
weaving traffic is strongly presegregated as it enters the 
section, (2) the probability p is dependent on neither length 
nor volume to any discernible degree, and (3) there is a 
difference between probability Pe  of essential lane changes 
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and probability Pse of nonessential lane changes.* The re-
suits are based on detailed analysis of experiments 2, 5, 
and 7 of the project data base. 

These results have no negative effects on the above 
analyses because (1) the sensitivity analysis above ad-
dresses the impact of strong presegregation, as is in fact 
the true field condition, (2) the invariance of p with re-
spect to length and volume is an important basic support 
of both the above analyses and the Appendix I work, and 
(3) the distinction between p, and Pne is not important 
above because P,,e influences only the distribution among 
"success" lanes. 

A Note on Number of Lane Changes 

It is a fact that substantial numbers of weaving vehicles 
choose to make their lane changes at the beginning of a 
weaving section. This is not at all inconsistent with the 
"invariant lane changing probability" result. Indeed, it is 
a natural outgrowth of such a statement. 

Consider a lane with 100 vehicles and p = 0.70. In the 
first section seventy vehicles make the desired lane change. 
In the second section only thirty vehicles remain so that 
30 (0.7) = 21 lane changes from the subject lane occur. 
Thus the number of lane changes is greater at the beginning 
of the section. 

In Appendix E, the proclivity of drivers to effect sub- 

* An essential lane change is one the driver must make to effect his 
weave; a nonessential lane change is one he may make. 
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stantial numbers of lane changes at the beginning of the 
section (a natural outgrowth of presegregation and in-
variant p) is cited as a probable cause for (1) the limited 
benefit of added section length after some initial increment, 
and (2) the lack of a steady convergence to an "out-of-the-
realm-of-weaving" situation. Given the imbalance due to 
presegregation and the cited proclivity of drivers, there is 
always a certain turbulence at the beginning of the section. 

LANE BALANCE AND LANE CONTINUITY 

This section treats section configuration and lane arrange-
ment from a different point of view. It emphasizes design 
to include a "choice" lane at the bifurcation and over-all 
design to minimize the number of lane shifts required of 
the weaving traffic. The analysis reinforces the concepts 
previously discussed and the weaving design and analysis 
procedure developed in this work. 

Lane Balance 

Lane balance is the arrangement of lanes at entrances and 
exits to provide for orderly, smooth, and efficient operation 
of traffic. It may be expressed by two simple statements: 

1. Entrances should be designed so that the number of 
lanes on the combined roadway beyond the merge should 
be not less than the sum of all the traffic lanes preceding the 
merge minus one; and not more than the sum of all the 
traffic lanes preceding the merge. 

* Although expressed somewhat differently, it is essentially the same con-
cept as presented on p.  489 of AASHO's A Policy on Arterial Highways 
in Urban Areas (1957). 

2. Exits should be designed so that the number of lanes 
on the combined roadway in advance of the diverge should 
be equal to the sum of all the traffic lanes following the 
bifurcation minus one. In special cases with a single-lane 
exit (i.e., the common ramp weave) the number of lanes in 
advance of the diverge may be equal to the sum of all the 
traffic lanes following the bifurcation. In modern design, 
however, it has frequently been recommended that this 
form be avoided on full freeways. 

The six basic cases of isolated entrances and exits in 
Figure C-8 comply with the lane balance principles out-
lined. One evident feature is that, with a two-lane entrance, 
a lane must always be added on the facility beyond the 
entrance. Also, with a two-lane exit, an extra lane on the 
freeway must always precede the ramp exit, and the same 
lane must be dropped on the freeway beyond the bifurca-
tion. A further indication of the lane balance principle is 
that a traveled way having an exit should not be reduced 
by more than one traffic lane at a time. Another significant 
feature, excluding the special case under point 2, is that 
the lane balance principle applied to exits provides "one 
more lane going away" (i.e., the number of lanes on the 
individual roadways is one more than the number on the 
freeway before the bifurcation). 

The one case not covered in Figure C-8 is a special situa-
tion of a two-lane entrance joining the freeway on two 
exclusive lanes. This form of entrance complies with the 
lane balance principle noted in the latter part of point 1. 

By complying with the six cases of isolated ramps in 
Figure C-8, lane balance features are automatically pro-
vided for. The same features apply to weaving sections. 

SUCCESSIVE 

RAMPS 

—-- 
SUCCESSIVE ENTRANCES 

EN - EN 

- 
SUCCESSIVE EXITS 

EX - EX 

ENTRANCE FOLLOWED 

BY EXIT 

ISOLATED 

ENTRANCE RAMPS 

- 0. 

	 N 

SINGLE-LANE ENTRANCE 

EN (1) 

- 
N 	 N+I 

SINGLE-LANE ENTRANCE 

ON EXCLUSIVE (ADDED) LANE 

EN (1+ a) 

ISOLATED 

EXIT RAMPS 

N -—----- 

SINGLE-LANE EXITS 

EX (1) 

N+I 

SINGLE-LANE EXITS 	I N 

ON EXCLUSIVE LANE 

EX (1 + a) 

(special case--should be 
avoided on full freeways) 

EN - EX 

N
ANE ENCE 

N +1 	N 	 ' 2-LANE EXIT 	2 
EX (2) 	 EXIT FOLLOWED 

EN (2) 	 N = Basic number of lanes on Freeway. BY ENTRANCE 
+ I = Mded auxiliary lane. 

EX - EN 
Figure C-8. Ramp cases for determining service volumes and capacities on freeway facilities. 
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The numerous combinations of entrance and exit terminals 
that can be utilized within a weaving section, coupled with 
different numbers of basic lanes on the freeway, produce a 
large variety of possible lane arrangements. Some of these 
are illustrated in Figure C-9. It is obvious that a weaving 
section of a given number of lanes can yield considerably 
different amounts of potential lane shifts. Arrangements 
that do not fully provide lane balance, particularly where 
the feature of "one more lane going away" is not present, 
may produce two and even three times the number of 
potential lane changes that occur on fully lane-balanced 
weaving sections. It can be seen that five of the basic iso-
lated ramp cases (excluding EX 1) in Figure C-8 can be 
combined in various ways to produce weaving section de-
signs with only two potential lane shifts. Figure C-9 shows 
examples in the three lower arrangements on the left and 
the two lower arrangements on the right. 

It would appear that weaving sections with the larger 
number of lane shifts, even though the number of lanes 
within the section is the same and the weaving volume is 
identical, are apt to operate at a poorer level. 

Lane Continuity 

Lane continuity is another feature on freeways with ramps, 
particularly within weaving sections, which may have a 
significant effect on operation. Lane continuity refers to 

maintaining the basic number of lanes and keeping them 
continuous along a "designated" route. The designation 
may be by route number or name. Lane lines must con-
form accordingly and, auxiliary lanes when added and re-
moved likewise should be governed by the designated route. 
In studying weaving section operations and in establishing 
relationships and analysis procedures, this feature must be 
identified. 

The two upper four-lane weaving sections in Figure C-9 
apparently have the designated route running horizontally 
from leg A to leg X, in which case lane continuity is pro-
vided. On the other hand, if the designated route were to 
proceed from leg A to leg Y through each weaving section, 
there would be no route continuity. In the latter case less 
favorable operating characteristics would be evidenced 
where all through traffic must change lanes. However, 
should the route be designated from leg A to leg Y, the 
lane lines should be realigned to provide continuous move-
ment. The entering and exiting traffic would then be sub-
ordinated to the through movement. Another example of 
poor lane continuity is where lanes, at exits and entrances, 
are dropped on one side and picked up on the other side of 
a through facility. 

Lane arrangements with respect to lane continuity and 
lane balance, therefore, are significant features affecting 
operations with weaving sections. 

Leg 
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The above covers primarily right-hand entrance and exit 
situations. The right-hand ingress-egress arrangement is 
most prevalent and highly favored. It is anticipated that 
left-hand ramps will be gradually phased out on primary 
highways. However, at this time there is little information 
available for properly evaluating capacities and levels of 
service on left-hand ramps, and none to cause it to be dis-
cernible as a distinct case. There is a definite place for 
the left-hand ramp in conjunction with distribution-type 
facilities. 

To illustrate the existence of such cases, the Dan Ryan 
Expressway (southern section) in Chicago and Highway 
401 (freeway) in Toronto are examples with high-type 
continuous collector-distributor roads on which the trans-
fer roads form left-hand ramps on the collector-distributor 
roads. Along these roads a variety of successive ramp ar-
rangements present themselves with ramp junctions both 
n the left and on the right. Parallel to the four cases of 

successive ramps for right-hand situations covered in Fig-
ure C-8, the arrangements for various combinations of 
left-hand ramps are shown in Figure C-b. 

EN—EN 

EN—EX 

EX—EX 

 

EX—EN 

Figure c-Jo. Successive ramp arrangements with left-hand 
ramps. 

APPENDIX D 

CALIBRATION OF THE RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE 

The equations that underlie the recommended procedure 	3. It should be easily manipulated in both design and 
were developed from the macroscopic data, with the micro- 	analysis and should present solutions so that ranges of 
scopic analyses serving as a guide and as a control in this 	acceptable values and alternates are clear. 
effort. This appendix presents the results of the macro- 
scopic analyses. 	 MAJOR ISSUES 

GUIDELINES 

Early in the project, the following guidelines for the de-
velopment of the procedure were developed with consid-
eration for both data acquisition costs and probable return: 

The procedure should be macroscopic in its approach, 
containing only that level of detail and sophistication neces-
sary to properly specify the level of interest. 

It should be as simple as practicable so that its prin-
ciples are easily understood, but the drive for simplicity 
should not be at the sacrifice of significantaccuracy. 

In the course of the research, several major questions were 
posed: 

I. What are meaningful forms of the macroscopic rela-
tionship? 

Should there be subcases according to configurational 
type? 

Can equations be developed that cover the entire 
range of the data base (perhaps by subcase)? Must certain 
data be eliminated? Must level-of-service relationships be 
developed from the data? 
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4. What is the most meaningful period on which to ag-
gregate macroscopic data? Should it be 6 mm? Hourly? 
These questions and their resolutions are addressed in the 
sections that follow. 

FORM OF THE RELATIONSHIPS 

The relationships that were to be developed for the mac-
roscopic analyses not only had to take into account the 
microscopic observations and well-known macroscopic phe-
nomena t  but also had to mesh with the configurational 
emphasis early because both microscopic and macroscopic 
analyses within the research had shown the importance of 
this consideration. Moreover, the relationships had to con-
sider explicitly a number of weaving-related variables (i.e., 
weaving volume V, section length L, and weaving width 
W) and the relationship to the nonweaving traffic occupy-
ing the roadway along with this weaving activity. Other 
weaving-related variables, such as the mix of the two weav-
ing flows, were also candidates for inclusion. 

Several mathematical forms were postulated, centering 
on the following ideas: 

- 1. The basic dependent variable is the weaving volume 
V,0  and the relationship should be so expressed. 

The weaving width W itself should be thought of as 
the thing determined by the demand V,0  in concert with the 
nonweaving traffic and other parameters. 

The weaving service volume SW is a key concept al-
though it is functionally dependent on several parameters. 

The percentage of roadway occupied by the weaving 
traffic is functionally related to the percentage of the weav-
ing traffic to the total traffic with this relationship modified 
by section length and other parameters. 

Each of these is discussed in the following and specific 
forms developed consistent with these ideas and the micro-
scopic results are analyzed via the macroscopic data base 
in the context of the major issues enumerated. 

It should be noted that one of the major issues particu-
larly affects the forms put forth: If there is no a priori 
or experimental specification of level-of-service categories, 
speed performance measures must be included in the forms 
developed for final evaluation. 

Weaving Volume, V,0  

The explicit dependence of V,0  on other variables and cer-
tain parameters is both straightforward and appealing. It 
was observed that (1) there is a power relationship between 
V,0  and section length L in which V,, is generally propor-
tional to L, 0 <y < 1; (2) as length L increases, weaving 
width W can decrease; (3) for fixed length L, weaving 
width W must increase as weaving volume V,0  increases. 
These statements assume that neither weaving speed nor 
nonweaving volume and speed vary. 

One may also note the effect of the mix of weaving vol- 

One would usually consider 5 rather than 6 mm, but the BPR data 
base was not amenable to this in terms of aggregating adjacent periods. 

t For instance, the fact that increased length is beneficial. 

umes as reflected in the ratio of the smaller to the total 
weaving volumes (i.e., the parameter R): as R increases, 
the width W increases if all else is fixed. 

These observations may be summarized in 

V1. = p Wfl' L' 	 (D-1) 

where 8 < 0 and 0 <-y < 1 should result from a calibra-
tion. Eq. D-1 was taken as the best form in early analyses 
in the research and was used in early attempts to develop a 
procedure. 

Actually, in order to use linear regression as a tool, 

log V,( =A+B log W+C(R log W)+D log L (D-2) 

is more appropriate because of the nonlinearity of Eq. D-l. 
Moreover, the equal variance that must be associated with 
the dependent variable over the range of the independent 
variables is unlikely when considering V,0 . 

The form of Eq. D-2 is also amenable to addition of a 
term for speed relationships when one attempts to fit across 
the full range of the data. For instance, the fact that V,0  
must be smaller if S,0  is larger and all else is unchanged 
leads to 

log V,0  = (Eq. D-2) + Elog S,, 	(D-3) 

where E < 0 should result from a calibration. 
It is bothersome that Eq. D-3 is so independent of the 

nonweaving activity. The two activities—weaving and non. 
weaving—not only occur next to each other but actually 
overlap because the segregation of the two flow types is 
strong but not complete. Variations such as using ES or 
log AS for the speed term in Eq. D-3 can address this. 

Weaving Width, W 

The foregoing assumes that, given all other conditions, one 
wishes to determine how much weaving volume V,,, can be 
accommodated. One could generate plots of the form of 
HCM Figure 7.4, which can be "worked backwards" or the 
equation can be so manipulated as to enable one to deter-
mine the section length L that must exist to handle a spe-
cific volume V,0 . 

One may argue that in the real world the demand vol-
umes appear and—for a given length L—the required width 
W is provided or the levels of service readjust so that a 
proper W is provided. The result of this action—and, thus, 
the true dependent variable—is the weaving width W. The 
relationship 

W=A+BlogV,0 +ClogL+DlogR (D-4) 

realizes this. Variations on this form that produce a more 
meaningful and/or better fit to the data include (1) in-
clusion of speed-related terms involving S. or S; (2) re-
placement of some terms with their logarithms, antiloga-
rithms, inverses, or powers; and (3) use of log W rather 
than W. Some of these represent nothing more than re-
finements of a specific fit within the range of the data avail-
able. As always, it would be hazardous and inappropriate 
to extend such refinements beyond the range of the data. 



Weaving Service Volume, SW 

The weaving service volume is defined by 

SWV/W 	 (D-5) 

and relationships such as Eqs. D-1 or D-2 can be used to 
develop expressions for the weaving service volume. For 
instance, if fi = 0 and a = 1 in Eq. D-1, SW = pLY. How-
ever, it is more likely that this is not true and that there is 
an inefficiency as W is increased such that SW decreases. 
Note that as W increases the compound weaving situations 
(more than one lane change needed to weave) become 
more significant. This SW does decrease due to inefficiency. 

Although weaving service volume is an interesting de-
rived measure, it shows no distinct advantage over the other 
approaches if it does not reduce the number of variables 
involved. 

Percentage of Roadway 

One may rationally argue that (1) the percentage of road-
way WIN is proportional to the percentage VR that the 
weaving volume is of the total volume, all else being fixed; 
(2) as the section length L increases, this roadway per-
centage WIN decreases—rapidly at first—asymptotically to 
the same percentage as the volumes (i.e., VR); and (3) as 
the mix of weaving traffic (as measured by R) approaches 
equal competing flows, more roadway is required. This 
may be formalized as 

W 
= (0c0  + a1  VR)(l + a2  R)(1 - a3e-a4 L) (D-6) 
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W/N 	 WIN 

%  1.0 	

VR 	 0 VR 

(A) EFFECT OF R 	 (B) EFFECT OF L 

Figure D-1. For,n of Equation D-7. 

the quality of fit to the actual data; this resolution con-
firmed the evaluations. The data used were those com-
prising the composite date base described in Appendices I 
and IL* 

Where strong relationships between variables were ex-
pected weak relationships resulted with some formulations. 
Second and third variables had to be considered simul-
taneously to relieve this. In other cases, some significant 
correlations existed between variables that one would have 
wished to be independent variables in a regression. These 
effects caused elimination of some forms because of the 
poor quality of the resultant fits. Some of the considera-
tions of manipulating the data are presented. 

Computation of W 

or 
	 The width, W, available to weaving vehicles was computed 

W 
= (a + a1  VR)[l - a2 (1 - a3  R)e-a]  (D-7) 

	from 

W = N - V,/SV 	 (D-9) 
Eq. D-7 reflects the statements more accurately. 

Figure D-1 shows the form of Eq. D-7. The equation 
has the flaw that the relationship between WIN and VR, 
all else fixed, is strictly linear. This may be overcome by 
forms involving powers and/or logarithms. The form 

a0VR(1i''1t (1-x.,e-'.i' 	 (D-8) 

accomplishes this, with the added refinement that with the 
R2  added, it should describe the width effect better. 

The logarithm of this last form (Eq. D-8) is more linear 
but requires both redefinition of variables and specification 
of a4, as do Eqs. D-6 and D-7, in order to be suitable for 
linear regression analysis. 

Similar to the observations made in discussing the weav-
ing width form, speed terms and refinements may be 
considered. 

USE OF DATA 

The mathematical forms developed were reviewed for con-
sistency with microscopic and macroscopic observations 
and analyses, for acceptable rationale, and for properties 
suitable for regression analyses. Although it was possible 
to rank them accordingly, some of the judgments were sub-
jective. The final resolution must have been, therefore, in 

in which SV was determined from the adopted service 
volume relationships (refer to Chapter Two or Appendix E 
for the definition) for the observed nonweaving space mean 
speed S,. 

Service Volume in a Weaving Section 

The service volume definitions used in this report are 
adaptations of the HCM treatment and can be used in the 
same way as the HCM service volumes are. 

In the course of the regression analyses, a side effort 
developed a relationship of the form 

W = a0 - 	V7110 	 + 0'3 log S,,, 	(D-lO) 

that was highly correlated and involves only nonweaving 
variables. Of course, one would expeci W to be highly 
dependent on V,,,,, and S,,, as may be seen from Eq. D-9. 
Indeed, one may argue that the two can be equated and the 
service volume thus be revised. 

Following this, or rather motivated by it, a regression 
analysis was done in which the total width N was con-
sidered as a variable dependent on two components, as 
Ni, = N1,,5 1  + l31 where N,,,,, i = f( V5,,, S,,,, ) and V4  = 

* Not included in this publication. See Appendix J herein for additional 
information. 
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g (previous variables) and the function minimized in the 
regression was 

total 

F = 	(Nacttioi  - N)° 	 (D-11) 
j=1 

It was believed at one point that this would result simul-
taneously in a weaving width descriptor and a (nonweav-
ing) service volume revision (via N,, 0  = f(V,,,0  S,,,0)). The 
results, however, were not as good as other alternates in 
which the adopted SV's were used. Likewise, the relation-
ship specified in Eq. D-10—although it added an apparent 
refinement—could be questioned as being simply a second 
analytic form that is different because it did not quite cap-
ture the full expression because of the limited terms avail-
able. The possible refinement did not aid in a more precise 
formulation and did not merit adoption. 

Computation of SW 

The weaving service volume SW is computed from SW = 
V,,/ W, with W. being computed as specified previously. 

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE 

The prime tool in this macroscopic analysis was step-wise 
multiple linear regression executed by means of a standard 
computer package. The multiple correlation coefficient, in-
dicating the reduction in the variation about the regression 
plane, was used as the index of the quality of the fit. Care 
was taken to add only terms that were statistically and 
physically meaningful. Appropriate standard statistical tests 
were performed. 

SUBCASES AND RANGE 

In the course of the analysis, it was determined that there 
should be two subcases classified by the configurations of 
major weave and ramp weave. 

Attempts were made to ( 1 ) characterize the entire speed 
range within each of these subcases by common relations, 
(2) devise level-of-service relations as an outcome of the 
calibrations, and (3) characterize a lesser speed range by 
common relations. 

NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 

L 	

P WEAVE 
MULTIPLE 

CORR.COEF. 	 RAM 

0.9 	
MAJOR WEAVE 

0.81- 

0.7 L 	 WEAVE 	200 

0.6 	 tMAJOR 
I WEAVE 

0.51- . 	 I00 

0.41- 	 I 

	

6 12 18 24 TIME 	 6 12 18 24 	TIME 
PERIOD (MIN) 	 PERIOD (MIN) 

(A) MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICENT (B) F'LRoiBER OF DATA POINTS 

Figure D-2. Data required for the selection of a basic time 
period. 

The determination of natural groupings of the data into 
levels of service was attempted by (1) grouping the data 
into small clusters of 75 points each ordered by s20  or L, 
(2) executing regression fits on consecutive cumulative ag-
gregations of these groups (i.e., the first group, the first two 
groups, etc.), and (3) observing the behavior of the multi-
ple correlation coefficient for this sequence. It was antici-
pated that the coefficient would increase as more data were 
added within an underlying natural grouping but would de-
crease as the natural grouping was exceeded and data were 
included from the next grouping. In this way, the con-
secutive natural groupings could be determined. 

Unfortunately, this approach was contaminated by cor-
relations with the small groupings among the candidate in-
dependent variables to some extent and did not conclusively 
establish distinct levels as was anticipated. 

The attempts to fit relationships to all data were signifi-
cantly poorer than those attempts to eliminate data for 
which S,,,0  < 30 mph. As a result (rather than as an as-
sumption motivated by the HCM practices), the lower 
boundary of nonweaving level of service E can be identi-
fied as 30 mph. Likewise, the data for major weaves for 
which S,,,0  30 cause S, 	20, so that the lower boundary 
for weaving level of service (major weaves) is 20 mph. 

It is found that significant relationships can be developed 
by restricting the data only to the extent that 5,,,,, 	30 mph. 
This explains the result cited previously that consecutive 
groupings did not conclusively establish distinct levels of 
service. 

EVALUATION, TIME PERIODS, AND CALIBRATION 

The several mathematical forms and considerations out-
lined in the foregoing were evaluated by use of the macro-
scopic composite data base (BPR and project data bases 
combined, with some data reserved for data checks or be-
cause of peculiar features). The results may be summarized 
in two sets. The first set is: 

Of the four basic forms—weaving volume, weaving 
width, weaving service volume, and roadway percentage—
the best is the roadway percentage concept by a substantial 
margin. The next closest has a multiple correlation co-
efficient in the order of 0.2 lower. The specific relations 
are refinements on the logarithm form of Eq. D-8. 

The issue of the appropriate time period is resolved 
by observing the multiple correlation coefficient as a func-
tion of the time period. At the same time, it must be recog-
nized that the number of data points decreases as the basic 
time period is increased. Both aspects are illustrated in 
Figure D-2. The selection of a basic period of 18 min for 
the calibration is made from this information. 

The relationships developed for the roadway percent-
age formulation have the following functional forms: 

Major weaves: 	log 	f(VR, S,,,, L, R) 

Ramp weaves: 	log - 
w

-  = g(VR, S) 

It may be observed that (1) the major weave relationship 
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appears to be completely independent of nonweaving traffic 
performance,* and (2) the ramp-weave relationship does 
not involve section length L at all. It would appear that, so 
to speak, there is one degree of freedom not yet controlled. 

The second set of results in this effort comes from an 
investigation intended to resolve this difficulty. For the 
major weaves, an attempt was made to find a relationship 
tying together the two speeds Si,, and S,,,0. For ramp weaves, 
an attempt was made to relate AS to L, there being no 'other 
reason to specify a /S in item 3 of the foregoing set. 

The matrix of correlation coefficients for the 18-min data 
base was reviewed for major weaves and for ramp weaves. 
The relationships of interest did in fact exist therein. In-
deed, for ramp weaves, the relationship (found by sub-
sequent regression) specifying AS in terms of L and S,,,0  
was stronger than the one found for log WIN. 

Upon review, the importance of the AS relationship for 
ramp weaves is rational: the slippage between the two 
traffic streams (i.e., S) is determined both by the "run-
way" length the weaving vehicles have and the speed of the 
main movement. 

It is especially important that the relationships are di-
vided, in effect, into a primary and a secondary equation for 
each configuration type. The primary equations are charac-
terized by good multiple correlation coefficients across the 
entire S,, 	30 mph data range. The coefficients of the 
secondary relationships can be improved by a very relevant 
observation: although the secondary relationships are im-
portant so that a given situation is completely specified, a 
configurational limit also provides such specificity. There-
fore, the data points with configurational limits may be 
removed from the calibration of the secondary relation-
ships. The secondary relationships should be and are, in 
fact, thereby improved. 

The final results of this effort are summarized in Table 
D-1. The ramp-weave primary equation includes the term 

* Volume is certainly present via VR but there is no speed relationship 
included. It appears, from information developed to this point, that there 
may be a number of consistent S,,, and S,. 

1/ VL + 3 rather than the more apparent forms log L or 
1/ VL because, although the last had the best correlation of 
the common forms, review showed AS to be climbing too 

quickly to its asymptote with 1/ VL. The term incorporated 
had a slightly better correlation. 

Table D-2 'summarizes the basic statistics of the four key 
equations. These include estimates of standard deviation of 
the dependent variable, the deviations associated with each 
coefficient, and the multiple correlation coefficients. The 
significance of each coefficient is tested under the hypothe-
sis that it is indistinguishable from zero, and the signifi-
cance of the over-all fit is also tested. The results are 
summarized in Table D-2. All coefficients are statistically 
different from zero and each over-all fit is acceptable. 

Appendix E presents an integrated methodology using 
the results cited herein, the configuration results detailed 
in Appendix C, and level-of-service definitions made with 
the knowledge that they are neither forced because of a 
calibration nor imposed in a fashion so as to restrict a 
calibration. Consistent with the HCM and the probable 
level and interests of the user, the statistics of Table D-2 
are not explicit in that procedure. 

In the course of the final calibrations and analyses, the 
issue was raised as to whether the 18-min data established 
a regression plane that truly represented the underlying 
plane describing the situation most commonly of interest; 
namely, designlanalysis for the peak within the hour. It 
was considered that a correction factor may have been re-
quired because of differences in 6- (really 5) and 18-mm 
peaking. Regression planes were established using only 
peak 6-min data. It was found that they were statistically 
indistinguishable from the 18-mm-based planes; therefore, 
no factOr was necessary. 

APPLICATION TO OTHER DATA; VALIDATION 

Certain data were not used in the calibration data base used 
to establish the foregoing relationships. Although some of 

TABLE D-1 

RELATIONSHIPS OF MAJOR AND RAMP WEAVES 

EQUATION EST. OF 
TYPE EQUATION DETAILS CORR. COEFF. 

MAJOR WEAVE 

Primary log--= --- 1.16+0.660 VR p=0.812 

—3.10 R(log VR)esIL 

+0.372 log S. 

Secondary (holds only if S=48.3-27.4 log S. —0.146 L 
W not constrained) 

RAMP WEAVE 

Primary AS=-1O9.5+ 	L_±50.7logS,, 
VL+3 

p=0.787 

Secondary (holds only if log-!L = —0.615+0.606VVi 0757 W not constrained) —0.003 65 (5) 



TABLE D-2 

SUMMARY OF STATISTICS FOR KEY EQUATIONS 

SIGNIF. OF COEFF. FIT OF LINEAR FORM STATISTICS ON 

(T-TEST, x=0.05) (F-STATISTIC, a=0.05) VARIABLES 

STD 
NO. ERROR SIGNIF. 
DEPEN- OF STD MUL- SUM OF (NON- 
DENT ESTI- ERROR ON TIPLE SQUARES FROM ZERO FROM 	SIGNIF. 

EQUATION 	EQUATION 	 NO. OF 	VARI- MATE COEFF. CORR. REDUCED FROM 	STD OR FROM 	STD 	(GOOD FIT STD. 
TYPE 	 DETAILS 	 POINTS ABLES S SbJ COEFF. (%) DATA 	TABLE NOT) DATA 	TABLE ORNOT) DCV. 	AVG. 

Major 
weave: 

primary 	log --=-1.16 	 122 	3 	0.067 	- 	0.812 	66.5 

+ 0.660 VR 	 - - 	- 0.0438 	- 	- 
-3.10 R(log VR)e °" 	- - 	- 	0.317 	- 	- 
+ 0.372 log S. 	- - 	- 0.0718 	- 	- 

secondary 	AS= +48.3 	 81 	2 	3.94 	- 	0.637 	41.4 
-27.4 log S. 	- - 	- 5.22 	- 	- 
-0.146L 	 - - 	- 0.0346 - - 

- - - 	78.12 	1.55 	Good -0.141 	0.113 
15.04 1.98 S 	- 	- 	- 0.525 	0.174 

-9.76 1.98 S 	- 	- 	- -0.0306 0.0223 
5.18 1.98 S 	- 	- 	- 1.55 	0.0928 
- - - 	27.51 	1.63 	Good 4.30 	5.05 

-5.24 1.995 S 	- 	- 	- 1.54 	0.0854 
-4.23 1.995 S 	- 	- 	- 13.5 	12.9 

Ramp 
weave: 

primary LS 	-109.5 121 	2 	4.62 	- 	0.787 	62.2 - - - 	97.28 	1.55 	Good 8.28 7.42 
+104.8/VL+3 - 	- 	- 	10.0 	 - 10.44 1.98 S 	- 	- 	- 0.321 0.0418 
+ 50.7 log S,,0 - 	- 	- 	5.70 	- 	- 8.90 1.98 S 	- 	- 	- 1.66 0.0737 

secondary log- 	=-0.615 92 	2 	0.083 	- 	0.757 	57.8 - - - 	60.98 	1.60 	Good -0.317 0.125 
+0.606 VV - 	- 	- 	0.0644 	- 	- 9.42 .1.99 S 	- 	- 	- 0.542 0.139 
-0.00365 (1S) - 	- 	- 	0.00119 	- 	- -3.06 1.99 S 	- 	- 	- 8.38 7.50 
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L=4090 these data have flaws (such as experiment 3, as noted later), 
they were generally useful to check and to comment on the 
recommended procedure. The computer program described 
in Appendix F is used to execute the computations of the 
recommended procedure. 

Gowanus Expressway 

The Gowanus Expressway site is a 4,090-ft major weave on 
which data were collected by aerial photography early in 
the research. Details of this effort and the data are con-
tained in Appendix XVI.*  For the present purposes, the 
information summarized in Figure D-3 is sufficient. 

Figure D-4 summarizes the results of the recommended 
procedure. Note that the weaving speed is quite accurately 
depicted, but that the nonweaving speed is actually poorer 
than one would expect via the recommended procedure 
(29 mph actual versus 36 mph estimated). This result is 
quite satisfactory, considering that the length involved 
(4,090 ft) is at the extreme of the calibration range. One 
may estimate that if AS - —1.5 mph were imposed, the 
procedure would have predicted S 	34.5 mph, a 4-mph 
overestimate. 

Project Experiment 6 

Project experiment 6 was a 900-ft major weave, as shown 
in Figure D-5 (A). Table D-3 summarizes both the ob-
served flows (6-min periods, shown as hourly rates) and 
the results of the analysis by the recommended procedure. 
Figure D-5 compares the actual and estimated speeds: the 
results are quite satisfactory. 

It may be observed from Table D-3 that none of the sec-
tion legs was inadequate nor was the section constrained by 
configuration. 

Not included in this publication, See Appendix J herein for additional 
information. 
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Figure D-4. Results of data analysis by recommended pro-
cedures of the Gowanus Expressway. 
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Figure D-3. Diagram of traffic  movements, volumes, and 
speeds on the Gowanus Expressway. 
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Figure D-5. Diagram of project experiment 6 and compari-
sons of the actual and estimated speeds. 
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Project Experiment 12 

Project experiment 12 was a 750-ft ramp weave, as shown 
in Figure D-6 (A). Table D-4 summarizes both the ob-
served flows (6-min periods, shown as hourly rates) and the 
results of the analysis by the recommended procedure. Fig-
ure D-6 (B) compares the actual and estimated speeds. 
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(B) SPEED ANALYSIS, PROJECT EXPERIMENT 12 

Figure D-6. Diagram of project experiment 12 and comparisons 
of the actual and estimated speeds. 
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Figure D-7. Diagram of project experiment I and comparisons 
of the actual and estimated speeds. 

Although the results were within reason, it must be ob-
served that (1) the predictions of S,,,, near 60 mph were 
not achieved and (2) the predicted rapid decay of speed in 
roll 5 was not realized. In the first case, the posted speed 
limit of 55 mph might have had an effect. In the second 
case, the fact that the rapid decay did not occur can be 
likened to the "supersaturation" effect in a liquid during 
the transition, but more data would be required to deter-
mine if and when the actual decay did occur. Unfortu-
nately, the data shown are at the end of the available 
record. 

One may also observe from Table D-4 that only leg B 
occasionally has a service limitation (requiring 1.1 lanes, 
with only 1.0 available) and that there is no configurational 
constraint. This is not too significant a disruption because 
it implies only that the entering ramp traffic functions at a 
slightly poorer level. 

Because movement 4 is so substantial a part of V,,,,, (see 
Table D-4) and is so influenced by the weaving movements, 
one may wish to consider the speed of movement 1 only 
when investigating the actual data. Movement 1 is gen-
erally 2 mph or so higher than the actual S,,  shown in 
Figure D-6 (B). 

Project Experiment 1 

The preceding evaluations (project experiments 6 and 12) 
were done with 6-min field data. Some evaluations were 
also done with 18-min data. The problems that arise in 
these evaluations are not attributable to the use of 18-mm 
rather than 6-min data. 

Project experiment I was a 460-ft ramp weave, as shown 
in Figure D-7 (A). Table D-5 summarizes both the ob-
served flows (18-min periods, shown as hourly rates) and 
the results of the analysis by the recommended procedure. 
Figure D-7 (B) compares actual and estimated speeds. 

The results of this analysis were, at first inspection, rather 
poor. The actual S,,, and S, were both substantially lower 
than expected. However, this site had a posted speed limit 
of 45 mph. Note that the S,,, was limited to this range 
and that the possible S,,,5  was not achieved. When the ac-
tual S,,, was used, a significant improvement in the esti-
mated S,5  was achieved, as is also indicated in Figure D-7. 

If the speed limit is assumed, so that a field-measured 
S,,, need not be obtained, an S,5  of 33 mph is estimated. 
This is also significantly better than originally estimated, 
and highlights the fact that the speed limit may control 
although speeds well above it could exist. 

Project Experiment 3 

Project experiment 3 was a 420-ft ramp weave, as shown 
in Figure D-8 (A). Table D-6 summarizes both the ob-
served flows (18-min periods, shown as hourly rates) and 
the results of the analysis by the recommended procedure. 
Figure D-8 (B) compares the actual and estimated speeds. 

The results of this analysis were quite dissatisfying but, 
in retrospect, have a rational explanation. This site was in 
the midst of a work area and had a posted advisory limit of 

* Actually, the mainline vehicles are going I to 2 mph faster than indi- 
cated by the S 	because movement 4 is included in the computation of 
S,"0. 



TABLE D-3 

ROLL 2 OF PROJECT EXPERIMENT 6 

PROI3L€N * 4 * 	I 'LVI OF SEQ' SDEEOS *CONFIG* W • OIL S *"*****aVOLUMFS(PCPHI****$******LANE RIOUIREMENTSSSS**e 
TITLE 	* 	• 	E WEA • NWE WEA 'CONSYR' 	* 	* 	1 	2 	3 	4 * A-X WEA 8-Y * LGA 168 LGX LGV' 

EXP69t2PLS 4. * 	9.)' ( * 36. 31. * 	NO * 2.7* 6. * 1280. 1353. 630. 1100.' 0.7 2.7 0.6 * 	1.4 0.9 1.0 1.3* * * 	* a * * * a * * * 
EXP6R2P2a 4. * 	9.0' E f * 34. 27. * 	NO * 2.5* 7 * 1780. 1590. 640. '1060.' 0.9 2.5 0.6 * 	1.8 0.9 1.3 1.4* * * 	a * * S S a * * * 
EXP6R2P3* 4. S 	9.()' fl2 7 * 39. 35. * 	NO * 2.7* 4. * 12?0 1370. 520. 990.' 0.7 2.7 0.6 * 1.5 0.8 1.0 1.3* a a a * * * * a a * 
EXP6R2P4' 4• * 	9')* E r * 	36. 30. * 	NO • 2.5* 6. * 1780. 1300. 500. 1060.' 1.0 2.5 0.6 * 	1.7 0.8 1.2 1.3* a * * 'a a * * * * * 

TABLE D-4 

PROJECT EXPERIMENT 12 

POOBLEM * N * 	I 'LVI OF SER* SPEEOS 'CONFIGS w * DEL S *********VOIUMES(PCPH)***********IANE REQUIREMENTS*S**** 
TITLE 	* 	* 	* NWE WEA * NWE WEA *CONSTR* 	* 	* 	1 	2 	3 	4 * A-X WEA 8-Y * 164 168 LGX IGY' 

****,****.*4*****,**a****.***a** 

EX1ZRIPI* 4. * 	7•5* 5 J) * 59. 47. * 	NO 
a 	* a * 

1x128102s 4. V 	75s 5 0 * 59. 46. * 	NO 
a * 	a ' a * 

EXI20LP3' 4. $ 	7.5' 5 I) * 59. 46. * 	NO 
a * * * 

EXI2*1P4* 4. a 	7•5* 0 59. 46. a 	NO 
* * 	* a 

EXI2RLP5* 4. * 	7.5* 5 0 a  59• 46. * 	NO 
a * 	* * S 

FXL2R4PI* 4. * 	7.5* 5 0 a 56. 44. * 	NO 
* a * 

EX12R4P2* 4. 
a 	* 

 7.5 $ I) * 56. 45. * 	NO 
* $ 	* * 

EXI2R4P3* 
* 
4. ' 	1.5' 

V 	* 
C 0 ' 	52. 

* 
 ' 	NI) 

EX1285P1* 4. * 	7.5* C I) ' 	53.  
a 
* 	NO 

* * 	S * * 
EX1285P2' 4. ' 	7.5' C I) * 	52. 42. ' 	NO 

a * a 
EX12R5P3* 4. 

a 	a 
 * 	7.S I) F 41. 36. NO 

* a 	a * 
EX1285P4* 4. * 	7.6' E .E ' 	30. 32. * 	No 

* a 	* * * 

* t.* 13. * 1506. 123. 642. 284.' 1.8 1.9 0.3 * 1.9 1.1 2.6 0.5' 
* 	a 	* 	 * 	 * 	 * 
* 1.7* '13. * 1670. 140. 440. 310.' 1.9 1.1.0.4 ' 2.1 0.9 2.5 0.5' 
a 	a 	* 	 a 	 * 	 * 
* 1.8* 13. * 1530. 170. 500. 390.' 1.8 1.8 0.5 * 2.0 1.0 2.4 0.6' 
a 	* 	* 	 * 	 $ 	 * 
* 1.6' 13. * 1750.. '80. 400. 280.' 2.1 1.6 0.3 * 2.2 0.8 2.5 0.4* 
* 	* 	* 	 * 	 'S 	 S 
* 1.6' 13. * 1840. 130. 340. 340.' 2.1 1.6 0.4 * 2.2 0.8 2.4 0.5' 
* 	a 	S 	 * 	 * 	 * 
* 1.8* 12. * 1960. 	91. 747. 485.' 1.8 1.8 0.4 S 1.9 L.I. 2.5 0.5* 
* 	* 	a 	

' 	

a  
S 1.9* 12. * 1818. 232. 717. 444.' 1.7 1.9 0.4 * 1.9 1.1 2.4 0.6* 
* 	* 	* 	 * 	 * 	 * 
* 1.7* 13. * 2731. 269. 634. 516.' 1.9 1.7 3.4 * 2.1 0.8 2.4 0.6' 
* 	* 	* 	 * 	 * 	 * 
1.8* It. ' 2443. 247. 691. 454. 1.9 1.8 0.3 * 2.1 0.9 2.4 0.5' 

* 	* 	* 	 * 	 * 	 a 
* 1.8* W. * 2600. 190. 870. 530.' 1.8 1.8 0.4 * 2.0 1.0 2.4 0.5* 
* 	* 	* 	 * 	 * 	 * 
* 1.9* 	5. * 2828. 333. 980. 808.' 1.6 1.9 0.5 * 1.8 1.0 2.2 0.7* 
* 	* 	* 	 * 	 * 	 * 
* 2.0* -2. * 3350. 310. Ida. 633.' 1.7 2.) 3.3 * 1.8 3.9 2.2 0.5* 



30 mph. Preliminary checks at the site indicated that the 
traffic was flowing at reasonable volume and speeds, and the 
adverse or limiting effects of the improvements under way 
or signing along that road were judged to be negligible. The 
results tended to contradict this judgment, particularly be-
cause the other ramp-weave analysis exhibited no such 
problems. 
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Sum mary 

The foregoing cases illustrate the utility of the recom-
mended procedure. None of these cases was included in 
the calibration data base. 

The validation results can be summarized as follows: 

CASE 

NUM- 
BEROF 
POINTS 

DURA- 
TION/ 
POINT 
(MIN) RESULTS 

1. Gowanus Expressway 
(major weave) 1 3 Quite satisfactory 

2. Project experiment 6 
(major weave) 4 6 Quite satisfactory 

3. Project experiment 12 
(ramp weave) 12 6 Adequate. Caution: Con- 

sider posted speed lim- 
its and overloaded legs. 

4. Project experiment 1 
(rampweave) 7 18 Good, 	but 	must 	note 

posted speed limit. 
5. Project experiment 3 

(rampweave) 8 18 Poor, 	but 	posted 	speed 
limit of 30 	mph and 
improvements 	under 
way. 	In retrospect, 	an 
error to collect. 

It should be noted that the validation cases emphasize les-
sons in the application of the procedure: posted speed lim-
its may control, and individual leg overloads may cause 
disruptions. 

Project experiment 17, a 2,600-ft major weave, was not 
included in the validation because its data can be grouped 
into three classes: (1) heavy,  volume with backup into the 
section from downstream construction, (2) light volume 
with one of the weaving volumes not present, and (3) light 
volume with speeds of weaving and nonweaving flows com-
parable (as they should be at the higher speeds, according 
to the recommended procedure). Data in the last category 
are very limited, again reflecting the variability of condi-
tions at a site. This was recognized as a particular hazard 
at this site, and field data were taken on several days. De-
tailed analysis of the data from this apparently good col-
lection effort revealed the limitations. 
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(B) SPEED ANALYSIS, PROJECT EXPERIMENT 3 

Figure D-8. Diagram of project experiment 3 and comparisons 
of the actual and estimated speeds. 
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APPENDIX E 

THE RECOMMENDED WEAVING PROCEDURE 

The procedure presented herein is the product of work con-
ducted under National Cooperative Highway Research Pro-
gram (NCHRP) Project 3-15. 

The procedure is suitable for use in both design and anal-
ysis. In addition to relating the various parameters of the 
weaving section to the traffic characteristics and perform-
ance, it incorporates explicit consideration of the section 
configuration. In design, this means consideration of 
whether the required weaving space can actually be de-
livered with the proposed lane arrangement. In analysis, 
this means consideration of the limit imposed on weaving 
space availability by the lane arrangement. 

This appendix presents the actual computational steps 
and procedures to be followed in design and analysis. Ex-
amples are included. A computer program is also available 
to use as an alternate means of solution; it is described in 
Appendix F. 

The following are some of the general concepts or ideas 
integral to the procedure: 

Space mean speeds rather than operating speeds are 
used to define levels of operation. 

The service volume concepts of the HCM are adapted 
and used for the nonweaving traffic. 

Volumes are considered in passenger car equivalents 
(pce), in units of passenger cars per hour (pcph). Adjust-
ments of vehicles per hour (vph) to pcph is made in 
accordance with the HCM. 

Levels of service are defined separately for weaving 
and nonweaving flows. 

Although balanced design (comparable levels of ser-
vice) is sought, it is recognized that configuration may 
prevent it from being realized. 

As far as basic relationships are concerned, there are 
two sets of equations—one for major weave sections and 
one for ramp-weave sections. 

DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY OF VARIABLES 

Weaving area terminology requiring definition includes 

balanced—a section is said to be balanced when the 
same level of service is delivered to both nonweaving and 
weaving traffic. 

BPR—Bureau of Public Roads. 
configuration constrained—a situation in which a lane 

arrangement limits the weaving width W that can be 
delivered. 

FHWA—Federal Highway Administration (formerly 
BPR). 

HCM—the Highway Capacity Manual (1965 edition 
unless otherwise specified). 

* A major weave has three or more legs each having two or more lanes. 
A ramp weave is a standard auxiliary lane arangement with one lane on 
and one lane off. The basic types are illustrated in Figure E-1. 

leg—an input or output roadway. 
major weave—a weaving section in which three or 

more legs each have two or more lanes; see Figure E-1 
(B), (C), and (D). 

pcphpl—abbreviation for passenger car per hour per 
lane, the unit in which service volumes are expressed. 

PHF—peak-hour factor, the hourly volume divided by 
the hourly rate during the peak 5 min of that hour; this is 
as defined in the Highway Capacity Manual. 

ramp weave—a highway mainline with an on-ramp, 
off-ramp sequence (both single lanes) connected by an 
auxiliary lane; see Figure E-1 (A). 

SMS—space mean speed (mph). 
through lane—a lane on which at least one of two 

weaving flows (see Fig. E-1 (C) or (D), legs A-Y or B-X) 
can achieve its "weave" without a lane change; a lane may 
be a through lane for either or both weaving flows; when it 
is so for only one flow, it should be aligned with the greater 
flow in order that the benefit of a through lane can be 
realized. 

All terminology and practices not specifically otherwise 
defined in this procedure are consistent with the HCM. 

Note that when a PHF is used, the design (both levels 
of service and speeds) is being done for the busiest 5 mm 
of the peak hour, and not for the entire hour. 
Nomenclature requiring definition includes the variables: 

V 0  = total weaving volume, in passenger cars per hour 
(pcph) 

V, = total weaving volume (HCM notation), in pcph 
V2 = smaller weaving volume, in pcph 
V, = total nonweaving volume, in pcph 

= total volume, in pcph 
V = total volume (HCM notation), in pcph 

SV = service volume, in pcph or pcph per lane (pcphpl) 
S = speed of weaving volumes, in mph 

S,,,, = speed of nonweaving volumes, in mph 
AS = (S) ,— S) = difference in speeds, in mph 
L = section length, in hundreds of feet * 
N = section width, in total lanes 
W = width for weaving, in lanes * 

N,,,0  = width for nonweaving, in lanes 
VR = V,0/ VTOT = ratio of weaving to total volumes 

R = ratio of smaller weaving to total weaving volume 

Additional volume parameters are shown in Figure E-2. 
Some volumes—particularly V, and V as used in the 
HCM—will generally be measured in vehicles per hour 
(vph); likewise, SV may be specified in pcph or in per lane 
values and may be corrected for standard adjustments when 
volumes are in vph. The proper course will be apparent in 
any given case by the context. 

* These may be fractional numbers. 



CONFIGURATION 

The explicit consideration and awareness of configuration 
(section lane arrangement, including numbers of lanes on 
each leg) is an important and essential element of the 
recommended weaving procedure. All else that is done 
should be done in this context. 

It is of prime importance in design that the configuration 
be such that: 

The computed W can in fact be delivered. 
The lanes required for each outer flow (nonweaving 

flow) can in fact be delivered. 
The lanes on each input/output leg can in fact handle 

the volumes at the level of service desired. 

One of the prime results of the research leading to the 
recommended procedure was the determination of the 
maximum width that can actually be used by weaving traf-
fic. It was found that this depended upon configuration 
type. The summary of results is given in Table E-1. The 
various configurations cited are shown in Figure E-1. 

Since it is generally accepted that a "choice lane" should 
be provided for a major weave type of configuration, most 
designs will automatically incorporate a through lane (Fig-
ure E-1 (C) or (D), which have "choice" lanes at the 
bifurcation proper, as opposed to Figure E-1 (B), which 
does not). It does not follow, however, that this will neces-
sarily always correspond to the direction of the greater 
weaving flow. The benefit of W = 3.6 is realized com-
pletely, however, only when it does correspond. 

In analysis, knowledge of the configuration (lane ar-
rangement) and Table E-1 dictates the maximum W. It 
also provides information on the adequacy of the section 
for its nonweaving (outer) flows. 

LEVELS OF SERVICE; SERVICE VOLUMES 

Separate levels of service for weaving and nonweaving 
flows were defined in accordance with the observations of 
the data base. 

The levels of service as defined in HCM Table 9.1 were 
adapted for use with the nonweaving volumes. The adapta-
tions were that (1) space mean speeds rather than operat-
ing speeds were used throughout, including the calibrations; 
(2) the service volume values were interpolated between 
those commonly specified as necessary, the interpolation 

TABLE E-1 

MAXIMUM WEAVING WIDTH W VARIES 
WITH CONFIGURATION 

WIDTH 

CONFIGURATION 	 (LANES) 

Ramp weave 	 2.3 
Major weave with a crown line 	 2.6 to 2.7" 
Major weave with through lane on direction 

of greater weaving flow 	 3.6 

An estimate. The data base was deficient in these cases. 
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/ 
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(D) MAJOR WEAVE WITH THROUGH LANE 
WHICH MAY BE USED BY EITHER FLOW 

Figure E-1. Diagrams of various configurations of weaving 
areas. 

being linear with respect to travel times; and (3) the bound-
ary between levels D and E was taken as 38 mph. 

Operating speed is defined in the HCM as "the highest 
over-all speed at which a driver can travel on a given high-
way under favorable weather conditions and under prevail-
ing traffic conditions without at any time exceeding the safe 
speed as determined by the design speed on a section-by-
section basis." It is the fastest reasonable speed. Space 
mean speed, on the other hand, is "the average of the 
speeds of vehicles within a given space or section of road-
way at a given instant," or "the average speed of a specified 

VI 

VA 	 V 
:::::V~2 

VB 
V4 	

Vy 

Figure E-2. Diagram of volume parameters for a weaving area. 
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group of vehicles based on their average travel time over a 
section of roadway." 

Space mean speed has the advantage of having an op-
erational definition—if can be measured unambiguously. 
Moreover, most data are collected in ways that yield space 
mean speeds, not operating speeds. This includes most 
speed-volume data that underlie curves of the service 
volume-speed relationship. In regard to weaving analysis, 
the 1963 BPR data base could meaningfully yield only 
space mean speeds. 

Because of both the exigencies of the data base(s) avail-
able and the more basic judgment that operating speed is 
unnecessarily ambiguous as to measurement, space mean 
speed was adopted as the speed measure. The question was 
raised of how the service volume-speed relationship of the 
HCM could have been calibrated with operating speeds. 
For low volumes in the data at hand, the space mean speeds 
approached the speeds expected in the HCM. 

In the recommended procedure, space mean speeds were 
the ones used. The calibration and use are consistent within 
the recommended procedure, and the procedure is self-
contained in this respect. Comparisons with the HCM are 
done on the basis of (service) volumes in the examples, not 
speeds alone. 

Should the user wish to obtain operating speed estimates, 
however, he can use the equation developed by Makigami, 
et al. (6): 

OS=AS+!i[l_.] 	(E-1) 

in which 

Os = operating speed (mph); 
AS = average running speed or space mean speed 

(mph); 

DS= design speed or speed limit (mph); and 
V/C = volume-to-capacity ratio. 

With a 55-mph speed limit and V/C = 0.40, the increment 
is 3.3 mph. This is at level of service A for a six-lane fa-
cility (three lanes per direction). At level of service B, the 
increment would only be 2.3 mph. 

Returning to the definitions adopted for the weaving 
procedure: 

The nonweaving level of service for both major 
weaves and ramp weaves will be defined analogous to the 
HCM, as discussed above. 

The weaving level of service for ramp weaves will be 
defined identical to the nonweaving level of service. 

The weaving level of service for major weaves will be 
defined so that, at "balanced" or equilibrium operation, 
both nonweaving and weaving traffic will have the same 
level-of-service designation. 

The last definition is achieved by observing the balance 
that occurs between weaving and nonweaving flows when 
W is not constrained by configuration. The speed differen-
tial that then exists is shown in Figure E-2; this is based 
on the calibration data base. 

Although the speed difference AS implied in Figure E-3 
is dependent on length as well as S, it is not highly sensi-
tive to length. The curve for L = 12.5 is therefore used 
rather than adding an unnecessary complexity. 

The level-of-service definitions are contained in Table 
E-2. Note that level of service D is subdivided for major 
weaves, so that either AS = 5 mph or AS = 2 mph can be 
specified in design. 

Note that one level of service characterizes both non-
weaving flows. For a given design, the practitioner may 
observe that one is not accurately portrayed. For instance, 
a small ramp-to-ramp flow on a ramp weave is controlled 
by the weaving level of service. Other than this case (which 
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TABLE E-2 

LEVEL-OF-SERVICE DEFINITIONS 

NONWEAVING (ALL) MAJOR WEAVE 
AND RAMP-WEAVE (wEAvING TRAFFIC 
WEAVING ONLY) 

LEVEL DESIGN DESIGN 
OF RANGE SPEED RANGE SPEED 
SERVICE (MPH) (MPH) (MPH) (MPH) 

A 60 and up 60 60 and up - 
B 55 to 60 55 55 to 60 55 
C 50 to 55 50 50 to 55 50 
D 38to50 33to50 
E 30to38 30 20to33 20 
F 30 and under - 20 and under - 

Improbable; no such case observed in the calibration data base; use 
procedure with this awareness. 

For ramp-weave: 38 mph 
For major weave: 
Da: /S5: S,=38 and S,,=33 
D,: S=2: S,,,o=44 and S,42 
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will not significantly affect the computations), this refine-
ment is not generally recommended, as what is desired is 
a 'descriptor of the over-all section in relatively simple 
terms, consistent with accuracy.* 

The service volumes associated with the nonweaving lev-
els of service are summarized in Figure E-4. As noted, they 
are based on HCM values, with linear interpolation (with 
respect to travel times) used to find values between those 
specified. 

The service volume characterizing a section is to be based 
on the entrance leg with the greater number of input 
lanes. This is the approach used in handling the calibration 
data. In addition to determining N,1,  the service volume is 
to be used in checking the input/output lanes required, or 
the adequacy of those provided. 

Note that service volume is given in passenger cars per 
hour per lane. All computations assume that the volumes 
have been adj.usted for grade, trucks, lane width, and lat-
eral clearance. The peak-hour factor (PHF) is built into 
the service volume curves. It is as defined in the HCM. 

* Moreover, one would frequently become enmeshed in considerations of 
"how much" of the W is on "which side" of the section that requires a 
sophistication inappropriate to the purpose of the procedure. Insights can 
be gained, however, by the more sophisticated user. 

THE BASIC RELATIONSHIPS 

This section presents the equations describing weaving sec-
tion operation. It also presents some discussion of these 
relationships and the physical variables involved. 

The best relationships describing weaving traffic were de-
veloped starting from the assumption that WIN is propor-
tional (actually, functionally related) to yR. That is, that 
the percentage of width required by weaving vehicles is 
directly related to the percentage of the total traffic that 
they constitute. 

Note that this one relationship—WIN dependent princi-
pally upon VR—involves both types of flow (weaving and 
nonweaving) in the determination of W. This is reasonable 
because although the flows are significantly segregated as 
they enter the section there is a physical overlap and, thus, 
interaction in the space they occupy. 

A summary of the basic relationships for major weaves 
and ramp weaves is given in Table E-3. For each con-
figuration type (major weave or ramp weave), there are 
two governing equations: 

1. A "primary" relationship that holds under all condi-
tions and that was calibrated with all available data. Note 
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TABLE E-3 

RELATIONSHIPS OF MAJOR AND RAMP WEAVES 

EQUATION EST. OF 
TYPE EQUATION DETAILS CORR. COEFF. 

MAJOR WEAVE 

Primary log --=-1.16±O.660 VR p=0.812 

—3.10 R(log VR)e° 
+0.372 log S. 

Secondary (holds only if S=48.3 —27.4 log S. —0.146 L p=0.637 
W not constrained) 

RAMP WEAVE 

Primary XS= - 109.5+ 1048+507 log S,, 
VL+3 

Secondary (holds only if log-- 	—0.615+0.606VV 
N —0757 W not constrained) —0.00365 (M) 

that the sample correlation coefficient exceeds 0.8 in both 
cases. 

2. A "secondary" relationship that holds only when W is 
not configuration constrained and that was calibrated with 
only those data that did not border on configuration 
constrained. 

The ramp-weave secondary relationship in particular 
would be significantly weaker if an attempt were made to 
fit it with all available data. 

The importance of the "secondary" relationships is in 
removing an indeterminacy that superficially seemed to 
exist. Without them, analysis of a section could not yield 
a specific, most probable description of operations unless 
W was at its maximum. They are "secondary" only in that 
they do not always hold. 

The fact that the relationship defining AS is of greater 
importance for ramp weaves than for major weaves is logi-
cal. In a ramp-weave situation, even one in which W is 
constrained, AS is dependent on the "runway" provided 
to the weaving vehicles (this is determined by L), and—
for a given L—the weaving flow is "carried along" to a 
certain extent by the motion, speed, and opportunities of 
the mainline. Whenever possible, W will readjust to suit 
the situation at hand, as is reflected in the "secondary" 
equation for ramp weaves. 

It is interesting that length L is a significant determinant 
of section operation, but L's significance dissipates quickly 
as it is increased. In both major weaves and ramp weaves, 
by far the greatest part of the advantage of length is 
achieved by 2,000 ft. 

It should be noted that no ramp weaves above 2,000 ft 
were used in the calibrations, nor are they often built. The 
utility of such added length is not related directly to weav-
ing section performance; that is, perhaps a ramp weave that  

need be only 1,500 ft long is merited, but external consid-
erations dictate the ramp location such that a 2,500-ft 
length is created. 

In the case of the major weave, benefit still accrues above 
2,000 ft in increasing length although most of the benefit 
would have already been realized. Although the calibration 
data base contains lengths up to 4,600 ft, only 10 percent 
of the base is above 2,000 ft. One should expect less pre-
cision in the results for rather long sections. 

It is possible to show that as the major weave section is 
made very long the level of operation does not generally 
reach the level defined by SV = VTOT/N (effective non-
weaving). While this may be due to the limitations of the 
calibration, it must be remembered that (1) the merge and 
diverge turbulence will always exist, regardless of length, 
and (2) intensive lane changing exists at the beginning of 
the section due to just the intensive presegregation, adding 
to the turbulence. 

In regard to which set of equations should be used for 
which design problems, it must be recognized that the flows 
and the VR value will generally give insight into which con-
figuration type should be used in particular design prob-
lems. In general, if VR is less than 0.4, use the ramp-weave 
set; otherwise, use the major weave set. In analysis, inspec-
tion of the configuration will aid in determining the proper 
equation to use. 	 - 

Figure E-5 illustrates the range of VR values for the two 
configuration types that were exhibited in the data base 
from which the calibration was made. 

DESIGN 

The basic design problem is the design of a section to a 
specified level of service for given volumes. Some varia-
tions on this (testing different lengths, for instance) are, in 
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fact, analysis problems. Others (maximum V,,, for specified 
conditions, for instance) are modifications of the basic 
approach. Both can be treated as analysis problems. 

The first step is always adjustment of the measure of 
volume to passenger cars per hour. 

The configuration type (major weave or ramp weave) 
may generally be selected by inspection of the flows and the 
probable or desired input/output lanes per leg. The design 
computations may then be done for the appropriate con-
figuration type. 

Major Weave 

Given a level of service to which to design, one may solve 
the problem in one of two ways: analytically or graphi-
cally. Steps of the analytic solution (with some graphic 
steps) are presented first, with an explanation of the pro-
cedure. 

From the definitions of level of service (Table E-2), 
determine the speeds involved. 

From Figure E-4, knowing PHF if appropriate and 
assuming a value for the greater number of input lanes 
based on input flows, find a service volume (SV) for the 
S,,. Divide this into V, 0  to obtain N,,, the lanes for non-
weaving flow. 

For a given N of interest, compute W. If W is not 
unreasonable (Table E-l), go to step 5. 

If the computed W is unreasonable, set W to the 
maximum (Table E-l). Then N,,,0  = N - W. Compute 
SV = V,./N. Using Figure E-4, determine S,,,., and thus 
the nonweaving level of service. 

With whichever W is appropriate, compute WIN. Re-
call that S, was determined in step 1. From the "primary" 
equation of Table E-3, determine L. If it happens that 
e_'' equals a negative value in this determination, there 
is no feasible L. 

If there is no feasible L, modify the N assumed (step 
3) or the level of service desired, or simply report the fact. 
Even if L is feasible, one may wish to compute the L for 
several values of N. 

The graphic technique is based on Figures E-6, E-7, and 
E-8, which incorporate all of the above steps. Given a 
desired level of service and judging the greater number of 
input lanes, execute the following construction: 

Enter Figure E-6 with S,,, determining SV by reflect-
ing from the proper "inputs" curve. Continue the line 
through SV to the proper V,,, reflecting down to the N, 
value. 

Draw a line from the N.,, 0  thus found through the N 
of interest, thus determining W. If the W is not unreason-
able (Table E-1, or W = 3.6), go to step 4. 

If the W thus found is unreasonable, fix W at the ap-
propriate maximum. Work backward through N to find 
N1110. With N,,.0, reflect off V,,,, to determine SV and then 
off the appropriate "inputs" curve to determine S,,,,, and 
thus nonweaving level of service. 

With whichever W is appropriate, find WIN. Proceed 
to nomograph in Figure E-7. 

Draw line 1 from WIN to VR on Nomograph 1 
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Figure E-5. Comparison of the range of VR values for the 
ramp-weave and major weave configurations. 

(Fig. E-7). Extend this line to T1. A point on T1  is thus 
defined. Draw line 2 from this point to S,,,. Ignore the S,,,,, 
values-they are there for analysis. 

Extension of line 2 defines a value h. Enter Nomo-
graph 2 in Figure E-8 with this value. Draw line 3 from 
R to VR. This defines a point on T2. Draw line 4 from 
this point to h. Extend this line to L. This defines the 
specific length L required. 

Given the value of L from either approach, one may then 
proceed (knowing SV for the nonweaving level of service) 
to compute the number of lanes desired on each leg. Know-
ing this and the W required (perhaps the maximum), one 
may design the final configuration. 

Ramp Weave 

It will be necessary to specify only one level of service in 
the ramp-weave design; it should be the through (non-
weaving) level of service. Again, there are two approaches 
to the solution-analytical and graphical. 

It will be observed that it is not generally possible to 
attain a "balanced design" (comparable levels of service for 
weaving and nonweaving). This can only be achieved by 
specifying balance as the objective, rather than a specific 
level of service. This is discussed within the basic design 
approach. 

The analytic approach (with some graphical steps) is 
presented first, with an explanation of the procedure. The 
all-graphic technique is then presented. 

From the definitions of level of service (Table E-2), 
determine the 5,,,,, desired. 

From Figure E-4, knowing the PHF if appropriate 
and noting a probable mainline number of lanes from the 
given information, find a service volume SV for the S,,. 
Divide this into V,,,,, to obtain N,,,,,, the lanes for non-
weaving flow. 

For the N of interest, compute W. If W does not 
exceed 2.3 (see Table E-1), go to step 6. 
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If the computed W does exceed 2.3, set W to this 
maximum. Compute N,0  = N - W. Compute SV = 
V,,,0/N 10. Using Figure E-4, determine S 0  and thus the 
nonweaving level of service. 

Continuing with the maximum W being used, the 
length L may now be chosen. It will determine AS, as evi-
denced in the primary ramp-weave equation of Table E-3. 
It is recommended that L be chosen so that AS = 0, which 
constitutes a "balanced" design. If the length required for 
AS = 0 cannot be provided, the same equation will deter-
mine AS for the length that can be provided. For informa-
tion, this equation is plotted as Figure E-9. If W exceeds 
2.3, the design problem is completed. 

If the computed W does not exceed 2.3, the secondary 
ramp-weave equation of Table E-3 will determine AS. The 
primary ramp-weave equation will then determine the req-
uisite length L. If more length than is minimally neces-
sary is in fact provided, S,0  will increase at the expense of 
S,,,0. There will be a readjustment of W. Study of this 
situation is described in the "analysis" section. 

The designer must be cautioned that one may "protect" 
the nonweaving traffic at the expense of the weaving traffic. 
It is an easy trap to fall into when (1) a high level of ser- 

vice is specified for nonweaving traffic, (2) this high level 
implies a large AS, or (3) the LS is realized by a short 
length. The design is met but the operation is undesirable—
the two levels of service are disparate, and even the non-
weaving vehicles near the ramps are severely affected; the 
high S, is probably due to median lane traffic being 
effectively isolated. 

The designer should, therefore, exercise caution. If he 
sees a large AS, he should redesign with a lower nonweav-
ing level of service. 

The graphic technique is based on Figure E-10 * and 
Nomograph 3 shown in Figure E-ll, which incorporate all 
of the above steps. Given a desired nonweaving level of 
service and judging the number of mainline lanes, execute 
the following constructions: 

Enter with S,,,0, determining SV by reflecting from the 
proper "inputs" curve. Continue the line through SV to 
the proper V,, 0, reflecting down to the N, 0  value. 

Draw a line from the N,,0  thus found through the N 
of interest, thus determining W. If W is less than 2.3, go 
to step 5. 

If W exceeds 2.3, work backward from W = 2.3 
through N to find N,,,0. With N,,,0, reflect off V,,,0  to deter-
mine SV and then off S,,,0  and thus determine the non-
weaving level of service. 

Taking advantage of this Wconstraint, draw line 2 on 
the nomograph (Fig. E-1 1) from AS = 0 to the S,,, value 
determined. The length L is thus determined. If this L 
cannot be provided, pivot line 2 through the permissible L 
for the S 0  specified. This determines AS and thus weaving 
level of service. For W-constrained cases, this completes 
the design. 

For W less than 2.3, draw line 1 on Nomograph 3 
(Fig. E- ll) from WIN to yR. Extend this line to deter-
mine AS. Draw line 2 from AS to S,,,, thus determining L. 
From AS, one determines S,  and, thus, the weaving level 
of service (Table E-2). If AS is large, the designer should 
consider designing to a lower nonweaving level of service. 

Given the SV from either approach, one may then pro-
ceed to compute (verify) the number of lanes required on 
each leg. 

The designer should be cautioned that in some ramp-
weave designs, it may be advantageous to attempt an alter-
nate major weave design. This may occur because of ramp 
volumes (on or off), because of permissible length L caus-
ing an undesirable AS, or because of a significant ramp-to-
ramp flow being controlled by the weaving flows. 

The designer should also be re,ninded that there are 

situations in which weaving sections are not the appropriate 

solution. Given constraints on L and N, and/or very sub-
stantial volumes, it may happen that no permissible sec-
tion will operate acceptably. Some alternate solution—re-
arrangement of ramps, elimination of the section by other 
redesign, etc—would then have to be sought. 

The only difference between Figures E-61  and E-lO is the maximum W 
indicated on the axis. Figure E-9. Plot of the "primary" equation for ramp weaves 
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DESIGN EXAMPLES 

Example 1 

Two highways are to intersect as shown in Figure E-12, 
with the flows indicated. The volumes are shown in pas-
senger cars per hour. It is desired to have this section op-
erate at level of service B. Due to other considerations, 
the lanes (input/output) should be as illustrated, if at all 
possible. 

Immediately one may note that (1) the input/output 
arrangement dictates N = 4 and (2) the appropriate ap-
proach is certainly one of major weave. 

The problem first will be solved according to the "ana-
lytic" procedure specified previously: 

From Table E-2 for level of service B, S, = S10  = 

55 mph. 
For "Input: 2 lanes" on Figure E-4, SV = 1,000 

pcphpl. Thus N1 ,0  = (800 + 1,400)11,000 = 2.20. 
W = (4 - 2.20) = 1.80. This is a reasonable value. 

Go to step 5. 
Does not apply in this case. 
WIN = 0.45. From primary major weave equation of 

Table E-3, 

log (0.45) = -1.16 + 0.660 (0.333) 
-3.10 (0.364) (log 0.33) e_ohJ 
+ 0.372 log (55) 

so that -0.347= -1.16 + 0.220  + 0.538e-01L  + 0.647 or 
e-0.1L = -0.100, which cannot be. 

It must be recalled (if one is solving this analytically) 
that e-x  is always positive. 

One concludes that a design to level of service B is not 
possible. Consider a design to level of service C. Lacking 
information, assume a peak-hour factor (PHF) of 0.91. 
The same procedural steps are again taken. 

1. From Table E-2, S, = S,, = 50mph. 

2I00 1800 

> N 

I5Q.- f -.--I200 

(A) SECTION OF INTEREST, VOWMES IN PCPH 

1400 

400 

700  
800 

VOLUMES 81 MOVEMENT 
Figure E-12. illustration of a section as the first step in solving 
an example major weave design problem. 

For Input: 2 lanes and PHF = 0.91, SV = 1,370 
pcphpl. Thus N 10  = (1,400 + 800)/1,370 = 1.61. 

W = (4- 1.61) = 2.39. This is a reasonable value. 
Go to step 5. 

Does not apply in this case. 
WIN 0.59. From primary major weave equation 

of Table E-3, 

log (0.59) = -1.16 + 0.660 (0.333) 
-3.10 (0.364) (log 0.333) e-01" 

+ 0.372 log (50) 

so that -0.229 = -1.16 + 0.220  + 0.538e01"  + 0.632 or 
= 0.147. Thus, L = 19.2 (i.e., 1,920 ft). 

Knowing SV = 1,370, one may estimate the input/out-
put lanes required: 

1.31 LANES 	 1.52 LANES 

>1 .09   LA NE S 	 0.88 LA<NES 

With the input/output lanes desired, there is no problem on 
the section boundaries. The design 

------- / 

realizes this and is recommended. 
The same problem is solved graphically in Figures E-13 

and E-14. The construction parallels that are outlined in 
the description: 

As illustrated in Figure E-13 (A), an S, = 55 re-
flected off the "Input: 2 lanes" curve yields SV = 1,000 
pcphpl. Continuing to V,,,,, = 2,200 pcph and reflecting 
down, N,,,0  = 2.2. Pivoting through N = 4, W = 1.8. Drop-
ping down to N 4, WIN = 0.45. 

In Figure E-13 (B), a line drawn from W/N through 
VR (both known) is extended to T1. A line from S,,,,, = 
55 through this T1  value would intercept h at a negative 
value. However, h must be positive. Therefore, the as-
sumption (S,0  = 55) yields an impossible situation. Aban-
don it. 

Try again for level of service C. Figure E-14 (A) 
yields WIN = 0.59. The first part of Figure E-14 (B) 
yields h = 0.085. In the second part, draw a line from R 
to yR. This intercepts T2. Draw a line from h = 0.085 
through T2  to intercept L, and find L = 19.2 (i.e., 1,920 ft). 

This problem was adapted from Example 7.1 of the 
HCM. For the length determined herein, the HCM would 
have predicted a good (high) level of service B with a 
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service volume of 945 pcphpl (equivalent). The equiva-
lent service volume averaged for the recommended pro-
cedure may be computed from 

SVcquiv  = (1 - VR) SV + VR [V 5/W(PHF)J 

and is 1,082 pcphpl (equivalent). This is a useful index in 
comparing the two procedures.*  Note that the HCM would 
have been more optimistic about the service being delivered, 
and would thus underdesign. 

Example 2 

A section is to be designed so that it may function at level 
of service B with the volumes as indicated in Figure E-15. 
There are 5 percent trucks, negligible grade. One may 
select both N and L. 

An attempt will be made to handle this as an auxiliary 
lane design. Based on the mainline output volume (2,480 
vph, or 2,480>< 1.05 = 2,605 pcph), a three-lane mainline 
is desired. 

The problem will be first solved according to the analytic 
procedure specified previously. 

From Table E-2, S = 55 mph. 
From Figure E-4, for "Input: 3 lanes," SV = 1,167 

pcphpl. Thus N,,,,, = (1,765 + 210)/1,167 = 1.69. 
For N = 4, W = 2.31. This is essentially the maxi-

mum shown in Table E-1. It will be taken that the maxi-
mum is violated. Go to step 4. 

Set W = 2.3. Thus N,,,,, = 1.70, resulting in a negligi-
ble difference in S,,,,,. This is found by SV = (1,765 + 
210)/1.70 = 1,162. From Figure E-4, S,,,, = 55 mph. 

Note that with W at its maximum, added length af-
fects only AS without influencing S,,,,,. From the primary 
ramp-weave equation of Table E-3, desiring LS = 0 implies 
L = 21.3. This is outside the calibrated and feasible range. 
Note that for L = 20, AS = 0.6. One concludes that for 
L = 20, the nonweaving traffic will operate at level of ser-
vice B, while the weaving traffic will operate closer to 
mid-C. 

Does not apply in this case. 

The same problem is solved graphically in Figure E-16. 
The construction parallels that outlined in the description. 

In the graphical solution, it appears that W is just at its 
limit of 2.3. If the designer proceeded to the nomograph 
with this in mind, 	7 mph with L = 1,070 ft. The de- 
signer should realize that if L is increased (dashed line in 
Fig. E-16), the W thus implied could not be delivered—
thus N,,,,, remains constant, Sm,, does not change, and the 
left side of the nomograph does not apply. L = 20, ES 
0.5 from the nomograph. One may verify at SV = 1,070 ft 
that the following lanes are required: 

2.01 LANES - - - 	 2.23 LANES 

-- ---- 
0.90 LANES 	 0.67 LANES 

* Caution must be used. In the HCM, quality of flow and not the com-
puted SV determines level of service when k=3. 

At this point, a cautious designer might attempt a design 
for a two-lane mainline. He would find that the output 
mainline would operate at level of service C. This will have 
to be considered in conjunction with the internal service 
provided. 

The example as first stated is an adaptation of Example 
7.3 of the HCM. The approach used therein (on/off pair 
without auxiliary lane) would not be handled by the pro-
cedure developed herein. Rather, Chapter 8 ("Ramps") of 
the HCM would be recommended for that approach. 

For the solution as stated herein (L = 20), Chapter 7 of 
the HCM would predict k = 2.7, quality of flow II, SV = 
1,093 pcph. This implies level of service B. 

Example 3 

Consider Example 2 with 500 vph (5 percent trucks) added 
to the mainline traffic. Design for level of service B, if 
possible. 

This changes the mainline flow to 2,289 pcph. Based 
on input/output volumes, a three-lane mainline is still 
recommended. Note that VR = (V/ VTOT) = 0.36. 

This problem can be solved by graphic techniques. 
As shown in Figure E-17 (A), level of service B (non-

weaving) leads to W = 1.88 or WIN = 0.475. From Fig-
ure E-17 (B), the AS and the L thus implied are ridiculous. 
Physically, the section is being kept short to contain the 
weaving vehicles, to the benefit of the through traffic. 
Operationally, this is poor design. 

The dashed lines 1 and 2 on the same figure show the 
design for level of service C (nonweaving). A PHF = 0.91 
is assumed. It happens that W = 2.3 exactly, so that the 
left portion of the nomograph need not apply. If it did, 
AS - 0 mph with L 1,630 ft. Line 3 shows another 
possibility. 

For either case, SV = 1,450 pcphpl. The lanes required 
are, therefore, 

1.98 LANES 	 2.16 LANES 

0.72 LANES 	 0.54 LANES 

The problem is completed. 
Note that, in accordance with HCM practices, the design 

level (speed and service volume) is realized only during the 
peak 5 min of the hour under consideration. At other times, 
the level(s) of service is (are) better. 

ANALYSIS 

Analysis problems are those problems in which N, L, con-
figuration, and volumes are known, and it is desired to 
assess the operation of the section. All evaluations of exist-
ing sections fall into this classification. 

In addition, it is sometimes most effective to do design by 
evaluating a range of feasible lengths and widths. In this 
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Figure E-13. Attempt to solve by the graphic technique the major weave design problem posed in Example 1 at levels of service B and C. 
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way, one may assess the impact of an additional 500 ft or 
an additional lane. This is, in fact, handled as a set of 
analysis problems. 

The analysis approach is best handled by the graphic 
solution or the computer program. The analytic solution is 
as straightforward as the graphic, but is more burdensome 
computationally. 

The essence of the analysis procedure is: 

Assume an S, and determine the WIN thus implied 
from Figure E-6 for major weaves and Figure E-11 for 
ramp weaves. 

For the WIN, determine the S, as computed from 
Figure E-8 for major weaves * and Figure E-10 for ramp 
weaves. 

If the S, determined in the second step is not the 
same as that assumed, adjust the assumed one in the direc-
tion of the actual one and solve again. Continue until a 
solution is reached. 

In practice, two or three iterations will determine the 
solution once the analyst has some experience. 

The procedure is illustrated in the section immediately 
following. 

* The 'h" in Figure E-8 nomograph is found from Figure E-7 nomo-
graph once (at the beginning of the problem). 

ANALYSIS PROBLEMS 

Example 1 

This is to be a design problem in that configuration is not 
fully specified. Configuration is to be designed so as to be 
adequate for the solution reached. 

Consider the flows shown in Figure E-18, already con-
verted to pcph. The PHF is 1.00. Assess the level(s) of 
service provided for combinations of N and L where N = 
3, 4, 5 and L= 5, 10, 15, 20. Specify W-values for each 
case so that adequate configurations can be laid out. Note 
that the volumes indicate the configuration to be a major 
weave. 

Before beginning, note that inspection of Figure E-18 
and N leads one to assume certain line drawings of con-
figuration as illustrated in Figure E-19. These will be used 
in the analysis only to determine "Input Lanes (Greater)" 
as used in Figure E-6. 

Note that R = 0.33, VR = 0.45, and V, = 2,750. To 
illustrate the analysis procedure, a complete solution will be 
done for L = 10 and N = 4, which is representative of the 
analysis situations commonly encountered. 

Note that for a major weave, Figures E-6, E-7, and 
E-8 are to be used. The first task is to find It from Nomo-
graph 2 in Figure E-8. The solution is shown in Figure 
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Figure E-15. Illustration of a ramp-weave Section design 
problem (see Example 2). 

E-20. The line marked "first this" is drawn from R to VR, 
thus intercepting T2. "Then this" is drawn from L through 
this T. point and extended to find h = 0.133. 

Assume S,,.,, = 50 and begin analysis as indicated in 
Figure E-21. WIN is found in (A); the S,,  that results in 
(B) via the two lines shown ("first this" from WIN through 
VR to T1, "then this" from h through T1  to S) indicates 
the original assumption was very poor. The assumption of 
S,,,0  = 40 is not much better, as indicated in (C) and (D). 
An assumption of S = 35 results in S,, = 34 [see (E) 
and (F)]. On the same figures, S,,,0  = 341/2 . 

One may conclude that S,, 	34 mph with S,,, 26 to 
27 mph. These imply levels of service E for both flows. 
The W required is 2.5 lanes. One must always return to the 
actual configuration to make sure that the W can be han-
dled, particularly if there is no through lane or if the heavier 
weaving flow does not have a through lane. 

Note that if a person were doing several analysis prob-
lems with these volumes, he would have made a much bet-
ter estimate of the starting point. For instance, when he 
went to L = 15 and N = 4, he would not assume S,,, = 50. 

The results are summarized in Table E-4 for the several 
cases of interest in this example. Table E5 is a blank copy 
of this form, which may be of use to the reader. 

Table E-4 also indicates the "ideal" that would exist if 
there were no weaving with the total volume as given. This 
is based on SV = V TOT1  N and level of service as read from 
the ramp-weave portion of Table E-3 in conjunction with 
Figure E-5. (The right-hand portion of Figure E-6 can be 
used to replace these two.) 

Note from item 4 of Table E-4 that N = 3 would be a 
poor choice, and only N = 5 and L = 20 is really accept- 

able. Further, to achieve the same level that L = 10 and 
N = 5 yields, it is necessary to have L = 15 when N = 4. 

Example 2 

Consider the ramp-weave situation shown in Figure E-22. 
Evaluate the operation. 

This analysis requires use of Figures E-10 and E-11. 
Note that VR = 0.427 and V,,,., = 1,410 pcph. 
The solution is given in Figure E-23 (A) and (B). In 

(A), the assumption is made that S,,,, = 50 mph. Pursuing 
this in (B), the S,,10  implied is 54 mph or so. Assuming 
S,,0  = 54 mph in the second attempt [dashed in (A)],  the 
S,,,0  implied as found in (B)—dashed also—is about 54 
mph. Note that, for ramp weaves, one may effectively use 
the S,,,,, value implied (or slightly more) as the new assumed 
SOW . 

The solution is therefore that S,,,, = 54 mph and S,,, 
381/2  mph. These imply levels of service C (almost B) and 
D for the nonweaving and weaving traffic, respectively. The 
70 pcph ramp-to-ramp flow will be controlled by the weav-
ing service provided. The lanes required for a SV = 1,020 
pcph are 

2.13 LANES - - - - - - - 1.53 LANES 

0.28 LANES O.88 LANES 

so that the input mainline will be slightly constrained. 
Note that neither of the two analysis problems required 

consideration of a constrained W. If they had, the analysis 
actually would have been simpler. 

Example 3 

Consider the ramp-weave situation shown in Figure E-24. 
Evaluate the operation. 

This analysis requires use of Figures E-10 and E-11 
(Nomograph 3). 

Note that VR = 0.423 and 	= 1,500 pcph. 
The solution is given in Figure E-25. It is assumed that 

S 	= 50. The fact that the WIN thus implied cannot be 
found in Figure E-10 is a clear indication that the W that 
would result exceeds the configurational limit of 2.3. There-
fore, W is taken as 2.3 and the S,,,, is found to be 58 mph 
[Fig. E-25 (B)]. From (A) of the same figure (dashed 
line), AS = 51/2  mph so that S,,, = 521/2  mph. This yields 
levels of service B (almost A) and C for nonweaving and 
weaving traffic, respectively. The weaving width W is 
constrained. 

The lanes required for SV - 880 pcph are 

2.27 LANES - - - - - -- - - 2.39 LANES 

0.67 LANES 	 " 0.57 LANES 

which are adequate in all cases. 
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Figure E-16. Attempt to solve by the graphic technique the ramp-weave design problem posed in Example 2 at level of service B. 
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Figure E-17. Attempt to solve by the graphic technique the ramp -weave design problem posed in Example 3 at level of service B. 
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Figure E-19. Line drawings of assumed configurations that are used in solving the Example 1 
analysis problem. 	 40--I 
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Figure E-20. Use of Nomograph 2 to solve Example 1 analysis problem. 
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(A) Assume S15 =50 and determine W/N. 
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0.1 
0.35 

\ 	/ 

0.3 
60-- 

	

6O 
55 

!150 5O 
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-0.25 —48 
1.1) 	L1)....46 

44 
-0.2 4oH 

-0.3 - 	—41 
• D2 	02 39  

0.8 
E0.8 

-0.05 —33 

El 
	

- 20-- 

W/N VRr 
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VTOT h DO NOT USE 

WHEN W IS 
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ICONFIGURATIC
TIC 

T1 
N  

(B) Using the W/N value implied in (A), determine S,, and S 1 . 

Figure E-21. Steps toward solving Example I analysis problem. 
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(C) In view of unsatisfactory results in (A) and (B), assume S, 33.=40 and begin again. 

T1  

(D) Determine new S.,. and S,.,, 
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WEAVING NON-WEAVING 

\ / 
60-s -60 
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5OH -50 
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D1  D1 _ 46 
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-- --38 
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-0.4 	 0 	 -O.I5 
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-o.----- 	
O.4 --------  
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0 

VTOT 	 h 

Figure E-21. Continued. 
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(E) Begin again, assuming S 5 =35 (solid line) and S, 5 =34 (broken line), determine corresponding 
values for W/N. 

w 	(WEAVING LANES) 	 SPEEDS 

N 	(TOTAL LANES) 	 WEAVING 	NON-WEAVING 

/ 
6O- 	-60 

-0.3 
_55 

c. 50- 50 
0.25 

0.2 40H 

02 	D2  
04 . - 0.15 -. - 	- -38 

0. 

r - :.H 35  
34 

- 0.8 - 0.8 . 0.05 : 	- 33 

1 .0 E 	E 32  

W/N VRc 
-O 

20.-- 	--30 
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Vroi k H  DO NOT USE 
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CONFIGURATION 

(F) Determine S 1, values that correspond to the W/N values obtained in (E). 

Figure E-21. Continued. 
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Figure E-22. Analysis of the ramp-weave problem posed in 
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(A) Assume, for the first trial, S,=50 (solid line), and, for the second trial, S,,=54 (broken line); 
determine corresponding values for.W/N. 
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(B) Determine 	values that correspond to the W/N values obtained in (A). 

Figure E-23. Solution to the ramp-weave section analysis problem in Eram pIe 2. 
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(B) With W constrained, determine S,,. Reenter (A) with S111 =58. 

Figure E-25. Solution to the ramp-weave section analysis problem posed in Example 3. 
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Example 4 

This problem is a variation on the analysis problem as 
specified and solved previously. It is, in effect, a sensitivity 
analysis. 

Consider the problem previously specified in "Example 
1," and let N= 4 and L = 10. The situation is summarized 
in Figure E-26. 

Let R vary from 0.20 to 0.45. What lengths must exist 
in order to maintain the same level of operation? 

As may be seen from Figure E-24 (C), h must remain 
unchanged in Nomograph 1 of Figure E-7 at a value of 
0.133 in order to maintain the level of operation unchanged. 
Nomograph 2 in Figure E-8 can then be used to solve for 
various values of R, yielding the corresponding L. This is 
shown in Figure E-27 for the extreme values of R. The 
solution is shown graphically in Figure E-28. 

The result implies that the split of weaving traffic as de-
termined by R is an important factor in major weave opera-
tions. It is not so significant in ramp weaves-it enters in 

2000 

:':
::~~J 

2250 

750 

NOTES t VOWMES IN PCPH 

5NW = 34mphl FROM ANALYSIS 	 PHF = 1.00 
SW =27mphj 	EXAMPLE I 	 R = 0.333 

Figure E-26. Analysis of the weaving section problem posed 
in Example 4. 

only insofar as the input/output volumes are shifted by a 
change in R. 

DISCUSSION OF DESIGN AND OPERATION 

This section presents a nmber of points that are of con-
cern to the designer and that should be considered in the 
context of the procedures and techniques of this appendix. 

There are differences in speed between the two weaving 
flows. The speed S10 found or specified is the composite of 
the two. The heavier volume weaving flow is the faster of 
the two. This pattern is much more pronounced for ramp 
weaves than for major weaves. 

It must be remembered that true weaving sections-both 
in the sense of physical weaving configuration and two sig-
nificant weaving movements-are not as common as is of-
ten thought. Frequently, only one weaving flow exists and 
the problem is really one of merge and diverge. These are 
handled by the procedures of Chapter 8 of the HCM. For 
those true weaving sections. of the ramp-weave type, it is 
questionable practice to make them longer than 2,000 ft. 
For true major weaves, the equations may be used with a 
caution that they are not as precise in this region. 

The nomographs may be used for the longer situations by 
simply extending the L scale for major weaves, which is 
linear. An extension is shown in the nomograph of Figure 
E-8 (dashed). 

The concept of out-of-the-realm of weaving or effective 
nonweaving is of recurring interest to designers. Under 
what conditions (length, etc.) is a weaving section indistin-
guishable from a normal freeway section? There are two 
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Figure E-27. Use of Nomograph 2 to solve Example 4 analysis problem. 
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ways of viewing the problem: (1) comparable speeds, and 
(2) comparable service volumes. The former can frequently 
be achieved, as indicated in the illustrative problems and 
the equations. The latter—as determined by a net service 
volume approaching SV = VTOT/N—cannot be achieved in 
ramp weaves and cannot generally be attained in major 
weaves. 

While one may question whether this result can be at-
tributed to the limitations of the calibration, it must be 
remembered as cited earlier that (1) the merge and diverge 
turbulence will always exist, regardless of length, and (2) 
there is intensive lane changing at the beginning of the sec-
tion just due to the intensive presegregation, adding to/ 
causing the turbulence. In the case of ramp weaves, there 
is the added fact that there is rarely the ramp-to-ramp vol-
ume to use much of the auxiliary lane space at the activity 
level implied by such an SV. 

It should be noted that a typical section is subjected to 
a range of conditions. Depending upon the time of day or 
the season, the relative flows will differ, sometimes signifi-
cantly. The section may have to be designed with several 
flow conditions in mind. The operation under some of these 
may appear rather poor just because the section was de-
signed for only one specific set of conditions. 

It may also happen that the driver population at some 
times is radically different from that from which the data 
were collected. The composite data base generally reflects 
peak-period drivers at the poorer levels of service, and 
weekday off-peak drivers at the better levels. The impacts 
of recreational driving populations, to the extent that they 
differ from these populations, has not been ascertained. 
Proper advance signing and other practices can aid in 
avoiding pathological problems that could arise by sub-
stantial lack of the presegregation that has been observed 
as characteristic of weaving sections. 

On the subject of shifting flow patterns, it may happen  

Figure E-28. Solution of Example 4 analysis problem. 

that the design pattern has shifted significantly and some-
what permanently. It may be possible to modify the sec-
tion lane arrangement—including number of lanes on each 
leg—with markings rather than with physical reconstruc-
tion. 

It should be noted that two-sided weaves (sections in 
which one of the weaving flows is the largest flow and/or 
virtually the mainline flow) are routinely handled by the 
major weave classification. Two-sided weaves are just a 
special flow pattern, with a high yR. 

Multiple weaves are more complex, and guidelines are 
given in a separate appendix. 

A last point: the lanes required for each nonweaving 
(outer) flow can be computed separately to assure that they 
too are delivered. This is, as a rule, handled by checking 
the adequacy of the lanes on each leg. In situations where 
the design is marginal or the designer desires reinforcement 
or further insight, he may wish to compute the nonweaving 
lane allocation required on each side of the section. 

APPENDIX F 

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE 

The procedure developed and recommended under this 

project has been implemented in FORTRAN IV for the 

convenience of the user. The features of the program, in-

cluding input structure, are detailed in this appendix. 

A copy of the program listing is included herein. 

There are eight problem types that can be solved: 

TYPE TYPE 

NUMBER NAME 

Ramp-weave design 
2 Major weave design 
3 Ramp-weave analysis 
4 Major weave analysis 
5 Ramp-weave analysis (continue list) 
6 Major weave analysis (continue list) 
7 Ramp weave, maximum V vs. L 

8 Major weave, maximum V 0  vs. L 
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Types 5 and 6 are simply continuations of the sort of analy-
sis done in types 3 and 4, respectively, but without repeated 
headings. This allows easy comparison of a sequence of 
problems. 

In types 7 and 8, the intent is to investigate how V,0  
increases as a function of length, given a level of service 
specification. 

THE INPUT DATA 

Each problem is specified on one card. This section pre-
sents some commentary on the input items. Except where 
specifically noted, all numeric values are entered without 
decimal points. Figure F-i presents the input format. 

Problem Title (A) 

Eight columns are reserved for a descriptive title that is 
used in the output for identification. 

Problem Type (B) 

The problem type is identified by a one-digit code as given 
in the enumeration above. 

The problem type must be specified. Any problem with-
out a proper type number is skipped with an appropriate 
message printed. 

Volumes (C) 

The four volumes must be secified in order according to the 
following pattern: 

Any volume not specified will be taken to be zero. All 
volumes must be entered such that they are justified to the 
right-hand side of their input columns ("right-justified"). 

Only in types 7 and 8 are the volumes not taken exactly 
as they appear. In these cases, the purpose is to investigate 
how much V,,, can be handled at various lengths L for a 
specified level of service. However, two "dummy" volumes 
must be specified for the weaying volumes. These must be 
in the same proportion as the proportion to be investigated, 
so that R can be fixed. 

Units of Volume (D) 

The units of volume are specified in one column as follows: 

P 	passenger cars per hour (pcph) 

® LOFS 

©PHF 

© PCPH OR VPH 

© PROBLEM TYPE 

® TITLE 	 © VOLUMES 

II 

	

8 10 12 	17 	 22 	 27 	 32 34 37 

IIIHIIIIIIIII.IIIUIHIIJIIUIIIU 

	

2A4 	II F4.O 	F4.O 	F4.O 	F4.O Al F2.2 A2 

O INPUT 

	

L 	1 	® 
LANE 
WIDTHI 

FACTOR 

© LENGTH 	 (RJ N 	© PERCENT 	(a GRADE 

J P ______-I'..-- 	 I © WMAX ( — Th (___•___-__\ 
MIN 	MAX INCR MIN MAX, ir 	 -, TRUCK 	BUS % 	LENGTH 

40 	45 	50 52 54 56 58 	 63 66 	69 	72 74 	 79 

IIIIUIIII•IUII.IIIIUIUIU•i.iiUii 
F4.0 	F4.0 FI.O FI.O FI.O FI.O 	F4.2 F2.O 	F2.O F2.O FI.O 	F4.O 	F2.2 

NOTE: FORTRAN FORMAT SHOWN 
FOR INFORMATION ONLY;  NOT 
OF INTEREST TO MOST USERS. 

Figure F-I. Input format for weave program. 
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V 	vehicles per hour (vph) 

When nothing, or any other code, is specified, pcph is as-
sumed and an appropriate caution message is printed. 

Only when "V" is specified does the program do anything 
with the following factors: lane width, truck percentage, 
bus percentage, grade, and "special" factor. 

Peak-Hour Factor (E) 

The peak-hour factor (PHF) is specified in two columns. 
For example, a PHF of 0.85 is entered as 85 in columns 34 
and 35 of the input card. When nothing is specified, a 
PHF of 1.00 is assumed. 

Level of Service (F) 

The level of service (LS) is used only in design problems 
(types 1, 2, 7, and 8). It is ignored if an analysis problem 
is specified. 

The level of service may be any of those used in the pro-
cedure: A, B, C, D (for ramp-weaves), Dl and D2 (for 
major weaves), or E. It must be right-justified. When none 
is specified, the solution steps through all levels of service. 

It is recommended that level of service always be speci-
fied in types 7 and 8. The output is more orderly (for easy 
reading) when one problem (one card) is specified for each 
level; the levels are kept together. 

Range of Lengths (G) 

The range of lengths should be input in the following 
order: minimum, maximum, and increment. The incre-
ment is specified according to the following code: 

250-ft increment 
1,000-ft increment 

The default (blank, zero, or anything else) is a 500-ft 
increment. 

The minimum and maximum should be specified in hun-
dreds of feet, right-justified. If the user forgets and inputs 
length in feet, the program will corrcct it. 

If only one length is to be specified, it may be placed in 
either the "minimum" or "maximum" position, or both. 

When no values are specified for "minimum" and "maxi-
mum," the program will assume 5 and 20, respectively. 

The length range is used only in analysis (types 3, 4, 5, 6). 

Range of Widths (H) 

The width referred to is the internal width, denoted N, and 
is used in both analysis and design. If only one width is 
to be specified, it may be placed in either the "minimum" 
or "maximum" position, or both. When no values are 
specified for either, the program will assume 3 and 5, 
respectively. 

For both length and width, when two non-zero values are 
specified, the greater of the two must be in the "maximum" 
position. If this order is violated, the problem will be 
solved for only the minimum value. 

It is recommended that only one value of N be used in  

problem types 7 and 8, for ease in reading the numbers for 
one case in sequence. 

Input Lanes (I) 

This item refers to the greater of the number of lanes on 
the two input lanes. If no number is specified, it is as-
sumed that the number is one less than the number of 
internal lanes, N. If N = 2, two-lane input is assumed. 

Maximum W (J) 

The maximum W is determined by configuration consid-
erations. If no value is specified, the values of 2.30 for 
ramp weaves and 3.60 for major weaves hold. 

Lane Width (K) 

The lane width may be specified from 9 to 12 ft and must 
be right-justified. When no value is specified, a lane width 
of 12 ft is assumed. 

Table 9.2 of the HCM is used for this adjustment (6-ft 
lateral clearance). The adjustment is made as if N = 2 
when "Input Lanes" is specified as 2, and is made as if 
N = 3 or 4 in all other cases. 

Percent Trucks and Buses (L) 

Truck and bus percentages are rounded to the nearest 
whole percent for entry on the data card. For example, a 
5-percent truck percentage is entered as 5 in column 67. 

These two percentages must be right-justified. When 
nothing is specified, zero is assumed. The user may include 
buses with trucks if he wishes, but the correction factors for 
the two are slightly different. 

Tables 9.4 and 9.5 of the HCM are used for these 
adjustments. 

Grade (M) 

The grade percentage is specified as a single digit. When 
nothing is specified, zero is assumed. Adjustment for grades 
greater than 3 percent must be made before using this pro-
gram and "pcph" must be specified. Attempts to specify a 
higher grade will cause the problem to be skipped with an 
appropriate message printed. 

The grade length is specified in four columns, and may 
be up to 4 miles. The decimal points should be included for 
a user's check on himself. If no length is specified, ¼ mile 
is assumed. If a length over 4 miles is specified, the prob-
lem is skipped. 

Special Factor (N) 

As the HCM indicates, correction for lateral clearance must 
be handled judiciously, with due engineering judgment of 
the regularity of the obstruction and of the driver popula-
tion. Therefore, the program does not automate this. 

If there is a 2-ft lateral clearance on a road with 11-ft 
lanes and 3 input lanes, the HCM (Table 9.2) indicates a 
factor of 0.93. The program would have used the factor of 
0.96, acting as if there were no lateral obstruction. If the 
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engineer judges the additional correction appropriate, he 
must use a "special" factor of (0.93/0.96) = 0.97. This is 
entered as 97 in columns 79 and 80 of the data card. The 
special factor is specified in two columns. When nothing is 
specified, a special factor of 1.00 is assumed. 

DATA CHECKS 

As indicated in the previous section, there are several mes-
sages that can occur in the course of processing the input 
data: 

"PCPH or VPH not specified. ...PCPH assumed" 
(Problem continues). 

"Grade of (over 3) percent specified. ...Please 
convert to PCPH before input" (Problem terminated). 

"Grade length of (more than 4 mi) specified. 
Problem skipped" (Problem terminated). 

"Special factor (lateral clearance, etc.) of - is used. 
. This is not same as HCM Table 9.2 in that lane width 

is corrected for independently" (Problem continued). 
"Type specified as (not 1 to 8) ... Problem skipped" 

(Problem terminated). 
**Reminder * The user has set W maximum at " 

(Problem continues). 
'*This  major weave has W max at -. Can con-

figuration provide it?* " (Problem continues). (This mes-
sage not used for type 6.) 

"Greater of input lanes not specified. ...One less 
than internal N is assumed for any value of N except 
N = 2" (Problem continues). 

For all problem types except types 5 and 6, a detailed sum-
mary of the input data is printed. The two forms (one for 
PCPH and one for VPH) are shown in Figure F-2. 

In some cases, the program uses a special subroutine to 
assure convergence of the iteration inherent in analysis. 
When this is invoked, the message "Routine HELP called. 
Duff of - mph results. Accept answer below only if duff 
less than 0.50. Otherwise do by hand." is printed. Even 
when the difference exceeds 0.50 mph, the difference (be-
tween assumed and resultant S,,10 ) rarely requires solving 
by hand. 

OUTPUT DATA 

There are three basic output headings, as shown in Figure 
F-3. They correspond to ramp-weave design, major weave 
design, and both analyses (Problem types 1 through 4). 
Types 5 and 6 continue under the output heading of types 3 
and 4, respectively. Types 7 and 8 use the headings from 
types I and 2, respectively, with an added line specifying 
V 0  at each step. 

There are several special features in the output that 
deserve commentary. 

	

PROBLEM TITLE: EXPIPERL 	 PROBLEM TYPE:  RAMP WEAVE,ANALYSTS 

tutU tEat. s a a, *t St 

'- ' INPUT DATA* 
g•** .**.,.,**.*,a 

	

/IOVEMENI': 	1 	2 	3 	4 

VOLUMES(PCPH) 1063. 	313. 	636. 	40. 	PCPH SPECIFIED.. .USER ASSUMED TO 00 

	

PNF= 1.00 	
ALL CORRECTIONS EXCEPT PHF. 

/ 	 (A) PCPH SPECIFIED 

EXP3PERI SPECIAL FACIDP,ILATER.AL CLEARANCE ETC) OF 0.92 15 USED.. .THIS IS 
NOT SAME AS HCM TABLE 9.2 IN THAT LANE U 10TH IS CORRECTED 
FOR TN(WPENI)TLy 

	

PROBLEM TITLE: EXP3PERI 
	

PROBLEM TYPE: RAMP WEAVE,ANALYSIS 
S 	S S*S 

St * * * * S * S S a S * S * * 

t**INPUT DATA 

flOVEIqET: 	1 2 	3 	4 PERCENT TRUCKS: 	0. 
PERCENT BUSES: 	0. 

V0LUMF5(VPHI 	4143. 226. 	431. 	27. 

VOLUMES(#CPII) 	4503. 246. 	415. 	29. GRADE: 0. 	PERCENT 
0.25 MILES LONG 

PHFU 	1.00 SPECIAL FACTOR: 	0.92 

(B) VPH SPECIFIED 

Figure F-2. Two input summary forms. 
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Configuration Constrained? 
	

Design Possible? 

If so, the answer "YES" is printed. In design, a message 
to the effect that "but 	of - will adjust as shown be- 
low" follows. The modification is shown on the next line. 
For ramp weaves, three values of AS are listed and solutions 
given. 

It may happen that there is just too much traffic for the 
level of service being considered. If so, a message to this 
effect will be printed in conjunction with a "NO" answer. 

4• 
• 

_I• a a a.. 
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Design Recommended? 

If a ramp-weave design yields a length under 400 ft or over 
2,500 ft, or if a major weave design yields a length under 
500 ft or over 4,600 ft, the emphatic "*NO*"  recommen-
dation is printed. 

If AS exceeds —5.0 or +10 mph, the simple "NO" rec-
ommendation is printed. 

Level of Service F 

As appropriate, messages of impossible service volumes 
and/or speeds are printed. 

Lanes Required 

For simplicity, the lanes required for each outer flow and 
for the weaving flow are printed in each problem. The 
lanes required on each leg in orderto provide comparable 
service on the legs (comparable to the internal service vol-
ume) are also computed. If it is an analysis problem, the 
user may compare these to the number(s) actually available. 

A NOTE ON TYPES 5 AND 6 

Problem types 5 and 6 are intended to make it easier to 
look at a set of ramp-weave or major weave analyses (types 
3 and 4). For instance, if one wishes to look at an analysis 
of estimated level-of-service variation by 6-min periods for 
2 hr, it would be preferable not to have it spread over 
20 pages with intermediate headings. 

It is recommended that each set of such analyses be 
begun with a type 3 or 4 specification (as appropriate) so 
as to put the headings on the page, followed by type 5 or 6 
specification for all the remaining items. 

Major weave and ramp-weave analyses may be inter-
mingled if desired, for the output format is identical. 

SAMPLE PROBLEMS 

Table F-i presents the actual images of the input cards used 
for the sample problems of this section. Most of the prob-
lems correspond to the design and analysis examples dis-
cussed in Appendix E or to variations of them. 

Problem 1 

This problem was intended to be a computer version of 
"Design Problem 1" and is so entitled. The output is shown 
as Table F-2; the results do not correspond to the Appen-
dix E findings. 

Closer inspection of the output reveals that the (greater) 
number of input lanes is not specified so that the number is 
taken to be one less than the number of internal lanes. A 
message in the output clearly states this. Thus the number 
was taken as 3, rather than the 2 specified in Appendix E. 

The purpose of including this discrepancy is one of em-
phasis: the user must take care that the problem is speci-
fied exactly as he wishes it solved. 

TABLE F-i 

IMAGES OF INPUT CARDS FOR SAMPLE PROBLEMS 

C olun-nis 

Problem 

133.1111 Problem 
Type 

(Col, 	10) 

DES CX 1 2 1400 400 	700 800 P 91 4 2 1 

DES EX 2 1 1680 550 	800 200 V 91 4 5 1 

3 DES CX 3 1 2180 550 	800 200 V 91 4 5 1 

4 ANA EXI 	4 2000 750 1500 750 P 00 5 	25 3 2 4 

5 AtIA EXIA 4 2000 750 1500 750 P 00 5 	25 4 5 3 4 

6 ANA E('? 3 1340 830 	220 70 P 91 500 3 2 3 

7 ANA CX 33 1500 500 	600 P91 1400 3 2 3 

8 HEAV VOL 33500 500 	600 P91 1400 3 2 3 

9 E1(TYPE8A 8 1000 200 	300 500 P 00 1000 4 2 8 
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Aside from this, the problem indicates a typical solution 
for problem type 2 (major weave design) when the design 
level of service is not specified: all levels are solved for. 

Observe that the (minimal) lane requirements by leg are 
output routinely so that the user can determine whethcr 
difficulties exist and/or how to avoid them. 

Problem 2 

This problem corresponds to "Design Problem 2" of Ap-
pendix E. The output is shown as Table F-3. • Note that 
this is a configuration-constrained case, and the output is 
appropriate to it. One may interpolate between the points 
given if different LS or L are desired; if one sketches a 
curve through the three points, it should be remembered 
that the shape may be close to-but is not-linear. 

Problem 3 

This problem corresponds to "Design Problem 3" of Ap-
pendix E. The output is shown as Table F-4. 

Problems 4 and 5 

These two problems together correspond to "Analysis Prob-
lem 1" of Appendix E. The output is shown as Table F-S. 

It was handled as two problems because of the specification 
of (greater) number of input lanes. For N = 3, it is 2; and 
for N = 4 and N = 5, it is 3. 

Note that these sample problems step over a range of 
lengths and/or widths. The output is a typical one for 
problem type 4 (major weave analysis). As was indicated 
in Appendix E, solutions of this type are useful in design 
evaluations, for the incremental improvements may be 
easily seen. 

Problems 6, 7, and 8 

These three problems are examples of problem type 3 
(ramp-weave analysis). The outputs are shown in Table 
F-6. The first two correspond to "Analysis Example 2" 
and "Analysis Example 3" of Appendix E, respectively. 
The third has high volumes just to illustrate the output 
when level of service F must result. 

Problem 9 

This problem is an illustration of problem type 8 (major 
weave, maximum V2  versus L). For given outer flows, one 
computes-in problem types 7 and 8-the length required 

TABLE F-2 

SAMPLE PROBLEM I 

	

PWO8LFM tITL
..
E : T)ES FR 1 	 PROBLEM TYPE: MAJOR WEAVE,DES!GN ... 

............* 
INPUT UAT*** A 
0* ........... 

	

MOVEMENT: 	1 	2 	3 	4 

	

VOLUP4ESIPrPH, 1400. 	400. 	700. 	eoo. 	PCPH SPECIFIED.. .USER ASSUMED TO 00 All CORRECTIONS EXCEPT PHF. 

RHF. 0.91 

S* 0 *• . *0** ** 
S*T)1TPIjT DATA*** 

DES FR 1 •*THIS MAJOR WEAVE HAS W MAX Al 	3.60 
CAN CONFIGURATION PRCTV toe IT?** 

DES ER 1 GREATER OF INPUT LANES NOT SPEC!FIED ... ONE LESS 
THAN IN'ERNAL N IS ASSUMED FOR ANY VALUE OF N3.40 
TWO ASSUMED IF N2,FOUR IF N.6 

'flESIGN TO FOLLOW IS FOR N OF 	4 LANES*** 

	

NW LVLSR* CONFIG • DESIGN • WE LVLSEM*IENGTH • DESIGN • 	"*INT LANES***** • •'**LANF5 BY LEG****** 
LS 5MW * CONSIR • PflSSIBLE 	LS 	SW 	 * MFCOMM * 	OUTERI WEAV OUTER2 * 	A 	R 	B 	V * .......* .......... 

	

4 60. * 	* 	NO 	• 	A 60. • 	* 	 * 	 P 	 P 
S 	 * 	 * 	* 	 * 	 S * 

	

5 55. • 	NO 	* 	YES 	* 	8 55. * 35.3 	YES • 	1.2 	2.1 	0.7 • *1.5 1.3 	1.8 	1.0* 

	

* 	 * 	 * 	 S 	* 	 S 	 * 	 S 
C 50. 	NO • 	YES 	C50. * 16.6* 	YES * 	1.0 2.5 0.5* *1.2 1.0 1.4 0.8* 

S 

	

01 44.* NO • 	YES • 0142. • 13.2* 	YES • 	0.9 2.6 0.5 • *1.2 1.0 1.4 0.8* 

	

* 	* 	 a 	 S 	* 	 • 	 S 

	

02 38. * 	NO 	* 	YES 	• 02 33. • 10.0 • 	YES * 	0.9 	2.7 	0.5 • * 1.1 0.9 	1.3 	0.7k 

	

* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	* 	 * 	 * 

	

E 30. * 	NO 	* 	YES 	* 	E 20. • 	5.3 • 	YES * 	0.7 	2.9 	0.4 • * 0.9 0.8 	1.0 	0.6* 



TABLE F-3 
	

TABLE F-4 

SAMPLE PROBLEM 2 
	

SAMPLE PROBLEM 3 

	

0000*09 1ITLE1 706 08 A 	 0070,01SIGN 

IMPUT Oflltfl 	 - 

	

VE0ENT: 	I 	2 	3 	4 	7000097 10000S: 5. 

	

700CEST WSCS: 	0. 
VOLUME510PHI 1600. 530. *00. 200. 

Vfl1*"ES*PCPWI *764. 	97?. 	840. 	0*0. 	00*00:0. PERCENT 
0.29 SILES LOSE 

	

POE. 0.71 	 SPECIIL 1OCT30: 	1.00 

.*OUTPUT 0818000 

00000SIGO TO FOLLOP IS 000 N 00 	4 L*NESO* 

NW LWL500• C00010 • DES ISO • DEL S•7• L000TOO *0 LVLS000  1504100.....TNT LONE............LOSES 50 00....... 

	

LS SNO • CONSTO • P04609600 	 • 1.5 	5. • 710009. ?u0001 008v OU500D. • 0 	5 	0 	0 

	

* 40. • 	YES •OOOIJT SNO OF 60. 8111 00.1USD AS SUOON OFLUO • 	 . .  

	

N 35.. 	-- 	 0.0 • 21.4 : 
	: 	: 	

1.5 	2.3 	0.2 : 
	

0.9 	7.2 	7.7 

° " 	

: 	 : 	
P 13.0 0 	

: 	 : 	
1.5 	2.3 	0.2 : 2.0 0.0 	2.2 	0.? 

O 	

-- 	
*3.0 • 	8.3 : 
	•: 	705: 	1.5 	2.3 	0.2 	2.0 0.4 	2.2 	0.7 

	

O 53. 0 	YO5••ONUT 536 00 55. 001* *0.185? AS SnflI,* RILOO 

	

O 55. 	-- 	0 	 :0.0 	20.4 	0 55. • 	YES • 	1.7 	2.3 	0.2 • 2.0 0.9 	2.2 	0.1• 

ss.. 	
-- 	: 	

:130: 	C 	
: 
	YES• 	I.' 	2.3 	0.2 : :2.0 0.9 	2.2 	0.7 

O 	
--

13.0: 
	

• 	0 43. : 
	: 	

1.5 	2.3 	0.2 : 
	

0.9 	2.2 	0.7 

	

C 50.0 	YES 0009IJT 649 OF 50. 8*1*. *0.105705 SOTON OELIW 

	

N 33.0 	-- 	U 	 • 	0.0 	21.4 : 
	: 
	YES• 	1.5 	2.3 	0.0 	2.0 0.9 	2.2 	8.7 

	

0 53.• 	-- 	 • 	9.0 • 13.0 : 
	

C 50. : 
	: 	

1.3 	2.3 	0.2 • •2.0 0.9 	2.2 	0.7: 

	

O 530 	-- 	0 	 • 10.0 0 	8.3 P 	5 45. • 	705 • 	1.3 	2.3 	0.2 • •3 0.9 	2.2 	0.1 

	

0 30. • 	YES •••OUT 53* OF 38. 0161 ADJUST AS 50009 ROLOR 

	

0 55.• 	-- 	0 	 • 	0.0 	20.4 • 	N 55. 	YES • 	1.3 	2.8 	0.2 	02.0 0.9 	2.2 	0.7 

	

N 5S.• 	-- 	 3.0 • 13.0 • 	C SO. • 	YES 	1.9 	0.3 	11.2 • •2.0 0.9 	2.2 	0.7 

0 S5. 	-- 	• 	 *2.0 • 	0.3 	n 45. • 	YES • 	1.7 	2.) 	0.2 • •2.0 0.9 	2.2 	3.7 

	

O 30. : 
	

YES •O:IT 530 00 30. WILL 800UST AS 59000 NFLOU 

-- 	
0.0 	21.4 : 
	: 	

Y05: 	1.7 	2.3 	0.2 • 00.0 0.9 	2.2 	0.7 

": 	-- 	7.0 : 13.0: 	C $o. 	YES 	
0.3 	2.0 	3.2 • •2.0 0.9 	2.2 	0.7 

": 	--
10.0 
	

8.3 : 
	

s• : 
	

YES: 	1.5 	2.3 	0.2 : •2.0 0.9 	2.2 	0.?  

	

7.051(0 lutE: S'S Pt * 	 P°OYLIM lYRE: 8*00 00*00.00500*. 

O•IPIPIJT 0*T8* 

	

Y00000,T: 	I 	 0 	 3 	4 008CEOT 500005: 5. 

	

PORCEST OUSES: 	0. 
V10900SlU'nl ZISO. 350. 900. DOn. 

v:1L:U06100091 2235. 	577. 	041. 	2*0. 	5*80.: 	0. PECENI 
0., ZLFS 1506 

	

PPP. 2.91 	 50000.1 080.71.1 	1.00 

.•0,JTP:JT 0001••• 

...00SIGI TO CLI 70 IS 070 3 00 	* L*NFS" 

NO LVLS'O 0.34*!:; • 065*6*. • 0'l 575. LFNGTH• SF LVLS(* 1505100.. .... 1*1 6*50 ............LINES NY IT....... 
IS 	53: • CYISTN • OoSSTnLfl. 	0 	 LS 	OS • 000.000. 0Jfl 91 •.n 0:70,  ..... . .. 

	

* 35 .......SiT 450 10 flfl. WILL ADJuST as S000'*PFLIJO • 	 . 

-- : 	
: 0.0 	*6.0 	II 

	
2.) 2.1 :' 0.7 2.1 .1.3 

-- 	
5.0 
	

1.0 2.3 0.1 	2_0 0.7 2.1 0.) 
-- 	

• 	
*0.0 . 	6.8 	 1.6 	2.0 	0.1 • 2.0 0.7 	2.1 	1.3 

	

0 SS. 
: 	

YES 	0l*T 44. OF 53. WILL *OJUSO AS SPOON •OL,lA 	 . 

4o.• 	-- 	
• 	: 	

3.0 • 13.2 • 	0 	
: 	

0.6 	0.1 	0.1 : 02.0 3.1 	2.1 	3.5 

*9.: -- 	
*0.2 
	

0.6 2.3 0.1 2.0 0.7 2.1 0.5 

	

99• 	
-- 	

10.0 • 	3.6 	
: 	

YS 
: 	

1.6 	2.3 	0.1 : 2.0 0.1 	2.1 	3.) 

	

C 50. : 
	

nCS:..0::T 5. nO SO. WILL *11.1115? 55 50000 PELIJO 

-- 	
7.0 : *6.2 	0 60. 	

: 
I.) 2.3 5.1 	2.0  

	

5 49•• 	-- 	• 	0 	5.0 • 10.2 	 005 • 	1.6 	0.1 	0.1 • 02.0 0.0 	2.1 	3.5 

	

0 49. 	• 	• *3.0 • 	6.0 • 
	

1.6 	2.0 	0.1 • •2.0 0.1 	2.0 	3.5 

006 	0? 6*o 70 00. PILL 80205? 05 50000 RELflP • 	 - 

	

49•0 	 • 	 0.0 • 16.2 • 	0 40. • 	YE) • 	1.6 	2.1 	7.1 • •2.9 0.7 	2.1 	0.3 

	

II 49•0 	-- 	0 	 • 	5.0 • *0.2 0 	1) 44. • 	YOS • 	1.6 	2.1 	0.1 3  2.0 0.7 	7.1 	9.3 
49•: -- 
	
*2.0 	6.6 	39. IFS  0.6 2.3 0.1 

: 
2.1 0.0 2.1 3.9 

	

O 30. : 	:"" 565 
00 50. 6ILL 800051 AS 50000 AEL100 	 . 

	

40.0 	-_ 	• 	• 	5.0 • *6.2 • 	5 *0. 	S 

	

: 	
1.6 	2.3 	0.1 : 0.0  

	

0 40.0 	-- 	• 	• 	5.0 • *0.2 • 	0 64. • 	YES • 	1.8 	0.1 	0.1 0  •2.0 0.7 	2.1 	0.5 

..: 	-- 	. 	 •6.6• 	0 19. • 	TS • 	1.6 	2.8 	3.1 : :7•3 0.7 	2.0 	0.5 
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for several V 0  values at a specified level of service or set 
thereof. 

For problem types 7 and 8, the ratio R (= smaller to total 
weaving volumes) must be specified. This is done by speci-
fying two "dummy" weaving volumes in the proper ratio. 

Table F-7 gives a segment of the output for sample prob-
lem 9, and Figure F-4 shows the results. The dashed seg-
ments shown in Figure F-4 depict the artificially derived 
results discussed in the footnote. Clearly, these curves mdi- 

* In some computations, the V,0  V 	pair will be inconsistent with the 
level of service specified. For instance, V,0  = 167 pcph, V,,, = 1,500 pcph, 
and level of service Dl when N=4 must require a very short length so as 
to force such a terrible performance with only 1,667 pcph. These artificial 
combinations will make a simple plot of the output appear to bend un-
reasonably. 

cate that only the worst lengths can cause this section to 
perform very poorly. To look at it another way: If Vm,, = 
1500, V50  = 1000, and N= 4, who would want to even 
consider level of service E? 

Note that Figure F-4 allows one to appreciate the varia-
tion of level of service with varying weaving volume and 
the incremental benefits of length. The representation is 
like HCM Figure 7.4 in appearance and function, but has 
a dependence on the V 	which affects shape-unlike 
HCM Figure 7.4. 

LISTING OF FORTRAN SOURCE 

Table F-8 presents a listing of the FORTRAN program. 

TABLE F-5 

SAMPLE PROBLEMS 4 AND 5 

P656110 t1(' *42. 01* 

INPUT 0*7*4fl 

NCvc.MFs 	I 	2 	3 	4 

VOLUMESIPCPOI 2C32. 733. *330. 730. 

940. 1.00 

"OUTPUT 0*T**• 

P*ORLFH 000It 8*40* W(051.1180L041$ 

PCPU S*ECI(115 ... US(* 2.4406(0 80 00 at COAXECTIONS EXCEPT POP. 

AN. 081 	aTHIS .*40* 8(451 HAS S 44* flT 	3.2.0 
CAN C04(IGUX*T lOX P*TVIOE IT•• 

08061(6 • 4 	I. •LVL 'Sr 40*4 SPETOS •CONOIGI 	• I1L ..........H'S1UM0S*PC0AI44• .......1*40 40041406087....... 
flfl 	4 	4 	4 9*1 6(2. • MOE 4(2. •CO4STI4 	 • 	I 	2 	4 	4 • *6 6(4 4-0 	2.2.2. 140 14* 163 

*112. (XI • 3. • 	-• 	
:

30. 10.
: 
 W1 	

:
1.60 ITT, 	2000- 760. *600. 	°: LX 1.6 0.4 : 1.4 1.1 1.6 0.0: 

44* 06* 4 I. 2. *0.2: I. 	1 	10. 16. 
: 

'i" 	
: 

1.6: 12. 
: 

2000. 050. *3.13. 	1.0 1.'. 0.4 
: 

1.4 1.1 1.6 0.6• 

*4*6 III 4 3. 

	

': 	
.32. 23. 

: 
40 	1.* 	2000. 030. 1300. 050.4  1.0 1.6 0.4 	1.4 1.2 1.8 

*11* (Xl : . . 	 F • 34. 25. • 90 	1.3 	. • 2000- 743. *300. 750.1  1.1 1.5 0.4 	1. 1.2 1-9 0.8. 

*9* (XI 	3. • 55.4 	1 	F4 39. 26. 4 MU 	• t.34 	I. • 20)0. 	733. *300. 730.4  1.1 1.3 0.4 	1.3 1.2 1.9 0.04  

04001(0 TITL 	*8* LIII 

"I4PUT 010144* 

450(4(90: 	* 	2 	3 	5 

VOLUM'SI*cIOI 5(95. 730. *500. 750. 

PHI. 1.00 

..OJT.UT C*T4" 

P2.041(6 TYPE, 45406 X(1V.*4*LYSIS 

*CP0 SPECIFIED.. .53(3  ISSUOEO TO 00 ALL CORIICTI06S (01.601 POP. 

*04* 	LXII ••THIS 0*JO* 2.9*51 HAS 	W 62.1 AT 	0.60 
CIX r.ONFIC.,,#*TIIr* 9*59101 77*4  

P606L06 	4 • 	1. 	*1.81. 00 	50*4 501(05 	•CT9AF 16* 2. 	'ILL .......... VXLU'805IPCPX ............1*111 66*UIX(*(TIT....... 
TITL(* 4 401 *04 • 4*0 	lEA *COMST* . 	I 2 	3 4 	*8 414 60 0 16* LS6 12.8 1608 

*6* €1114  4. 	• 	9.14 	F 0 	30. 	IX. 	: 	HD 
 : 12. 	

: 
2000. 750. 	1500. 730.. 	1.0 2.6 0.4 • 	1.4 	1.1 	1.5 0.88 

*11* (01*: 4. 	• 	13.0* 	1 34. 20. 	: 2.4: 0. 	2030. 750. 	1300. 050.4 	1.2. 	2.5 	0.11 	8 	1.3 	8.2 	1.9 0.68 

*2.2.5 	(01*0 4. 	• 	14.3: 	02 02 : 2.5: 4. : 2000. 750. 	1300. 040.4 	1.1 2.5 0.4 * 	1.3 8.3 2.0 0.88 

*11* 	€612.: 	4. 	• 20..): 	32 02 : : 	2.4: 3. 	
: 

2003. 750. 	*330. 730.H 	8.2 2.4 0.4 : 	1.6 1.3 2.0 0.9* 
*11* 181*: 	4. 44. 	.L 

:
40 

 
0 2.4: 2. 	: 2000. 090. 	1400. 950.: 	1.2 2.4 0.4 • 	1.6 1.0 2.1 0.08 

*11* (110: 	S. 	3.1* 	1 € • 	37. 25. 	: 	60 : 3.64  *0. 	2010. 730. 	*300. 730.4 	1.0 3.6 0.4 2. 	8.4 	8.2 	I_S 0.6 

*11* 10110 N. 	• 	13.3 	0? 02 2. 	*9. 	36. 	9 	40 : ' 	: 2000. 730. 	1500. 750. 	1.1 	3.4 0.4 • 	1.3 	1.3 2.0 0.80 

*6* EllA: S. 	• 18.0• 01 0* • 	s. 	48. 	• 	Mu 2.4* 2. 	• 20)0. 09). 	1330. 1.2 3.4 0.4 • 	8.6 1.3 2.8 	0.9* 

*64 (012.4  S. 	• 70.0: 3I 01 	• 	50* 	° 	: 	'*0 I.3• 0. 	• 2017. 730. 	1500. 750.' 	1.2 	0.3 0.3 • 	I.? 	1.4 2.2 0.9* 

0.4 	F8IA• 	S. 	• 25.3* C 	• 	51. 	31. 	*17 * 	3.2* 0. 	* 2000. 050. 	1000. 030.4 	8.1 	3.2 0.3 	1.0 	8.3 2.3 	1.0 
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TABLE F-6 

SAMPLE PROBLEMS 6, 7, AND 8 

	

PVONLEM TITLE: TNT FT 	 PPINL 0 ' TYPE: VAMP 6E&VE,ANftLVSIS 

.MI400T flAIfl" 

CVEMPNT: 	I 	2 	3 	6 

	

O)LV4F6IPPPI I3n. 	03,. 	222. 	73. 	PCPU SP(CIPIET...04P .SSO'ET TO TO ALL CORTECTIONS EACEPT POP. 

PPO. C.'l 

•*JJTD0T rain... 

PETNL EM 	N • 	I L01 OF SET • SPE E"4 'CONE 15 	P 	OE L ..........P0101 SI P0. ..............I. ANT VT QUIT (PENT....... 
TITL E.T.N4E .!E.NAr TEA 'C0NS' 	 • 	1 	2 	3 	4 P A-I TEA N.Y • 16* LOP 16! LOT* 

AN. EM Z. 3. • S.O. 	11 V 63. 34. • NJ 	• 1.4' 	In. • 1360. 	330. 	220. 	TO.• 1.3 1.6 3.1 • 2.2 1.3 1.6 0.9' 

	

00041(4 IIYI': nA FT 3 	 PE'AL(Y 17PC• : TAMP UTATE.PWALYSIS 

ITMOT 0AT6 

CYNY: 	I 	2 	3 	4 

n:oONFSIP(,PVI IS3. 	50). 	623. 	3. 	PlOT cPCIrIFT ... 05(0 ASS'IPEO TO PT) ALL COnVECTIONS A!CTPT P.F. 

P.O. C.'II 

	

..O.JTVflJIATA"' 	 - 

PROPI (''N' 	1 • LVI 00 5(0 • P: £05 	fON( Tfl•A•OEt ............I U"T SI PC..............LANE 010111 REPENT ....... 
PITt E..*NTF A!AMMpEd*AFCNSIP 	P 	• 	I 	2 	3 	4 • A-P TEA P-V • 16* 164 LOX to,. 

ANT F! 3• 3. • I4.0 	C 	0 • 52. ON. • NO 	• I.4 	3. • 1030. 500. 640. 	3.• 1.2 1.3 0.3 • I.? 3.5 1.1 0.*T 

	

PIlPIEP TITL: 	VOL TYPE: VAMP ,00VE,*T.ALYSIS 

Np:, flATV'• 

	

'TVE'PNT: 	I 	2 	3 	6 

VLLUMTSIPOMVI 353$. 	533. 	633. 	0. 	PCPU SPECIPTEP...USFV P550010 TO 00 ALL C000ECTIOTPS EXCEPT POP. 

...3000UT 0TIAT 

PRTNLEM • IX 0 	L 'LVI IF NI P OPI (P3 '0047 IC. U ' ITt ..........VOL I1'F SI PCPII ...........PLANE P1001 E(M0NT....... 
YITLE...N.(.FAN.FVTAC)44T0 	 • 	1 	2 	3 	4 P A-E lIEU 8-P • LGA LGN LIII IOTA 

40. 2146. 13011(3 TV 03* CIMEN ... TYIS STEP )IO9IPIE0 OP TTTNINA)ED 

50. 2426. POLlEn NV TNT GTVEN ... TlII5 STEP 300111E0 VP )EP3INATED 

VETO OCt • J. • 14.3' 	 LOSS THAN 30.0*1!': ST. 	2424. 657010 



TABLE F-7 

SAMPLE PROBLEM 9 

PBOBIFH TIELR: EXTYPEWA 	 PRORLEM TYPE: MAJOR WE4VE,MAX!MUM vw ** t****t ***** 

**.INPU1 DATO" 

19VEM*NT: 	1 	2 	3 	4 

	

VOLJ41S(*CP-4) 1000. 	200. 	300. 	50Q 	PCPH SPECIFIED ... USEP ASSUMED TO 00 ALL CORRECTIONS EXCEPT PHF. 

PHF= 1.00 

.*O)TP31 OATA. 	 - 

	

000YPF.8A **THIS MAJOO WEAVE HAS 4 MAX AT 	3.60 
045 CONEICIJBA1IO5 PROVIDE IT?** 

NOTE THAT 9* 0.43 TN THIS PROPLEM 

	

''O!S ION TO FOLLO4 IS  Ffl° N OF 	4 1A5E5- 

	

NW LVLSPP. CINFIG 	OESIO.N 	40 
I 	 ' 	

LVISE**LENGTH
•

05105 	***E*Rfl 
W
LANES 	LANES BY LEG*a** s* 

	

S 	 O! EAV OU
**

R 	 VLO*   S 	 R 	PSSTH   
 

** *********e**.**..,*,r • ************************** 

WEAVF VOLUME 30 	79. PCPH YIELDS THE FOLLOWING: 

A 
	 N° 	

: 	
* 	A 60. 	25.0: 	YES * 	1.4 	1. 17 

	

NU 	YS 	5 55. 	17.7 - 	YES 	 // / / 	
* 0.8 0.6 0.9 0.5*

3.3 

	• / 

	

N • 	

03**0705 08 04* 

A 	 A6O 

	 / 

	

" : 
	

- 	
:

S 55.
: 
 36.2 : 
	

E5 : 
	

1.0 	2.5 	0.5 * * 1.5 1.2 	1.7 	1.0* 

C 	50. 	NO• 	YES 	* 	50. * 14.1) -* 	YES * 	0.7 	3.0 	0.3 * * 1.0 0.8 	1.2 	0.7* 

	

* 	 * 	 a 	 a 	 * 

	

(>1 44. * 	NO 	VON 	* 01 42. - 10.3 	YES * 	0.6 	3.1 	0.3 * S 0.9 0.8 	1.1 	0.6* 

	

02 38. * 	NO 	• 	VOS 	* 02 33 	* 	7.3 	YES * 	0.6 	3.2 	0.3 * * 0.8 0.7 	1.0 	0.6* 
* 

	

O 30. * 	NO 	• 	YES* 	F 20. • 	4.0 * 	*NO* * 	0.5 	3.3 	0.3 * * 0.7 0.6 	0.9 	0.5* 

	

* 	* 	 * 	 * 	 * 	 a 	 a 
WEAVE VOLUME CF 1500. PCPH YIELDS TUE FOLLOWING: 

	

A 60. * 	* 	Ni 	F 	A 60. F 	* 	 * 	 a 	 S 
S 	 * 	 * 	 * 	* 	 * 	 * 	 * 

5 55. 	 * 	NC 	* 	B 55 	 * 	• 	 * 	 * 

	

* 	 * 	 * 	 S 	* 	 * 	 * 	 * 
O 93. 	NO 	* 	YES 	F 	C 50. * 16.3 • 	YES * 	0.7 	3.0 	0.3 * * 1.1 0.9 	1.3 	0.7* 

	

V (PCPH) 	
MAJOR WEAVE 

3000 N-4 
(V2 /V3) = (2/3) 

1000 
>........V3 500 

J 7 __ 
D2 

LEVEL OF SERVICE DI 2000 I EQUAL FOR WEAVING 
AND NON-WEAVING1 

( 
1000 	 B  

\ \t 
\\\ 

0 L 

	

I 	
20 	 30 	 40 	(IOOFT) 

Figure F-4. Plot of results of the output for sample problenz 9. 
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TABLE F-8 

LISTING OF FORTRAN PROBLEM 

L tHIS 	PROGRA4 	IS PECOMMENDED WEAVING SECTI0t 	PR0CE')UR PINYOOI3 
C DVF.LDP 	(iNnER 	NCMRP 3-15 	AT 	THE POLYIFCHNIC 	INSTITUTE PINYOOL5 
C tjr Nw Y0,3EPT. 	OF 	TRANSPORTATION °LANNINf, AND PINY002O 
C. EN';INEERINC, PINY0025 

0001 C)4MONMLK8NINPJT ,N,SVTYP,PHF,VNW,SV PINY0030 
0302 RAL 	TITLEI 2 ).V&L( 4 ),PCVPH.IS,1MIN.1MAX.IINCP.IN,1M4X, P1NY0035 

*INLANE.WTOP,LANEW.TRkPER,BUSPEQ,GRDPCR,GRDLE.,SPECFC,PURV(2), PINY0040 
RUS,VPCP4(4).WADJIIS(4,2),PHF,MAPR(3) PINY0045 

0003 0311 LE 	PRECISION HEAD(3.6) PINY0050 
3034 INIEGFQ 	TYPE,M4P(16I.M4PA(20),TRFAC48,8,3I .NLOW,NHIG,1L0w,LHIG PINYOO55 
0035 0314 HAI)F9HRA4P WEA,8HVE.DESIG,8HN 	,8HMAJOR WE,BHAVE,DESI, PINYOOAr) 

3HGN 	,8HR%MP WFA,HHVF,ANALY,9NSIc 	,?(HMAJr)P WE,8HAVF,ANAL,PINy065 
8IYSIS 	,RHRAMP 	WEA,qHV,PqAIM,I9HjM VW 	,dI.4MAJO2 	WE,BHAVE.MAXI.PINYOOTO 

*8'-4 4LJ' 	V. 	/ PINY0075 
0336 0514 	WAI)JJS3.8[,O.91,).91.L.0),.78,O•8g,3q6,1)), P(NY0080 
0007 15IA 	505/1.6/ PINVOOBS 
0008 DATA 	P1PV1HP,HV/ PINY0090 
0009 0*14 	M*P/L,2,3.4,5,5,6.6,6,6,7,7.7,7, 7.7/ PINYO095 
0010 DATA 	MAPAF1,L,1,2,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,6, 7.7.7,7,7.8,8.8/ PINY0100 
3011 0418 	TRKFAC/,4*2,5,5,4*4,3, 3,5,5,44,3,3,7,6,4s5,4.4,7,6,4*5,4,4, PINY3I05 

1NY0113 
I0.'9.8.7,6,6,5,5,1O,9,8,8,7,6,5,4,10,9,9,g,8,7,7,7,[Q, LO,9,9,48, PINYOILS 

*12*10.4*11/ PINY0I20 
0012 DATA 	MAPR/2.5.10.0,5.O/ P1NY0125 
0013 REAL 	W4.IPPFR21,VNW,VW,R•,VP,W,1,WONNM.SN.S.NNW,8N,H. PINY0I30 * 	SV,SPOP4I5I,SPI)MW(bI,LARRW(6I,LA54W(7),WORDS(5),OUT(4), PINY0I35 * 	VLEG44),00TS(1),XLOtJT(7),OUTMW(81 ,SWMW(6) PINY0I40 
0014 INFEr.ER 	UAPC(S),NINPIJT,N.SVTYP P1Ny0145 
3015 DATA PINY0I50 
0016 DATA 	SPDRW/60.fl,*5. 0,50. 0,38.0. 30.0/ p 1NY0155 
0017 0414 S0UW/60.3, 55. 0,50.0,44.3,33.0, 30.3/ PINY0160 
3318 0414 LARRW/2H 4.2H 9,2H C,ZH O,2H E,2H F/ PTNy0I65 
0019 DATA 	LA4MW/2H A.2H 	R,2H C,2140I,214D2,2H E,2H F/ PINY0170 
0020 r'ATA 	r)RDS/4H YFS.4H NO ,4H -- 	, 	44*Nfl*,4H 	/ PINY0115 
0021 DATA 	MAPC/1,2,1,2,1,2,1,2/ PINY01e0 
0022 DATA WUPPFR/2.3.3.6/ 91NY0185 
3023 KM=j PINY0190 
0024 0) 5300 	KINDFX1,L000 P!NY0195 
0025 EAOI5.100,EN0=hO00) 	TITLE,TYP,VIL ,PCVPH,PHF,IS,LMIN.LMAX,LINCR. PINY0200 

NMIN,NMAX,IMLANF,WTOP,LANEW.TRKOER.RIJSDFP.GHI)PEPGROLFNSPECFC PINY0205 
0026 IF(TYPE.LE.4.OR.TYPE.GF .71 	WRIIE(6,10) PTNY0210 
3027 IF(TYPE.GE.j.ANO.TYPE.LE.8I 	(.010 	132 PINY0215 
3028 WR!1F(61 710) 	IITLE,TYPE PINY0220 
0029 Go 10 5000 PINY0225 
0030 1)2 	C)NTIJuJE PINY0230 
0031 IF(PHF.EQ.3.OI 	PHF=.00 PTNV0235 
0032 IF(PCVPU.E).PJRVI2)) 	00 	TO 	200 PINY0240 
0033 Ir(PcvpH.NF.napv(1)) 	WRITEI6,1131 	TITLE PINY024, 
0034 C.) 	10 	500 PINY0250 
0035 230 CONTINUE P1NY0255 

C CORQECT!ONS FIR VPH ARE NOW TO RE O3NE P!NY0260 
P1NY0265 

C PINY0273 

0036 IF(GKDPER.GE.0.0.AND.GPOPER.LE.3.0) 	GO 10223 PINY0275 
0037 WRITF(4,210) 	TITLE,GRI)PER PINY0280 
0038 (.0 TO 5000 P1NY0285 
0039 223 IF(GPDLEN.GE.O.0.AND.GPDLCN.LE.4.31 	GO TO 240 PINY0291 
0343 WPITE(6,?30) 	T!TLE,GRDLEN P1NY0295 
0041 GO TO 5000 PINY0330 
0042 24) IF(C.ROLEN.E0.3.0) 	GRDIFN = 	0.25 PINY0305 
0043 NY = C,DLFN/0.25 PINY03I0 
0044 NY 	= MAP(NY) P!NY0315 
0045 NX 	GPDPER PINY0320 
0046 IF(NX.E0.0I 	NX=1 P1NY0325 
0047 Ni = TkKPER PINY0330 
0048 I(Nl.E0.0) 	NZ=1 PINY033S 
0049 IF(N1.G1.20) 	NZ=20 PINY0340 
0050 Ni 	MAPA(NZ) P1NY0345 
0051 x 	= 1RKF4tN7,NY,Nx) PINY0350 
0052 FAC 	= 	1.00. 	TPKPER*(X1.0I/100.0 	+ 	RtJSPER(BUS1.0)/100.0 P1NY0355 
0353 00 	261 	1=1,4 PINY0360 
0054 280 VPC.PHIII 	=VOL(II*FAC P1NY0365 
0055 IF(SPCCFC.E0.0.0) 	GO TO 300 PINY0370 
3056 WQITF(6,273) 	TITLE,SPECFC PINY037S 
0057 flU 	290 	1=1,4 PINY0380 
0058 290 VPCDUII) 	= 	VPCPH(I)/SPECFC P1NY0385 
0059 3)) NX=2 PINY0390 
0060 IF(INLANE.E0.2.0) 	N8 	= 	1 P1NY0395 
0061 IF 	(SPiCFC.E0.0.0) 	SPECFC 	= 	1.03 PINY0433 
0062 NY = 	L4NFW - 8.0 PINY0405 
0063 IF(NY.LE.O.OR.NY.GE.4) 	NY = 	4 PINY0410 
0064 LANEW = 4 . NY P1NY0415 
0065 00 	320 	1= 	1,4 PTNY0420 
0066 320 VPCP.1(!) 	= 	VPCP.-IIII/WAOJUS(NY,NX) P1NY0425 



TABLE F-8 (Continued) 

3067 IFt TYPE. 	O.5.)R.TY0F.EO.6 	GO 	TO 	bY) PR4Y0433 

0063 N*= 	TYPE P1NY0435 

0069 IF(NX.EQ.7.0R.MX.F0.81 	NXIX2 PINY0440 

0070 WSIIE(6,343) 	TITLE,(HEan(I.Nx),!1.3),I I,I.1,4t.TRKPEQ,RUSPER, PINY0445 
*V()L,VPCPH,GPt)PQ,GRflLEN,PHF,S°ECFC PIMY0450 

0071 GO TO 60) P1NY0455 

0012 5)9 CONTINuE PINY0460 

0013 - 03 	550 	11,4 P1NY0465 

3374 550 vPC°HtI= VOL(t) PINY0470 

0075 MX 	TYPE PINY0415 

COlA IF(NX.FQ.5.OR.NX.F0.6) 	GO in 600 PINY04SO 

0371 IF(NX.EQ.7.OR.NX.F0.8) 	MX= 	MX - 	2 P1NY0485 

0078 WRIT16,570) 	TtTtF.tHEA0(I,NX),I1,3),( l.1.1,4),VPCPt4,PHF PINY0490 

ooiq 60 1N1!N1iE P1NY0495 

C 	PCH NOW ESIARI IS-ITO AND 	INPUT 	DATA SIJMMAMY WRITTEN 	IF 	APPREPR lATE P!NY0500 
LIMITS ON N 	AND WILL NOW RE 	CHECE) P1NY0505 

C PINYO5I3 

0080 IFU44X.LE.!MINI 	NMAXNMIN PINY05I5 

0081 IF(NIN.EQ.0.0) 	NMIN=NMAX PINY0520 

1082 IFtLAX.LE.I.MIM) 	LMAXLMIN P1NY0525 

0083 IFIL41N.EQ.0.01 	1MTNLMAX PINY0530 

0084 IF(LMIN.GT.99.9) 	LM!N=L'4114/100.0 PINY0535 

0035 IF(L4AX.T.99.9) 	IMAX 	LAX/1)0.) PINY0540 

3086 ILIN.G.2.SI 	00 	TO 	62) P1Nv0545 

0087 (4IN 	= 	5.0 PINY0550 

0038 LMAX 	= 	20.) P1MV0555 

3089 623 IF(NMIN.CF.2.31 	GO 	TO 	640 PINY0560 

0090 NIN 	3.0 PINY0565 

0091 MMAX 	5.3 PINY3573 

0092 640 NL.)W 	= 	NIN PINYOS75 

0093 NHIG = NMAX PINY0580 

0094 MD 	= NHIG -NIOW P1NY0585 

0095 IF(NO.GE.4) 	NHIG 	• 	NIOW 	• 	3 PINY0590 

0096 IFl1.INCD.N.L.O.ANfl.LINCR.NE.2.0) 	LIMC8. 	3.0 P1NY0595 

0091 '40= 	LINCQ PINV0600 

0098 LINCP 	= 	W3P3(NO) D114Y0605 

309Q LL'd 	• 	I PINY0611 

3133 LuG 	= 	1.0 	+ 	(LMAX_LMINIlLINCl PINY06I5 
r. P1NY0620 

7. 	LIMItS fN N 	A'40  I. 	HAVE 	PEEM CHFCFI)...MXX WIDTH 	NOW 	TO RE 	SET °1NY0625 
PINYO63O 

OLOL 100 NO 	= 	MAPC(TYPE) P1NY0635 

0102 WMXX 	= 	w'JPPEP(NO) PINY0643 

3103 I(WTflP.'0.0.0) 	GO 	TO 	730 PINY0645 

0104 WMAX 	• 	wT')P PIP40653 

0135 WQIIE(.=,12)) 	W4X P1NY0655 

0106 flO IF(WTOP.c9.3.O.ONO.ND.E0.2.AMI).TYPE.NE.61 	4PITE(6,140) 	TITLE,WMAX PIMY0660 

r. P1P4Y0665 

C 8 	4AX 	'416 	SET. ..N(W 	SDDPESS 	MINPUT 	LANF-S PINY0670 
P1Ny0675 

0101 NIMPIJT 	= 	IMLANE PINY0683 

0108 IF('INPUT.NE.OI 	Gfl 	TO 	731 PINY0695 

0109 NFIXMOO(IYPF,2) PINY0690 

011(1 IF(4F11.F9.1.CR.TYPE.GF ..sI 	GO 	TO 	731 P1NY0695 

0111 4RITE(o,75O) 	TITLE 	 . PNY0700 

0112 731 C1NTI'J11F P1NY0705 

C PINYO7LO 

NOW 	INC 	XF.3t. 	WUPI( 	3FGINS PINYO11S 

0113 V'1.1 	• 	VPCPH(1t+ 	VPCPHI4I PINY0720 

0114 VW 	= 	VPCPu(2) 	+ 	VPCPH(3) PINY0725 

0115 VJ 	= 	Vi/IVW+VNWI PINY0730 

0116 8= 	VPCPII(21/VW PINY0735 

011.7 FACT9P = 8 PTNY0140 

0118 IF(TY°E.LT.7) 	GO 	TO 	133 	 . PINY0745 

0119 VPCHt2)=O.3 PINYO15) 

0123 VPCPH(3)3.0 PINV0755 

0121 133 CONTINUE PINY0760 

0122 IFt.GE.1.5I 	Q= 	1.3-P P1NY0765 

0123 IFI9.61 .0.5I 	3. 	1.0-a PINY0710 

0124 VLFG(I) 	m 	VPE.°H(1) 	+ 	VPCPUI2I PINY0775 

3125 V176t21 	= 	VPCPH(3) 	+ 	VPCPH(41 	 . P1NY0780 

0126 VLG(3) 	= V,CPH(L) 	• 	VPCPH(31 P1NY0785 

0121 VLEG(4) 	= VPCPH(2) 	+ 	VPCPH44) PINY0193 

0128 S)RV 	SOP.T(VRI PINY0195 

0129 XLGVQ 	• 	ALOGLO(VRI PINY0800 

0130 If(TYPE.EO. 7.OR.TYPE.EQ.8) 	WRITEt6, 770)9 PINY0805 

0131 C) 	TO 	(I)00,I50).2000.2500,3)00,350),40)0,450 3),TYDF PINY0813 

0132 800 CJMTIMUF 	 . P1NY0815 

0133 '4L00° 	• 	'41MW - 	1 PINY0820 

0134 3)5 'ILOOP = 	NLOOP 	• 	1 P1NY0825 

0135 .P= 	F)MOP PINY0830 

0136 X'4 	• 	FLEISTIM) P1NY0835 

3137 IFITYPT.tO.1.OP.KM.EO.1) 	WPITFI6,537I 	N PINY0840 

0138 I(rYPr.o.r) 	4RITF(l,4020)VW P1NY0845 

3139 01 	.406 	1908=1.5 	 . P1NV0853 

97 
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TABLE F-8 (Continued) 

3140 IF(LS.1Q.LA8RW(tOUMI)G0 10808 P1NY0855 
0141 86 C)NTINIJF PINY0860 
0142 ISTART 	0 PINY0865 
3143 IFIN 	= 	5 PIPIY0870 
0144 GO TO 809 P1NY0875 
0145 808 ISTART 	= 	lOOM - 	1 
0146 IFI 	= 	lOOM PIPIY0885 
0147 9')Q 1= 	ISTART PINYO890 
0148 813 11.I PINY0895 
0149 SNW. 	SPORWI.!) PINY0900 
0150 0UT(1I 	LAPRW(I) PIN'V0905 
0151 OUT(2)= 	SNW PINY09LO 
0152 SVTYP = 2 PIP4Y09I5 
0153 CALL SERVOL(NNW,SNW,NFLAG) PINY0920 
0154 IF(NFLAG.E3.1) 	GO 10 	1300 P1P4V0925 
0155 IR(MNW.L1.XN) GO TO 900 PINY0930 
0156 OUT(3) 	WORDS(2) PlNY0935 
0157 OUT(4) 	• WOROS(2) PINV0940 
0158 W°IT((6,850) 	(OUT(J),J=L,4) P1NY0945 
0159 GO TO 103 PINY0950 
0160 900 !F(W.LT.WMAX) 	GO TO 	1000 P1NY0955 
0161 OUTS(1) 	= OUTII) P1NY0960 
3162 OUTS(2) 	001(2) PINY0965 
0163 OUTS(S) 	= W0eOSU) PINY0970 
0164 WQLTE(6,Q1f)) 	OUTS.OUIS(2) PINY0915 
3165 W = WMAX P1NY0980 
0166 NW=XN-W PINVOOBS 
0161 SVTVP = 	I P1NY0993 
0168 CALL SERVOL(NNW,SNW,NFLAG) P1P4Y0995 
0169 IF(NFLAG.EQ.1) 	00 TO 	1300 PINYI000 
0173 XLGSNW = ALor1o(SNw) PINYIOO5 
0171 0) 975 K= 5,15,5 PINYLOIO 
0172 DELS = 	FLOATIK) - 5.0 PINYI015 
3173 L=(OELS,109.5-50.7*X1GS4w)/104.8 PINYI020 
0174 L((I.0L)*e2)-3.0 PINY1025 
0115 SW 	SNW - DELS PTNYIO33 
0116 0') 	940 	KA 	1,5 PINYI035 
0177 lF(SW.E.S°0RwKA) 	GO 10 945 PTNYLO40 
0178 940 CONTINUE PINV1045 
3179 KA = 6 PINY10S0 
0180 94i 01)1(7) 	= 	IABPW(KA) 	 S PINYIO55 
0181 001(2) 	SNW PINY1060 
0182 0) 950 KA • 	1,5 PtNY105 
0183 IF(SNW.GE .SPORW(Ka)) 	GO TO 955 PINY1,07() 
0184 950 CJNTIN'JE PINY1075 
3185 KA 	= 6 PINY108O 
0186 955 OIJTII) 	• 	1*58w 	(KA) PINYI085 
0187 001(4) 	= WOROS(3) PINYI090 
0188 OUT(6I=( PIPIYI095 
0189 0111(5) 	= 	DELS PINY1I00 
0190 001(5) 	SW P1NY1135 
3191 O'JT(9) 	= 	WOROS(1) PINYIILO 
0192 IF(L.Ll.4.0.flP.1.GT.25.0) 	OUT(9) 	= WOROS(4) PINY1II5 
0193 CALL 	L*N)IUT(XLOUT,VPCPH,W,VLEG,SV) PINYL123 
0194 WRITE(6,S70) 	OL)T( 1),001(2) • (OUT(JhJ=4,9),xLoijT PJNY1I25 
0195 575 C1)NIl'd)JE PINY1130 
0196 00 TO 1301 P1NY1135 
0197 1000 KLGWN • ALOG10(W/XN) PINY1I40 
0198 01S • 	IXIOWN • 0.615 •0.606*SQRVR)/(-3.003651 PINYII45 
0199 XIGSNw • AL)C,10(SNW) PINY115) 
0200 L=(4104.8/lDELS.109.5-50.7.xLG54w))=021-3.0 P1NY1155 
0201 OUI(3) 	• WOQDS(2) PIPIYII6O 
0232 (1)1(4) 	• 	w)ROS(3) PTNYIL65 
0203 OUT(6) 	= I PINY1170 
0204 OUT(5) 	DELS PlP4Y1L75 
0205 Sw = SNW - DELS P1Nv1180 
0206 00 	1010 KA=1,5 PINYLIS5 
0207 IF(SW.07.SPOPW(KA)) 	GO TO 	1020 PINY11.90 
0208 1010 CONTINuF P1NY1195 
0209 KA 	6 PIPIY1200 
0213 1323 001(1) 	• 	LARRW(KA) PINY1205 
0211 OIJT(8)=SW PIPIYI210 
0212 OUT(9)=wOROS(t) PINY1215 
0213 IF(OELS.LT. (-5.0).OP.DELS.GT .10.0) 	OUT(9).WOROS(2) PINYI220 
0214 lF(L.LT.4.0.flQ.1.GT.25.0) 	OUT(9)=WOROS(4) PINY1225 
0215 CALL LANOUT(XLOIJT,VCPH,W,VLEG,SV) PINY1230 
0216 WRITF(6,1050) 	OI)T,XLOUT PINYL235 
0211 1300 C')NTI'IIJE P!NY1240 
0218 IF(I.LT.IFIN) 	r,') 	TO 	813 P1NY1245 
0219 IK(NIC)P.LT.P*41G) 	00 TO 805 PINYI250 
0220 IF(TYPF.EQ.7) 00 TO 4050 P1NY1255 
0221 G') 11 5003 Pl-NYL260 
0222 1510 CONY (NIlE PINYL265 
0223 NLOOP=NlJ'W-L PINY1271 



TABLE F-8 (Continued) 

0224 t5J5 NLU()P.=NLCOP+1 P1NY1275 

0225 NNLOOP PINY1283 

0226 XN=FLOATIN) P1NY1285 

0221 IFITYPE.FQ.2.OR.KM.EQ.1) 	WRITE(6 9 1507) 	N P1NY1290 

0228 IF)TYPE.EQ.8) 	RITE)6,4520)VW P1NY1295 

0229 03 	[506 	IflUM1,4 PINYI300 

0230 IF(LS.E0.LAAMW(IOUMI) 	1,0 TO 	1508 PINY1305 

0231 1536 C)NTINUE PINYI3I0 

0232 ISTART3 PINY1315 

0233 IFIN6 PINY1320 
0234 GO 10 1509 P1Nv1325 

0235 1538 1STARTI0UM-1 PINYL33O 
3236 IFIN=II)UM P1NY1335 
0231 15)9 IISIART 	. P1NY1340 
0238 1510 II+L 	 . P1NY1345 
0239 SNWSDOMWIIP PINYI350 
0240 SVTYP=2 	 . P1NY1355 

0241 CALL SERVOL(NNW,SNW.NFLAG) PINYI360 
0242 IF)NFLAG.EQ.1) 	GO TO 1950 P1NY1365 
0243 OUTM(1)=LABMW)I) PINVI310 
3244 OUTMWI2)=SNW P1NY1375 
0245 OUTMW151=L48MW(tI P1NY1380 
0246 Ot)TMW16)SWMW(I) P1NV1385 
0241 IF(NNW.1T.XN) 	GO TO 	1540 D1Ny1390 

0248 WRUE(6,1520) 	OUTMW(1),OLJTMWI2) PINY1395 
0249 GO TO 1950 PINYI400 

0250 1540 CONTINUE PINYL4O5 
025.1 W=XN-NNW 	 . P1NY1410 
0252 XLGSW=ALOGI3(SWMW( I)) PINY1415 
0253 XLC.WN=ALOGIO(W/XN) 	 . PINY1420 
0254 HXLGWN,L.16-0.660*VR-0.372*XLGSW P1NY1425 
0255 IF(W.LT.WMAX) 	GO TO 	1595 PINYL430 
0256 flhJtUW(31WOR0SIL) 	. P1NY1435 
0251 WRITF)6,1560) 	lnhJTMw(J).J1,31 PINYI440 
0258 W=WMAX P1NY1445 

0259 NNW=XN-W PINY1450 
0260 SVTYP=1 P1NY1455 

0261 CALL SERVOL(NMW,SNW,NFLAG) PINYL460 

0262 . IF(NFIAC,.EO.1) 	GO TO 	1950 P1NY1465 
0263 XLGSWAlOr,13(SWMW(1)) PINYI470 
0264 XLG4N=ALOGIO)U/XN) 	. P1NY1475 

0265 H=KLC.WN,1.16_0.660*VR_O.312*XLGSW 	 . PINYI480 
3266 00 	1513 KA=1,6 P1NY1485 
0267 IF(SNW.GE.SPDMW(KA)) 	GO TO 1575 PINY1490 

0268 1510 C)NTTNUE P1NV1495 

3269 k41 PINYI500 

0270 1575 OUTMW(1ILARMW(KA) PINY1SO5 

0211 r)UTMW121SNW PINYI51,3 

3272 . IF(U.GT.0.0) 	GO TO 	1600 P1NY1515 

0273 1591 OITMW(41WORDSI21 PINYI520 

0274 W811E16,15931 	01)TP4W(1),O1JTM2),(OUTMW(J),J4.6I PINY1525 
0215 GO 10 1950 PINY1530 

0216 1595 OUTMW13IWORDS(21 	 . P1NY1535 

0277 IF(M.IE.3.31 	GO TO 	1.591 PINYLS40 

0278 1600 9UTMW14)=WORI)S(1) P1NY1545 

0219 L=H/I-3.10*W*XLr,Vk) 	 . PINYI550 

0280 LALOGI1I/(-0.1) P1NY1555 

0281 IF(L.LE.Q.0) 	GO TO 	1591 PINYI560 

0282 OITMW)1)l P1NY1565 

3283 OUTMW(8)WORDS(11 PINYISTO 

0284 OELS=flUTW(2 )-OUTNW(6) 	 . PINYL515 

0285 IF(r)ELS.LT.(-5.0) .OR.OELS.GT.10.)) 	)UTMW( 8) 	wOROS(2) PINY1580 

0286 IF(L.LT.5.0.OR.L.GT.46.0) 	OUT4WI8)WOROS441 PINY1585 

0281 CALL LANCUT(XLOUT,VPCPH.W,VLEG,SV) PINYI590 

0288 IF(O0TMW(3).E0.WOROSIL)) 	OUTMW)3).WOROS(5) P1NY1595 
0289 .RITF(6.1623).OUTMW,XLOUT PINY1630 
0290 1950 CONTINUE PINY1605 

0291 IFU.LT.IFIN) GO 	TO 	1510 PINYI6I0 
0292 I(NLIOP.lT.NHIG) 	(.0 	TO 	1505 PINYI6I5 
0293 IF(TYPE.FQ.8) 	01' 	TO 4550 PINYI620 
0294 GO 10 5000 PINYI62S 

PINYI63O 
THE 	RASIC flFS ION FEATURES 	ARE NOW CONPLETFO...ANALYSIS FOLLOWS P1NY1635 

C PINYI64O 
0295 . 	2010 C)NTINUE PINYI645 
0296 IF(TYPE.EQ.31 	RITE(6,010) PINY16SO 

0291 00 2453 NL0OPNlOW.NHIG 	 . P1NY1655 
0298 00 2450 	LEN=LLOW,LHIG PINY1660 
0299 04NL'1OP PINY 1665 

0333 XNN PINY1670 
0301 LLMIN.LINC'k*)NLEN-1) PINYI675 

0302 SNU!N60.0 PINYI680 

0333 2051 ES._[39.5,104.$5Q4T)L,3.3),53.7*AL(JGL0(SNWIN) P1NY1685 
0304 WXNLO.11**)-0.615,0.606*SQRVR-0.00365flELS) PINYI690 
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TABLE F-8 (Continued) 

0305 I)4.C,E.WM4*) 	WWMAX P1P4Y1695 
0306 wX-W PINYI100 
0307 SVTYPL PINYL7O5 
0308 CALL 	SERVOL(N9W,SNU,14FLACI PINYI7I3 
3339 IF)NFLAC;.F0.0) 	r6 	TO 	2100 PINYI7I5 
0310 IF(SWIN.CQ.30.0) 	60 TO 2080 PINY1720 
0311 S1W1N=33.3 PTNYL725 
0312 6.) 	TC 	205') PINYI730 
0313 2011 W"ITE(6.2090) 	TITLL,X,L,LA84W(61,S4Wl9,SV P1NY1735 
0314 6) TO 2450 P1NY1740 
0315 21)) SIIJTSNW PIPy1745 
0316 9tFS5WTN-SlWI'IT P1P4y1750 
3317 IF(fl1F.LT.).53.ANfl.OIFF.r.,1.l-).53I1 	GO 	TC 	2200 P!NY1755 
0313 S9wINSNwIN-0.70•flIFF PINYL760 
0319 IF(s')wIs.r,T.60.011 	6) 	10 	2083 P1NY1765 

0323 IF(SNWIN.LT.31.0) 	S4I4=30.0 P!NY1770 
0321 61 	T'  2050 P1NY1775 
0322 22)0 Sw=SNw-OLS PINYI791 
3323 CALL 	La110JT(KLouT,vPCPH.w,VLF6,Sv) PINYI785 
0324 0.1 	2221 	A=L.5 PINY1790 
0325 !F(SNW.(.E.SPOP.4(KAII 	GO 	TO 	2225 PINYI795 
0326 2220 C,)3T!NJF PIPYL800 
0327 kA6 P!9Y1805 
3328 2225 flIJt(1)=LA8I(KA) PTY1810 
0329 00 2240 kA=1.5 P1NY1815 
0330 IF(SW.GE .SP1PwlA)) 	61 TO 2245 P1NY1823 
9331 2243 C1'TtNIIE P!Nv1825 
0332 K46 P1NY1830 
0333 2245 1IIT)2)=L888W('(A) P1NY1835 
0334 JIJT)3) 	= 	,4ORDS(2) PINYI840 
0335 I(w.0.E.4MAX) 	(1UT(3)W089S11) P1NY1845 
3336 CALL 	LANrUT(XL0IJT,VPCP,W,VLE.SV ) P1NY1853 
0337 4I 11(6,2300) 	TITLE,XN.L,00T(1 1,9IJT1121 	SNW,SW,00T(31 ,W,DELS, PINYL3S5 

*VCD 4 .XLflIJT PINYI860 
0339 2450 CON T I NUF PINYI865 
3339 6) TI 5110 PINYI87O 
0340 2530 C)NT1U PINYL8T5 
0341 !F(TYPE.00.4) 	W.IITE(6.2010) PINY1880 
9342 Dl 	2°S) 	LOOPLf(W.HIG P1NV1885 
0343 0') 2951 NLFNLLOW,IHIO PIY1890 
0344 9SAVE =0 P1NV1895 
0345 	- - 	 --EP=0.7 PINY1900 
0346 59L00-P PINY1905 
0347 X8=9L61P PIP4Y1913 
0348 I=LMII+l.INCP'NLEt-1) P1NY1915 
0349 H=_3.10**X1OVR*FXP(_0.1*LI P(PY1920 
0350 Cy4c1=_1.160.6s3*VR+H PTNYL925 
0351 S'l.I'=60.1) PIN1930 
0352 25i1 SVTY°=2 P1NY1935 
0353 NSAVFSAV+1 PINYI940 
0354 IF(NSAVF.61.1001 	GO TO 2952 P1Ny1945 
0355 S)=S'WIN PINY1950 
0356 CALL 	SCPV')LNW,,w,NFLAC,I P1NY1955 
0357 IF(NNW.L1.XN) 	GO TO 2.0O P1NY1960 
0358 I!.6T.30.01 	GO 	TO 	2560 P(NY1965 
0359 wQI,TF16,25551 	TITI.E,XN,L,VPCP'l PINY1910 
0340 GI TO 2950 PINYI915 
0361 25o3 SNW1S'WI9-5.0 PINY1980 
0362 IF(S9WIN.LT.30.0) 	S1WlN=30.0 P1NY1985 
0363 63 TI 2550 P1NY1993 
0364 26)) 4=XN-9NW P1NV1995 
0365 IF(W.GE.W8AX) 	W=WMAI PINY2000 
0366 AN.4=KN-W P1NY2005 
3367 If1(W.LT.WM) 	61 	TO 	2620 PINYZOIO 
0368 SVTVP=1 PINY2015 
0369 CALL 	sFRv"L(w,slw,NFLar) P1NV2023 
3370 S9.)IN=S1W 	 . P1P4Y2025 
0311 2620 *LGWN=4L"C,l0lwIXN) P!8Y2030 
0372 54=to.0*((XL(;WN-co')ST)I0.3721 P1NY2035 
0373 OELS=48.3-27.40ALOGLO(SW)-0. 146( 12.5) PINY2O4O 
0374 IFfIlFLS.LT.O.0) 	DELS=0.0 P1NY2045 
3375 S9WOUT=SW+OELS PINY2050 
0376 !(U.LT.wMA8) 	C.(' 	10 	2700 PTNY2055 
0377 !F(SPw(l'JT.6E.60.0) 	S#WflUT=60.-) PINY2060 
0378 !F(SNW9U1.1E.SPW1N) 	GO TO 2800 PINY2065 
0319 S'IWIN=SNWPD 	E°(SNWO)IT-S9W!9) PINY2070 
0330 1(9SAVC.6T.10) 	EP=0.4 PINY2075 
0331 I(4SAVc.C;T.20) 	EP=0.3 PINY2080 
0382 6) 	TO 2550 P1NY2085 
0383 270) 0!F=SNWIN-S"4WflUT 	 . 	 . P(NY2090 
0384 IF(I)1.1T.o.50.allo.flIFF.C.l.(-o.5O)I 	6010 	2800 PtN2095 
0385 IF(Sw.OE.20.01 	60 	TO 2720 PINY2I00 
0386 IF(S5WI-9.CQ.3).3) 	60 	TO 	2800 PINY2105 
0387 S(WIN=30.0 PINYZLIO 
0388 6) 10 2550 P!NY2115 
0389 272) SNW(9=SNWI-1, 	CP*(S9WOUT_SNWIN) PINY2120 
0390 1F(NSAVE.GT .101 	CP=0.4 P1NY2125 



TABLE F-8 (Continued) 

0391 IFC4SAVE.C.T.'201 	EP0.3 P1NY2130 

0392 ,;.) 	3:1 	7560 P16Y2135 

3393 24)) 	)UT(3).WL69S421 PINV2140 

3396 If)4.r,-.W4AXI 	OhITI3)=CQOS(1) P1NY2145 

3395 SNSNWIN 	 - P1NY2153 
Y 	262) 9A'l.6 P1NY2155 

0397 19 (S'W.G.SPO'W)KAII 	Gn 	3) 2826 P)6Y2150 

339A 29.'3 	C'114T IN-K PINY2&65 

0399 (A.? PINV21?) 

0400 2925 	•1.IT(1)1,SR4WI(AI P1Ny2175 

3401 11 	2E 4 ) 	(8=1,6 P1NY2183 

0402 (S..SW4((8)) 	GO TO 	2644 PINY2I95 

0403 284.) 	CONT I -'IF P1.02190 

7434 K41 P1Ny2195 

0405 2645 	'IT 121 	L8RMUI(A) 	 - P1NV2200 

0436 COIL 	144r'IITIKIO(IT,VRCDH,W,Vt,;.SV) PINY2215 
0407 d8ITr)o, 3 30I)I 	TITLE.XN.L,OIJTI u. 1Iø2).SN.S.')jTIi 	,,ELS. P14y2210 

*VPCPH.XI')IJT P16Y2215 

0409 C,) 	iC 2953 P14Y2223 
0404 292 	(ALL 	LP(WMAK,Ct'NST,SNW,SW,I)IFW) P16Y2225 

0413 SNI)N.SNW PI'9y2230 
0411 WRIT!(b.2qs3r.1719.rnFw 01NY2235 

0417 2951 C)NT!N'-$ P1NY2240 
0413 01 	TO 5003 916Y2245 

C PINY2Z5O 
- 	%LL 	9ASIrS FOk 	1*SIGN/A'IALYSIS 51W 	wRITIcN P)19Y2255 

PINY2ZbO 
3414 33)) 	(')STINUE PINYZ26S 
0415 c,.p 	TO 	200.1 11NY2270 
0416 341) 	CCNT,,tIr p1Ny2275 
0417 Gn 	II'  2460 P1NY2280 
0419 4001 C)NTIN'I P)NY2295 
0419 Kg'') PINY2290 
04'0 4010 K"KM+l P1NY2295 
0421 '.015 	V1.05L)3TIkI PINY230)) 

0422 SCJ"VR.SQTIV'.) P)Ny2315 
0423 9L0v=4LO.10lVe) P1NY2310 
0424 V9.9'.*V9/(1.3-VQ) P16Y2315 
3425 VP(2)OCT-1Q'VW P1NY2320 
0420 V°.PII( 5VW-VPCPH)21 P1NY2325 

0427 VL'r,(1I=VPC.PUI1),VPCPI4)2I PI'9Y2333 
-342W WLrr,(?I.vpC*I443),VPCDHI4 I PINV233A 
0429 V1(3).V0CPI-4U),VPCPI(3) P1NY2347 
0430 V6).VCF4(?),VPCP'l)4I P1NY2345 
0431 IITYPE.FO.31 	00 	TO 4516 P!NY2350 
0432 01 	TJ 	901 	. P1Ny2355 

0433 4)40 	CO'q T I N.kjF P1NV2363 
0494 If(KM.LT.1,I 	03 	TO 4010 P1NY2365 
0435 0) 	T, 	SOCO P1NV2370 
3496 45)) 	rr.NTrJc PtNy2375 
0437 KM.) P1NY2380 
0436 4510 	K1.4441 PINY238S 
3439 VR 	).')5*FLr)4T((M)+).j5 P1NY2390 
3443 0) 	TO 	4315 P1NY2395 
0441 4410 	c-:NTINIPE PtN72403 
0442 03 TO 	1500 P1NV2405 
0443 459) 	C1'ITIN1E R16Y2410 
0444 IF)KM.Lt.14) 	03 	10 	4410 	 . P1NY2415 
0445 0-) 	(1 	5300 P16Y2423 
3446 533) 	CPNTI'iLJ5 P16Y2425 
0447 *000 	WRITEIO,610.11 P1NY2430 
0448 10 	13MAT(1W/) 	 ' P1NY2435 
0449 tm 	FJ6M8T1204, 11,IL,411*.F4.0I. 1X,A1,IX,F2.2,1X,22.2118.F4.0t. 	' D)44 

.4(11.FI.C).t*,F4.2.3)tX,F2.0I,IX,Ft.0,IX,F4.2,IX,F2.21 P1NY2445 
0450 110 	F())M8T(2)X,284,2X,42MPCP.1 OR 	VR4 NOT 	SPECIFIRD ... PCPH SPECIFIEO//)P1NY2453 
0451 210 	OPM8T(2OX.2A4.?X,8HGQ40L 	OF,F5.0.5714 	RERCENT SPECIFIEO ... PLEASE P16Y2455 

*C05vFD7 	TO PCP 	9E70P5 	INPUT/) P1MY246.3 
0452 2)) F)*MCT(2)8,2)4,2X,ISHGOAO[ LFNGIH JF,r5.2,29H 	SPFCIFIED ... PROBLEMPINY2465 

- 	5KjPPrO//) PINY2470 
0453 210 FOI14AT(2)X,284,2*,40HSPECIAI 	FACT'lQ(LATERAL 	CLEARANCE 	EIC) 	OF, P1NV2415 

IS 	USEO ... THIS 	IS/30X,57UNOT 	SAMF 	OS MCM TABLE 9.2 	IN T$1P1NY2480 
AT 	LANE 	4)0TH 	IS 	r.OPR(CTEU/301,L7HF0R 	IND(PRNOENTLY/fl P1NV2485 

0454 341 F)PMRT(1-)*,141400PLEM 	TITLE:,2x,2A4,36X,131-4PRO'RLEM TYPE:,2X,3A8/10P1NY2490 
PY2495 

IIk.1,478,12(1H*)//15X,16(1He)/156,16H**INPUT OATA**S115X,1611He1P1NY2503 
*5x.q4*1vEMcNT:,I6,3I8,11X,15HPERCEN1 	TRUCKS: ,F4.0/75X,14HPERCENPINY25OS 

T 	4USIS:, 	FS.021K,1214VOLUME5(VPH),4F8.0h/21X,13HVOLUMESIPCPU), PINYZSLO 
F7.3,3F4.0.10X. 	6HGPAOE:,F5.0,8H PERCFNT/RIX,F5.2,1IH MILES LONG/P1NY251S 

251.4HPHF.F5.2.413.15MSPECIAL 	F4CTOR:,F8.2/F159,17) IH*)/15X,17H*PINYZ52O 
"1UTPIJT 	OA1A/LSX,t7) IH*U/) 	 - PIPIY2SZS 

0455 57) P99An10x,14HPPOBLF'4 TITLF:,2x,246,3bX,13IP*GRLEM TYPE:,2X,3A8#IDPINY2S3O 
P1NY2535 

.(I,$.'I.47X,12(IH*II/1SX,16U.-4*)/15X,16H***INPI)T 0AtA*/15X,16(IH*)PINY2540 

./25x,)HWOVAI4CNT:, 	16,316/F216,13HVOLUMFS)PCPH),F?.0,3F8.3,5X. P1NY2545 
*63-IPCPI-I 	SPEC IFtFr)...IJSFR 	ASSUMED TO 00 ALL 	CORRECTIONS 	ERCEPT 	PHF.PINY25SO 
//25X,4'4HF,E5.2//15X.17( IH*)115X,1?I-4*S*PI)TPUT 	flAtA$*IL5X,17)[I4*PINY2555 

PINY2563 
0456 7L0 FGP4AT(20X.264,23,I7HTVPE 	SPECII(F) 	AS,15,I7H 	PROBLEM 	SKIPPED/) P1NY2565 
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TABLE F-8 (Continued) 

0457 	 720 F)PMA'(209,43k..'REMINDEP.*'T14E (J5(R HAS SET W MAKIMUM AT,F8.2I1 PINY2570 
0458 	 740 ROR14T1208,244.29,31H,*THIS MAJOR WEAVE HAS I MAX AT,F8.2/329,31HCP1NY2575 

'AN 0OMFIGI4TION PROVIDE IT?"/I 	 P111Y2580 
0459 	 750 F0RMATUOX.2A4,2*,47HGRYATER IF INPUT LANES NOT SPEC IFIED...ONE LEPINY2585 

'5S3X,5LkTkAN IN9ERNAI N IS ASSUMED FOR ANY VALUE OF N3,4,5/30R,PINY2590 
*30HTWO ASSUMED IF N.2,FOUA IF N.6/1 	 P1NY2595 

0460 	 110 FORM4T4409,12HN01F THAT R,F6,2,16k IN THIS PRORLEM/) 	 PINV2603 
0461 	 807 FOMMAT(l59,31H**'OESIGN T0.FOLLOW IS FOR N OF,14.9k LANES'"1148, P1NV2605 

'SWHNW LVLSEA' CONFIr, S DESIGN S ')EL SPU' LENGTH' WE LVLSER', 	PINY2610 
'52k DESIGN' "SINT LANES"" ""LANES RY LEGSS ... */SX, 	P!NY2615 
557H1S SNW • CONSTR S POSSIBLE 	 $ IS 	SW 5, 	PINY2620 
'52k RFCOMMS rIIJTERL WEAV OUTERZ' • A 	F 	* 	V e/4*,110(LH.pINy2625 
'I) 	 P1NY2630 

0462 	 80 F3RMATI5X,A2,F5.0,4H * .44,3k •,3X,A4.LR,41)H**STO0 MUCH VNW ... CAPIPWY2ASS 
SNN)T EVEN HANDLE VNW .' 13X,IH',9X,1H',1OX,lk',1OX,1kS,79,1H.,9x, PIPIY2643 
'LIl',23*.IH',24X,1H') 	 P1NY2645 

0463 	 910 FORMATI5X,A2,FS.0,4k S ,A4,2X,13k.''PUT SNW OF,F5.0,27H WILL ADJUPINY26SO 
'ST AS SHOWN RELDWFI3*,LHS,8X,IHS,LOX,1H.,RX,1H..7*,Lk.,L0X,LH,. 	PINY265S 
'7X,lk',199,LH*,18,IH',21X,1k'1 	 PINY266) 

0464 	 910 FJ9M4TI6X,A2,F5.3,Ik*, 2X,A4.2*,lH*,8X,2X.EHS.1X,R5.1.2*,1kU, 	P1NY2665 
'2X,F4.1.2k •,2*,A2,F5.0,2H ',2X,A4,2H •, 	3F6.1,2H 0 .2k ',F3.1,PINY2670 
'F5.1,2E6.1,2H */13X,LH',SX,LH',13X,(H',8X,LH'.TX,14*, 	LOX,LH'PINY2675 
5, 79, 1k', 19*, 3k' ',219,tk') 	 PINY2660 

0465 	 1050 FORMAT(5X,A2,F5.0,2H 0,2X,A4,2X,14*,49,A4,2X,tHS,LX,F5.1,28,3H*, P1NY2685 
*29,F4.1,2H ',2X,A2,F5.0,2H ',2X,44,2H ., 	3F6.1,2H 0.2k *,F3.1,PINY2690 
SF5. L,2F6.1,2H 5/13*, 1115,9*, 1'1*,10*,IH',BX,2H',7*.LHU, 	10*,LHSPINY2695 
,7*, 1I', LOX, 3k' 5,21*, Lk*) 	 PINV2703 

0466 	 1507 FORMATIISX,XLHS*SDESIGII TO FOLLOW IS FOR N OF,I4,9k LANESS"/14X, P1NY2105 
51011MW LVLSFR',LX,8HCONFIG '.2*, OHDESIGN *,IX,IRHWE LVLSER'LEEIGTHPINY2710 
' •,2*,8HGESIGM ',4X,20H"SI4T LANES"" ',29,23H'*"SLANES BY LEPINYZTL5 
'G"/49,LOH IS SNW ',19,8HCONSTR 0,2X.9HPCSS!RLE',L9,18H IS 	PINV2720 
'SW 	 0,2X.8HRFCIM4 0,49,ZOHOUTFRL WE4V 01.17(92 ',2X,23H' . A PINY272S 
* 9 	.9 	V SI4X,08HS)/) 	 P1Ny2730 

0461 

	

	 1520 FOQMATISX,52,C5.0,4H * .84,3k ',39,A4,1X,40H''STO0 'UCH VMW...C40 1MY2135 
'kNOT EVEN HANDLE VIIW / I3X,tH',8X,IH',L0X,14',L8X,1ll',1X,1k'.9X, P1NY2743 

lk',239,1H*,24X,LH5 ) 	 PINY2745 
0469 	 1560 FORMATISX.A2,F5.0,2H ,2X,A4,2*,31l1*S*9UT SNW WILL ADJUST AS SHOWNPINY27RO 

MELOW/L3X,IH,8X,*H',LOX,LH',LOX,IH',7X,1k',OX,LH',23X,1H',24X. 111PIP1Y2755 
'SE 	 PINY2760 

0449 	 L5A) FOR14ATI5*,42,75.0,2H ',AX,L'l*,3X,A4,3X,1H',2X,A2,F4,0,25,1k',7(, LHPINY276S 
*5 ,99,IHS.239,114*,24X,IHS/13X,1H5,AR,1H5 ,1O9,LH*,1Q*,1115,7X,1kS,9X,p1Ny2770 
'1H',23k,IH'.249,IH') 	 P1NY2775 

0410 	 1620 RIIR4ATI5*.A2,F5.0,2k ,2X,A4,2X, 1H5 .39,A4,3R,lkS,2X.A2,F4.3,2X,LH•P1NY2783 
',F6.L,714 •,3X,A4,2X,IH,S*,F4. L,2F6.L,2X,1US,2X, 114',F4.1,F5.L,2F6.PINY2T8A 
*L.Lk'/13X,145,89,IH',1OX,Lk.,1OX,1H',7X,IH*.9X,lk*,23X,tk..24X,LH*PIEIYZTOO 
5) 	 P14V2795 

0411 	 2010 FJRMATU*,481-PRURLEM ' N ' 	I 'LVI OF 5RS SPEEDS 'CONFIG', 	PINV2800 
*194 W * OEL S •"S*'SS*VOIUMESIPCPH)'S", 7(IH').11HLANE REQUIREPINV2805 

- 	'MENTS, 6(14'1/LX, 4L4TITLF 	* 	* 	' NIF WEA S NWE WEA 5, PINV281,0 
S6OHCONSTR' 	* 	' 	1 	2 	3 	4 • A-K WEA 9-V 5, P1NV2815 
'Ilk LGA 109 (CX LGY*/LX.118114')//I 	 PINY2823 

0472 	 2090 F0R4ATILR,2A4,1k5,F3,3,2H ',)-,.1,1',LX,A2,9X, 9HIESS THAN,F5.L, P1NV2925 
* Ok WITH SV.,rR.0, IN NEEDED 	,41*,lk./91,1115, 	 PINY2830 
549,lk*,5X,1I1.,IOX,IH*,flk,1H.,lX,LkS,4X,LH',79,LHS,24*,1H$,13*,IHS,P1NV2835 
'169,1401 	 P1NY2840 

0473 	 2300 Fi)RMAT(19,2A4,1k',F3,fl,2k ',F5.1,jk',LR,A2,4*,A2,2k 0,2F4.0,3H ' ,PINV2845 
*A4,29,LI4*,F4.1,1k5,F5.O,2X,111*,4F6.3,Lk*,3E4.1,2k •,4F4,L,1H5/9X, P1NY2853 
014' 	 PINY2e55 
548,1k'.5*.IH.,LOX,LHS,9X,LkS,7X,1H*,4*,IH*,7*,IHS,24X,1HS,13X.1115,PINY28AO 
*LoX,lk') 	 PINY2065 

0474 	 2555 F0RMAT(j*,2A4,1H',F3,O,2H •,F5.1,111',29,31HNOT ENOUGH N TO HANDLE PINY2810 
'EVEN VNW,8*,1k',4F6.0.1k*,13R,LH',I6X,IH*/QX,1kS, 	 PINY2815 
*41,Lk*.51,14*,10X,IH',9X,LkS,7X.1k*,4X,LkS,7*,IHS,24X,IHS,L3X,LkS,PINV28XO 
16X,14'1 	 P1NY2885 

0415 	 2953 flR4ATILR.244,1H*,1OX,27HROtITINE H.LP CALIEO.OIFF flF,F5.2, 	P1NY2890 
'14k MPH RESULTS./20X,49HACCEPT ANSWER 9E13W ONLY IF 01FF LESS THAPIMY289S 
'N 0.50./2CX,7OHOTHEPWISE DO MY kAllDfl 	 PIPAYZ900 

0476 	 4023 F)R4A1117X,1SHITAVE VOLUME OF,F6.),27H PCPH YIELDS THE FOLLOWING:/PINY2905 
'I 	 PINY291.0 

0477 	 4520 FORAV(279,15HuE4VE VOLUME OF,F6.0,27k PCPH YIELDS THE FOLLOWI4G:/PINY2915 
'I 	 PINY2920 

0478 	 61)) F08MAT(1k1,5O1,25H55'LAST 0430 PROCESSED'S') 	 P1NY2925 
0479 	 STOP 	 PINY2930 
0480 	 ENO 	 . 	 P1MY2935 
0001 	 SURROUTINE SERV(IL(NNW,SNW,NELAG) 	 . 	 P1NY2940 
0002 	 C)99flN/RLkA/NINPIJT,N,SVTY,PH ,VNW,SV 	 PINY2945 
3033 	 REAL NNW,PI-4F,VNW,SNW,SV,4RR4(5,31,AM'R(5),SPi)I5) 	 PINY29Sr) 
0004 	 INTF.GEQ NINIIT,N,SVTYP 	 P1NY2955 
0005 	 DATA ARPA/700,0,1000.3,1530.0,1800,0,2330.3,803.0,1167.0,L630.0, P1NY2960 

'1803.0,2000.0,850.0.1250.0,1600.0,1800,0,2000.0/ 	 PINY2965 
0006 	 DATA S#fl/60.0,55.0,50.0,38.0,30.J/ . 	 PINY2970 
0007 	 NFLAG') 	 P1NY2975 
0008 	 IFINI'IP(IT.NE.0I GO TO 50 	 . 	 PIPIY2980 
0009 	 I'N-Z 	 PINV2985 
3010 	 ,F(I.rQ.rI, 1.1 	 PINY2990 
0011 	 IEII.GT.31 1.3 	 P1Nv2995 
0012 	 00 TO 60 	 PINY3000 
3013 	 50 1.2 	 PIMY3005 
0014 	 IE(NINPIJT.LE.2) 1.1 	 PINY3010 



TABLE F-8 (Continued) 

0015 IF(NINPUT.GE.4) 	I3 PINY3OL5 

0016 60 CONTINUE P1NY3020 

0017 00 100 J1.5 P1NY3025 

0016 13) 	AReXRIJ)8RRAIJ.I) P1P4Y3030 

ooiq a3)ARRR(3IePNE P15Y3035 

0020 ARRR(4)ARRR(4)*PHF P15Y304) 

C 	SYTYP 	1 	IS GIVEN NNW 	IND SV AND SN6 PINY3O4S 

C 	 2 	GIVEN SNW PIND SV AND NNW P!5Y3050 

0021 IEISVTYP.FQ.1I GO TO 500 PINY3055 

0022 STERPSNW PINV3060 

0023 IF(SNW.C,E.SPD(L)) 	STE'4P.60.3 01NY3065 

0324 IXISNW.GT .SPD(S)) 	Gfl TO 200 PINV3070 

0025 WRITEI6.150I 	SNW P15Y3075 

0026 150 coRMA1(s0x,4ISNw,F6.0.45H SPFCIFIEO...THIS 	STEP 	4F101F11D 00 	TERNIPINY3080 

SNATED) P1NY3085 

0027 RETURN PINY3090 

0028 230 COST INUF PINY3095 

0029 1) 	250 	12.5 PINY3100 

0030 IF(SNW.f,E.S°DI!H 	GO TO 260 P1NY3105 

0031 250 CONTINUE PINY3IIO 

0032 260 COSTINUE P15Y3115 

0033 DEITIL.fl/SP)III-1.O/SSWIIII.0/S0DII)1.0/SPDIIIII PINY3120 

0034 SVARRR(I)flFL*IARKRII)ARR5(I1II P15Y3125 

0035 N46VNWSV PINY3I30 

0036 RETURN P1NY3135 

3031 530 SV-VNWINNW PI4Y3L4O 

0038 IFISV.LE.ARRR(II) 	SVARRR(II PINY3145 

0039 IFISV.IE.APAPIS)I 	GO 	TO 600 PINY3I50 

0043 WRITEI6,5251 	SV PINY3155 

0041 525 FOR48T(50X,3NSV,F6.0,56H 	I°LIEQ XV 	VSW OIVEN ... THIS STEP MOOIFIEPINV31.60 
*0 03 TERMINATEO/) P15Y3165 

0042 NFL4G1 PINY3I70 

0043 RETURN PINY3L7S 

0044 e)) COST ISUF P15V318) 

0045 00 640 I2.S PI5V3185 

0046 IF(SV.IE.ARXA(III 	GO 	TI' 650 PINY3I90 

0047 640 CONTINUF PINY3I9S 

0048 650 0EL(ARR4III_SVU(ARRB(I)ARRR(I1)) PINY3200 

0049 flELA._flELR(1.D/SP0III1.fl/SPO(I.III*I.OSPDIII PIXIY32OS 

0050 S4dL.0F0ELA PINY321.3 

0051 RETURN P1NV3215 

0052 EN!) PINY3220 

0031 SUR°.OUTIS 	LASOUTI XLOUT.VPCPH.W,VLE(,SVI P15Y3225 

0002 3141. 	XLOIJT171.VPCPMI4I,W.VLE((4),SV PIPIY3230 

0033 XL)UTI L)V°CPI4I 1I/SV P1NY3235 

3034 XL:)UT(2IW PINY324O 

0005 XL )UTI 3IVPCPI4I4USV PI5Y3245 

0096 01 	100 	14.7 PINV3250 
01NY3235 

3G37 
0008 

J=I-3 
1-00 	XL!)IJTIIIVI-FGIJI'SV PINY$Z6Q 

0009 RETURN PINY3265 

0013 
3031 

E'Ir) 
SUR*OUTISE 	IlL° 	(WMAX,CONST,SNW,SW.PIFU) 

PINY3270 
P15Y3275 

0002 MEAl 	PHX.VN3,SV,NNW P1NV3280 
PI5v3285 

0003 ISTFGFR 	SISPlIT.N,SVTV P1NY3290  
0004 PINY3ZRS  
0005 OlFF1003.3 P15Y3300  
0036 XN P1NY3305  
000? 00 500 	IL,bI P1NY3313  
0008 SVTYP2 P1NY3315  
3309 65W 	6).)-0.5°111) P1NV3320 
0010 CALL SF0VOL(NNW.SNW,NFLA PIt4Y3325 
0011 IEINNW.GE.XS) GO 70 500 

PINV3330  
0012 W. *5-553 PI5Y3335 
0013 Ir(w.(T.w'4A*) 	GO 	Tn 	20!) 

PI5V3343 
0014 3 	UMAX 

PINV3345  
0015 NN3XN3 P15Y3330  
0016 
0017 

SVTYP1 
CALL SFRVOL(NN#,SNW.NFIAGI P15Y3355 

0018 XiGwS.ALCG1OIW#XN) 
P!5Y3360  
PINV3365 

0019 SU.1J.0**((XLGWNCONSTII0.3721 PINY33?0 
3023 OIFW-0.3 PI5Y3375  
0021 GO TO 400 P1NV338) 
0022 200 	*LG4NALiG10(WXS) 

P1NY3385 
3023 Sd=13.0°° 	XIGWN—CONSTI/0.372) 

PI5Y3390 
0024 I)!LS46. 3_27.4*ALQGl0(SWI.fl.L46*Il.5l 

P15Y3395 
0025 SNWOUTOELS+SW 

°15y3400 
0026 0IFdAXS(SN3O1lTSNWl P15Y3405  
3027 4-30 	IF(QIPW.GT.DIFEI 	Ofl 	TO 500 

PINYS4LO  
3028 r)IFF0IFW P1NY3415  
0029 SNWSTRSNW P15Y3420  
0030 SWSTPSW P15Y3425  
0031 5)) CONTIS'JF P1NV3430  
0032 0IF#"IF P15Y3435 
0033 55w.SNISTR 

P1NY3440  
0034 S4.SNSTR P15V3445  
0035 SVTVP2 P15Y34S0 
0036 CALL SEQVOLIPSU.SNW,NFLAGI 

P1NY3455  
0037 RETURN P15Y3460 
0038 ES!) 	

- 
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APPENDIX G 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE WARD-FAIRMOUNT WEAVING SECTION 

The Ward-Fairmount evaluation (7) is particularly interest-
ing because the improvements could not be properly an-
ticipated by HCM procedures. One would expect that the 
recommended procedure should have more utility in this 
case, particularly as it is configuration-conscious, and this 
appendix addresses the question. 

DEFINITION OF THE SITE 

The Ward-Fairmount study graphically illustrates the effect 
of lane configuration on weaving area operations. The sec-
tion of 1-8 in San Diego between Ward and Fairmount Aye- 

flues habitually experienced breakdown in level -of -service 
F flow. Improvements in flow were accomplished by means 
of two successive improvements: 

Adding a lane to the off-ramp at Fairmount Avenue 
thereby creating a "through" lane for one weaving flow. 

Breaking up the on-ramp into two successive on-
ramps. 

Although the total length of the weaving section was also 
increased, a major part of the improvement in conditions 
can be shown to be attributable to the configuration changes 
made. 

2642' 

1080' 

1040' 8601  

arJ__ 

I.  _ 

2 
3 
4 5  

INTERMEDIATE CONFIGURATION 
CREATED BY ADDITION OF LANE 
NUMBER 7 $E 

N 

PSCHEMA D50 RAWING OF INITIAL AND INTERMEDIATE CONFIGURATIONS  

2642' 
p 	 - 

$720' 

$480' 

2 

3 

4 
5 	 7 
6 

4 

SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF FINAL CONFIGURATION 
Figure G-1. Configurations of the "before,"  "intermediate" and "after" stages of improvements to the Ward-Fairmount weaving 
section of 1-8 in San Diego. 
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TRAVEL TIMES AVERAGE 

NO. OF 
DELAY AVERAGE 

SPEED 

OVERALL 

LEVEL OF Standard 
Average Deviation Improvement VEHICLES Average Reduction 
(seconds) (seconds) ( %) IN QUEUE (seconds) (%) (MPH) SERVICE 

Before 63 10 -- 15 19 -- 28 F 

Intermediate 54 11 14 10 10 47 33 E 

Final 44 2 19 2 0 100 41 D 

cii 
Figure G-2. Flow data for the three stages of tue Ward-Fair,nount study. 

The configurations, as well as flows, for the "before," 
"intermediate" and "after" conditions are shown in Figures 
G-1 and 0-2. Travel times, delays, and level of service are 
also included. The diagram shown in Figure G-1 was ob-
tained from Reference 7; the data shown in Figure G-2 
were obtained from Mr. K. Moskowitz of the California 
Division of Highways. 

ANALYSIS 

Two decisions were made in preparing the analysis: 

Because of the speed data available, the two outer 
lanes were not included, either in terms of volume or lanes 
contributing to N. 

Because of the VR = VW/VTOT, each of the three 
stages is considered a major weave. 

Inspection of Figure 0-1 yields lengths of 880 and 
1,080 ft for the "before" and "intermediate" conditions, 
respectively. Consideration of ihe multiple weave guide-
lines—for that is what the "final" conditions may be con-
sidered—assigns all weaving to the 1,480-ft section. A 
summary of the results of the analyses is given in Table 
0-1. The speeds are compared in Table G-2. 

It is possible that the "final" condition would be better, 
but this would require knowledge of the split of the on-
ramp flows. 

It is interesting that, if one considered the "before" con-
dition as a ramp-weave, substantially better performance 
would have to be predicted, that is, S,,,,, —  51 mph and 
S20  = 43 mph. Leg Y, however, would require 1.3 lanes 
to cope with this. As it has only one lane, some backlog 
and related desegregation of the section would have to be 
expected. In fact, the field condition was characterized by  

heavy auxiliary lane queuing and the solution ("inter-
mediate") was the addition of a lane to Leg Y. Such 
quelling is also implied in the speeds of the major weave 
analysis, particularly since the ramp-to-ramp flow is "locked 
in.,,  

The section may also be analyzed with the full volumes 
and widths. This, however, requires separate manipulation 
of the speeds to be comparable to Table G-2; it also re-
quires consideration of the YR in determining the ap-
plicable type. In fact, however, the concentration of vehi-
cles is well accounted for in the above deletions in that 
lanes and their exact contents are deleted. 

EVALUATION 

The application of the recommended procedure reflects the 
observed conditions, but not exactly. Certainly, greater 
precision would be possible in the "after" condition if the 
on-ramp split were known. Still, an understanding of the 
recommended procedure causes one to look for and ob-
serve: (1) leg overloads, which lead one to increase lanes 
if necessary; (2) ramp-to-ramp flows being "locked in" by 
weaving flows; and (3) queueing resulting from low speeds 
and/or the previous two items. The pattern of the enhance-
ment—some added length with an additional output lane, 
then added width with more additional length—yields 
analysis results that are comparable to the actual condition. 

As noted, the HCM methodology, when applied to the 
same problem, fails to reflect the actual results, as it is in-
sensitive to the critical element of lane configuration which 
is developed throughout this report. HCM Chapter 7 pre-
dicts level of service E operation for all three cases, with no 
further information. 
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ANALYSIS OF THREE STAGES OF THE WARD-FAIRMOUNT STUDY 
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TABLE G-2 

COMPARISON OF SPEEDS (MPH) 

ESTIMATED 

	

DATA FROM 	FROM 
STAGE 	 FIGURE G-2 	TABLE G-1 

Before 	 28 	 28 
Intermediate 	 33 	 30 
After 	 41 	 36 
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(H-i) 

(H-2) 

In Chapter 2, basic statistics on lane changing were re-
ported using data from three of the sites filmed as part of 
this project. Considering the lane-change probabilities 

it was established for this site that 

There is no detectable trend of these probabilities with 
volume. 

There is no detectable change of the probabilities from 
segment to segment within the section. 

There is a distinction among probabilities depending 
upon whether the lane change was essential or nonessential 
to accomplish the weaving desired; this causes two prob-
abilities p0  and p,  to be defined for the section. 

The first two results are consistent with results of a study 
conducted at Northwestern (8). 

This linear programming formulation serves to demon-
strate configurational effects in weaving sections as well as 
the importance of internal volume concentrations or "hot 
spots" in controlling the performance of a weaving section. 
These basic mechanisms are often the cause of the limita-
tions which are properly built into the recommended 
macroscopic procedure. 

The linear programming formulation assumes that the 
probabilities p,, and p,,, are not dependent on length, con-
figuration, or volume. This is consistent with the micro-
scopic data analysis reported in Chapter 2. The examples 
presented herein assume that Pa  is not dependent upon di-
rection of movement (movement AY versus movement 
BX). This is also consistent with the Chapter 2 results, 
although it is indicated therein that p,, is dependent upon 
direction of movement. 

Data are neither sufficient nor appropriate to indicate the 
"net effect" of a vehicle as it changes lanes, in terms of a 
vehicle equivalence factor. It is assumed herein that a lane-
changing vehicle is counted in both "cell positions" (de-
fined below) while lane changing. The model (i.e., the 
computer program) is now capable of changing this value 
so that parametric studies can be made, but this extension 
was not deemed merited. The model, even with this double-
counting (which cannot be disproven microscopically, given 
the data available) and a moderately high p0, reinforces the 
concepts of the macroscopic model and illustrates impor-
tant basic mechanisms. The form but not the essence of the 
results herein would be modified somewhat by these re-
finements. Attention was turned to the macroscopic model. 

CONFIGURATION DEFINES TRANSITIONS 

Depending upon configuration, a specific lane change may 
be either essential (e) or nonessential (ne). A transition 
matrix is defined for a given configuration and for a given 
pair of legs. The transition matrix for the BX movement 
of Figure H-i (A) is given by 

ri 	0 	0 
BX = I P. 0 - p0) 0 

Li p0 0 — P6) 

whereas for the configuration. of Figure H-i (B) it is 

ri 0 	0 
PBX Pa (l—p) 0 	

] [o 	( 1  Pe) Pne 	 n 

with the matrices for the AY movement also different. 
Define a [a a0 a3] as the initial distribution of BX 

weaving vehicles and $ [th $2 $3] as the final distribution. 
Note that 

$_.-cLPBXN 	 (H-3) 

and $ is the flow that does not make a successful weave in 
the first case. 

In an actual case, $ will force itself to make its desired 
move. The turbulence caused by this, however, is un-
desired. Thus, $ can be used as a figure of merit in de-
signing the section: one may specify, for instance, that 
$ < 1 percent of the entering volume. 

For the second case, the figure of merit would be ($ + 
$). The two configurations are thus different both in the 
transition matrices and in the defined figure of merit. 

THE DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 

Let the figure of merit (the measure of forced vehicles) be 
denoted F. Note that F is dependent not only upon p0  and 
'u 	but also upon the input distribution (defined by a2  and 

A ______ __ __ 

CONFIGURATION I 

-Y 

B 

CONFIGURATION 2 

Figure H-i. Configurations studied in linear programming 
formulation. 
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c 3  since a., = 0 by definition of the BX movement) and 
the number of subsections. 

For a given distribution (say a, = 0.4 and a, = 0.6) and 
value of F (say 1 percent), one may compute the requisite 
number of subsection N to satisfy the figure of merit. This 
specifies length L since each subsection is to be 250 ft. 

Note, however, that if the input value were doubled, the 
number of vehicles represented by $3 (in the first case) 
would also double, but the percentage would not change. 
This is due to the linearity of the equations. It implies, 
however, that N need not change for increasing volume 
VB  = (c 2  + CO.  This is contrary to observations, as noted 
in Figure H-2. 

The percentage as a figure of merit is therefore un-
acceptable. 

If one thinks of the absolute number of vehicles that miss 
a smooth weave (i.e., they are leftover), this defines the 
number of disturbances to occur at the end of the section. 
If one were to expect that the section could sustain no more 
than 1 or 2 such disturbances per minute, this defines the 
acceptable volume $. 

F$3 60or 120 vph 

Note that for a given V = V0, a length L0  is defined as 
before, say for F = 60 vph. For V = 2V0  and this L = L0, 

120 vph. Thus, L must be increased to decrease $ so 
that $ 	F .= 60 vph. Thus, the trend of Figure H-2 can 
be achieved. 

A second consideration is that it is not permissible that 
the section break down internally. For a given level of 
service and input volumes, this means that in no lane in any 
subsection may the volume exceed the service volume (or 
some other critical value) for that level, as illustrated in 
Figure H-3. 

Note that the volumes involved in Figure H-3 are not 

v*I 

 

I 
Figure H-2. Observed volunie-length trend. 

oI 
1800 

VIOLATION OFL.OFS.E 

Figure H-3. Violation of internal volumes at level of service E. 

simply contributions from leg B weaving traffic. There are 
two weaving and two nonweaving flows and each con-
tributes. 

The problem is to find an appropriate length L for given 
input volumes such as to (1) satisfy the figure of merit F 
and (2) satisfy the constraints on lane volume. 

In regard to lane volume, note that there are five corn-
ponénts to this volume: 

That is, there is (1) the traffic passing through the cell, 
(2) the traffic leaving it for other cells, (3) the traffic enter-
ing this cell. This implies that certain volumes will be 
counted in two cells within the same subsection. This is 
appropriate in a sense because vehicles do occupy two 
spaces while making their weaves: 

Actually, one can argue that a vehicle should be counted 
75 percent in each cell—or 1.5 vehicle equivalents—as it 
makes a weaving motion. This refinement can be incor-
porated, but is not included, in the examples herein. 

THE LINEAR PROGRAM STATEMENT 

Note that the weaving traffic in any cell (number of weaves 
as well as total weaving volume) may in principle be found 
for any input lane by use of the various transition paths and 
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their associated probabilities. Refer to Figure H-4. For the 
second case defined above, the vehicles entering in lane 3 
on the BX weave distribute as indicated. 

Observe that in lane 2 of subsection 2 there is a volume 
count of (21 + 49  + 21) = 91 percent of input lane 132's 
weaving traffic. If the weaves were only counted fraction-
ally, this would be ([3/4 ] 21 + [-1/4 ] 49 + 21) = 73.5 per- 

cent. 
Define Vjr to be the effective volume in lane i within sub- 

section r. Then 	= 0.91 a, + 0.30 oL., + .... in which 
a., refers to the BX weaving traffic entering from lane B2, 
cc.. to the BX weaving traffic entering from lane BI, and 
where there are add-on terms related to the AY weaving 
and the AX and BY through traffic. The basic point, how-

ever, is that Vir linearly related to the input volumes and the 
coefficients may be systetnatically determined. 

A program has been written to generate the set of co-
efficients for all volumes Vj r  for any specified configuration 
and basic probabilities. This program requires a minimal 
input. The output is suitable for input to a standard linear 
programming package (IBM MPS). 

The actual linear programming problem is to: 

Maximize the total weaving volume subject to the 
constraints of: 

Effective volume in every cell less than or equal to 
some specified service volume. 

Figure of merit on each of the weaving movements 
satisfied and perhaps to additional constraints. 

One weaving flow fixed, or the ratio of weaving flows 
fixed. 

Through vehicle flows specified, perhaps by lane. 
Distribution of vehicles by lane or within movements 

constrained; for example, u, 

All of these constraints are linear, so that a standard linear 
programming problem exists. 

The mechanism by which maximum volume is effected 
is a distribution by lane of each of the four section flows, 

subject to special constraints; a distribution result which 
yields maximum weaving volume and—as a byproduct—
concentration patterns within the section. This distribution 
need not be unique: others may yield the same maximum 
weaving volume. 

In any given problem, the number of subsections N is 
specified, as is the level of service being considered. By 
solving a set of such problems, one may observe the varia-
tion of. weaving volume with length. One may thus gen-
erate information by which to evaluate any proposed 
configuration. 

AN ILLUSTRATION 

The two configurations of Figure H-i were evaluated for 
p = 0.7 and p,,, = 0.3 over a range of lengths, with 60 vph 
used as the figure of merit on both weaving movements. 
The service volume constraints were obtained from HCM 
Table 9.1 for PHF = 1.00. For simplicity, zero outer flows 
were assumed. No constraint was placed on the ratio of 
weaving volumes. 

It was observed in these particular cases that (1) the 
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Figure H-4. Distribution of lane 3 vehicles in the BX weave. 

internal volume constraints rather than the "excess ve-
hicles" figure of merit generally limited the capability of the 
section, (2) the critical points within the sections are the 
merge area and the center lane nearby, and (3) configura-
tion did affect the capacity in all cases. As a consequence 
of the first item, the sections quickly became limited so that 
additional length did not improve capacity. 

Refer to Figure H-5, which illustrates the second case 
[Fig. H-i (B)]. The volumes shown are maximum weaving 
volumes for the specified length and level of service; they 
may be decreased by certain minor-to-major weaving ratios. 

Table H-i summarizes the maximum weaving volumes 
for the two cases for a length of 1,500 ft. The first case, 
the more symmetric one, reaches its final levels (the pla-
teaus of Figure H-5) virtually immediately. 

Table. H-i also contains weaving volumes in this re-
search, based on the HCM Chapter 7 procedure. The weav-
ing ratio used in this is the one output in the linear pro-
gramming solution for the second case [Fig. H-i (B)]. 

3000 T0TAL 
WEAVING 
VOME 	 E  
(VPH) 

2000 . 

1000 LEVEL OF SERVICE 	A 

500 	' 	000 	 1500 
LENGTH IN FEET 

Figure' H-5. Case study of weaving volumes. 
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Figure H-6. Internal effective volumes for the first case under discussion. 

Note: Volumes shown within the sections are effective volumes. Totals among subsections do not match because vehicles are 
counted in two cells at the place they weave. 

TABLE H-i 

MAXIMUM WEAVING VOLUMES FOR A LENGTH 
OF 1,500 FEET 

VOLUME (PcPH) 

LEVEL PER HCM," 
OF FIRST CASE, SECOND CASE, CHAP. 7 
SERVICE FIG. H-i (A) FIG. H-I (B) PROC.b 

A 850 910 708 
B 1,214 1,300 1,125 
C 1,821 1,950 1,125 
D 2,186 2,340 2,125 
E 2,429 2,600 3,250 

Weaving Volume Ratio from "Second Case." 
Volumes for HCM procedures are for better quality of flow in each 

case where a range exists (HCM Table 7.3). 

It is interesting that the linear programming approach 
predkts substantially lower capacity (level of service E) 
than the HCM procedure. Of course, the configurations 
considered would normally carry outer flows. This would 
both complicate the analysis and make it more realistic. 

Figure H-6 illustrates the internal effective volumes for 
the first case at level of service E and 1,500 ft. Note that 
this section has critical points in the merge area and in the 
X-leg exit. The particular weaving volumes are not sym-
metric, but the section lane arrangement is. It happens in 
this case that a symmetric distribution of flows would also 
yield maximum weaving volume. This emphasizes that 
there may be a range of acceptable ratios of weaving vol-
umes which yield maximum total volume, and only one 
value from this range is illustrated in the program output. 

DISCUSSION 

The results of this formulation do support the argument 
that configuration is a significant factor in weaving design. 
Evidence is given in Table H-i and is shown in the little-
used section segments in Figure H-6. 

APPENDIX I 

MULTIPLE WEAVE ANALYSIS 

The weaving section that has occupied the major attention 
in this work is one in which two and only two traffic flows 
come together into one common roadway and then sub-
sequently split apart into two and only two exit roadways. 
More complex weaving sections occur when more than two 
traffic flows come together and! or more than two exit road-
way choices are available. This multiple weaving section 
can be seen in urban areas where, for example, two on-
ramps enter an expressway upstream of an off-ramp. Some 
common types of multiple weaving section configurations 
are shown in Figure I-i. 

THE HCM MULTIPLE WEAVE PROCEDURE 

Multiple weaving sections are generally treated in the HCM 
as a sequence of subsections or segments for the purposes 
of analysis! design. Each segment is considered separately 
in terms of its length!width requirements. In design, the 
results of these individual treatments must, of course, be 
considered within the over-all context of lane arrangement 
and over-all design requirements. 

The major problem in the HCM multiple weave design/ 
analysis is in how to consider those weaving vehicles that 
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traverse more than one segment. The position at which 
these vehicles execute their weaving maneuvers affects the 
over-all design/analysis results. The HCM has this to say 
about the problem of determining where weaving occurs: 

The manner in which weaving traffic divides itself be-
tween the various segments of a multiple weaving section 
can only be estimated. Considerable variation occurs, 
depending on geometrics, truck traffic, signing, and other 
factors. For purposes of analysis, it is considered rea-
sonable to assume that weaving along the longer sections 
is proportional to the lengths of segments within these 
sections and thus allocate the weaving on that basis. 

DATA AVAILABLE 

BPR Data Base 

Seventeen multiple weaye experiments were provided by 
FHWA to the research agency at the initiation of the 
contract. 

Use of the seventeen multiple weave experiments was 
hampered by several factors. Many of these experiments 
did not completely specify geometrics. In particular, many 
lengths were not included. Several of the experiments were 
of odd-type geometrics that did not conform to the multiple 
weave methodology as specified in HCM Chapter 7. These 
included overlapping simple weave sections consisting of an 
on-ramp followed by an off-ramp, another on-ramp, and 
another off-ramp, sections with three legs at one of the 
junctions, and sections with three or more segments, for 
which a methodology is not specified in HCM. 

Only 4 of the 17 experiments, at two locations, include 
complete geometric data and conformed to the two-segment 
multiple weave analysis procedure of HCM Chapter 7. The 
locations were the southbound (Exp 55-56) and north-
bound (Exp 57-58) sections of the Schuylkill Expressway 
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, between City Line Avenue 
and Roosevelt Boulevard. Figure 1-2 presents the geo-
metric configurations for these two sites. 

Even in these cases, the manner in which data were col-
lected precluded as thorough an analysis as had been hoped 
for. Volumes and speeds were collected by movement 
through the entire weaving section and were not broken 
down by segment of the multiple weave. 

Those weaving movements that could take place in more 
than one segment were not recorded so as to identify where 
they did take place. Thus it was impossible to evaluate the 
HCM assumption of weaving movements being propor-
tional to segment length. 

Project Data Base 

In an effort to fill the gap in data, and particularly to 
enable evaluation of the "proportional allocation of weav-
ing" hypothesis, attention was given in the project data col-
lection to acquiring additional multiple weave site data. In-
formation was to be required in sufficient detail to determine 
where weaving vehicles were executing their maneuvers. It 
was judged that a data collection procedure which enabled 
examination of individual vehicle trajectories through an 
entire multiple weave section was required. In terms of 
photographic data collection techniques, this meant that the 
total multiple weave section had to be visible in one frame 
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Figure 1-1. Examples of multiple weave section configurations. 

BPR EXPERIMENTS 55,56 

EXPERIMENTS 57,58 

Figure 1-2. Geomelrics of usable multiple weave experiments. 

of a single-camera setup or within two frames of a two-
camera setup. Two-camera setups of the type most often 
used to collect much of the project data base would not 
have been acceptable in that they frequently did not pro-
vide complete section coverage. 

With these constraints, the problems of acquiring added 
multiple weave section data were great. 

Use of helicopter-borne filming procedures was investi-
gated in an effort to broaden the multiple weave data base. 
In terms of cost effectiveness ($12,000 to collect and re-
duce 30 min of data), this procedure was not considered 
to be feasible. 

Comparatively few candidate multiple weave sections 
were available. Of those which were available, problems of 
vantage points for filming became critical. One site on the 
Fitzgerald Expressway in Boston was found that offered a 
sufficiently high adjacent vantage point to show the multi-
ple weave section in one frame. The geometric configura- 
tion of this site is shown in Figure 1-3 (A), with the move-
ment definitions shown in (B) of the same figure. 

As was originally planned, one multiple weave site was 
added to the (rather limited) available data base. 
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EXPERIMENT 4 FITZGERALD EXPRESSWAY N.B. 
NEAR CAUSEWAY STREET 

(A) CONFIGURATION 

4 

(8) DEFINITION OF MOVEMENTS 

Figure 1-3. The geometric configuration and movement defini-
tions of a multiple weave section. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROJECT 
MULTIPLE WEAVE DATA 

The two-segment multiple weave site shown in Figure 1-3 is 
part of a three-segment multiple weave configuration of the 
two on-ramp! two off-ramp type. Although the entire three-
segment weaving section did just fit into the picture, it was 
not possible to identify the position of vehicles at the entry 
point into the first segment. 

Some three and one half hours of traffic movement 
through the multiple weaving section was filmed. In this 
time, slightly over 14,000 vehicle trajectories were recorded. 

For each vehicle, data extracted from the film record 
included lane/leg of entry, lane/leg of exit, time at entry 
to segment 1, time of entry to segment 2, time at exit and 
lane changes (from lane x to lane yin quarter z). 

Statistics were accumulated by 6-min periods for each 
movement [see Figure 1-3 (B) for movement definition]. 
These statistics included numbers of vehicles both in actual 
vehicles and in passenger cars equivalent to movement, 
travel time (and thus speed) by movement within each seg-
ment. In addition, the lane placement of vehicles at the end 
of segment 1, at the mid-point of segment 2, and at the end 
of segment 2 is provided separately for each lane of entry. 
This lane placement information is precisely that required 
to enable evaluation of the "proportional weave" hypothesis. 

Over the four-roll filming period at the multiple weave 
site, the section was observed to exhibit a broad range of 
operations, ranging from average speeds as low as 9 mph 
to as high as 40 mph. Figure 1-4 presents the 6-mm vol-
umes and average speeds by segment for the entire film 
record. The speed decay experienced in the early portion 
of the filming was attributable to efforts downstream of the 
area of interest and outside of camera range. 

ON THE PROPORTIONAL WEAVE HYPOTHESIS 

If the assumption of the HCM is correct, it should be pos-
sible, given detailed data of the kind available, to observe 

vehicles making the "long weave" (movements 2 and 4) in 
both segment 1 and segment 2. Further, the number of 
such vehicles should be in proportion to the segment 
lengths. 

Data from the first half of the experiment were consid-
ered unreliable for such an analysis in that the effects of 
shock waves moving back through the section might alter 
the desired behavior patterns of the users. 

The 60 min of data defined as roll 4 in Figure 1-4 was 
used as it presented a generally stable speed-volume picture 
with average speeds in the 35- to 40-mph range. 

Before one can determine where weaving occurs, it is 
necessary to know how vehicles traverse the section. Fig-
ure 1-5 shows the placement of the slightly more than 3,900 
vehicles entering the section during the filming period de-
fined as roll 4. The figure indicates the lane placement of 
vehicles at the end of segment I and at the middle and, end 
of segment 2 by leg/lane of entry. Percentage distributions 
are also shown. 

The most striking item of note is the small amount of 
lane changing that occurred in segment 1. Nearly all of the 
mainline vehicles entering the section in the median or cen-
ter lanes were still in the same lane at the end of the first 
segment. Only the mainline curb lane had a substantial 
number of vehicles change lane by the end of segment 1, 
and this was the essential shift into the auxiliary lane in 
preparation for exiting the roadway. 

Thus, in this case at least, there was absolutely no pro-
portional allocation of weaving between the two weaving 
segments. All the weaving maneuvers associated with the 
second exit were undertaken in the second segment. 

All the data for this site were examined to determine 
whether or not this almost total lack of lane changing was 
generally observed. Table I-i indicates the percentage dis-
tribution of vehicles at the end of segment 1 by entrance 
lane for the slightly more than 14,000 vehicles filmed. One 
sees that the pattern of "staying in lane" occurs throughout 
the data and, therefore, that the proportional allocation 
hypothesis never holds. Under these conditions, the situa-
tion that in fact occurs is shown schematically in Figure 1-6., 

It is recognized that the total absence of proportional 
allocation of weaving in one case does not in itself invali-
date the concept as presented in the HCM, this being only 
one experiment. The results are so extreme, however, that 
it is important to consider the ramifications of this in con-
junction with the large amounts of presegregation ob-
served,* not only in this experiment, but in all the filmed 
data collected by the researchers. The next section ad-
dresses an attempt to use the procedure developed in this 
research for multiple weave sections, based on the above-
noted j,atterns. 

GUIDELINES AND EXAMPLES FOR USE OF THE 

PROCEDURE ON MULTIPLE WEAVES 

Although the data are very limited, the fact remains that 
the practicing engineer must cope with the design and 
analysis of multiple weave sections. It is therefore neces- 

The extent of presegregation—the proclivity of drivers to presort them-
selves—is truly remarkable. It is illustrated for the multiple weave in 
Figure 1-5 and Table I-I. 
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sary that guidelines be developed out of the existing knowl-
edge to the maximal extent possible and that the engineer 
be advised to use them with appropriate caution. 

Three essential points exist: 

A procedure has been developed, and it can be used 
effectively for the cases for which it was intended, as illus-
trated in Appendix D. 

Intense presegregation holds for major weaves, ramp-
weaves, and multiple weaves. 

At least for the project multiple weave (Project Ex-
periment 4), weaving movements are not proportional to 
subsection lengths in any sense, but rather are concentrated 
in subsections; the identification of the appropriate sub-
section can be done by consideration of presegregation and 
necessity. 

To clarify this last point, consider movement 2 as shown 
in Figure 1-6: By presegregation, movement 2 isolates it-
self from movement 3, and of necessity, it weaves in the 
second subsection. Presegregation holds by subsection. 

After consideration of these points and investigation of  

the available experiments, the following guidelines are 
recommended: 

1. Sketch the movements with consideration of presegre-
gation and necessity to weave, so that the locations of 
weaves (and thus nonweaving and weaving volumes per 
subsection) are identified. 

TABLE I-i 

DISTRIBUTION BY PERCENT AT END 
OF SEGMENT 1 
(entire experiment) 

NO. (%) IN EACH LANE 
ENTRANCE 

	

LANE 	 1 	2 	3 	AUX. 

	

1 	 99.9 	0.1 	- 	- 

	

2 	 - 	97.6 	- 	2.4 

	

3 	 - 	- 	69.0 	31.0 
On-ramp 	 - 	- 	87.0 	13.0 
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NOTE DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF 
VEHICLES DURING ROLL 4 SHOWN, 
WITH PERCENTAGE SHOWN IN 

RENTHESIS IN EACH CASE. 
Figure 1-5. Placement of vehicles in multiple weave section according to their entrance lane 
positions. 
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Figure 1-6. Schematic of actual weaving maneuvers in a multiple weave section. 

Classify the subsections as major weave or ramp-
weave type. 

Execute design or analysis as appropriate, subsection 
by subsection. 

Review the over-all situation to determine whether 
there are any limiting conditions. For analysis, poor per-
formance in a downstream subsection may control an up-
stream subsection. In design, lengths may have to be varied 
or width may have to be changed. In design, the subsection 
widths must be compatible and should provide lane con-
tinuity (Appendix C). 

The available project and BPR multiple weaves are re-
viewed below according to these guidelines. Some insight 
and command of the procedure (Appendix E) is necessary. 

Note that the guidelines recommend allocating each 
weaving flow to a single subsection, to be determined as 
above. Pending further research, this is the most appro-
priate recommendation. 

Project Experiment 4 

This experiment has been described in detail. Based on 
microscopic data, the movements are determined to weave 
as indicated in Figure 1-6 and repeated in Figure 1-7 (A). 
This, coupled with general presegregation patterns, is the 
basis for guideline 1. 

The movements for each subsection are also identified in 
Figure 1-7. On the basis of geometry and VR = VW /VTOT, 

the subsections are identified as a ramp-weave type and a 
major weave type, respectively. The lengths are given in 
Appendix II as 564 ft for each. 

The computer program of Appendix F is used to exe-
cute the computations for each subsection, for each 6-mm 
period available. The speed data from the field work are 
manipulated so as to obtain weaving and nonweaving 
speeds per subsection according to the definitions of Fig-
ures 1-7 (B) and 1-7 (C). The results are shown in Figure 
1-8. 

* Not included in this publication. See Appendix J herein for additional 
information. 

The results indicated must be assessed with care: 

It has already been noted that there was a downstream 
disruption that affected the early part of the data record 
(e.g., roll 2). 

The analysis predicts an exceptionally poor S50  in sub-
section 2 during the roll 3 volume conditions. Since the 
range is so low (often 11 to 12 mph), one must expect level 
of service F to prevail for the entire flow. This is indeed 
what happens. 

While the subsection 2 estimates are good for the 
roll 4 range (and less so for the roll 5 range), it must be 
noted that the last ramp is frequently overloaded in terms 
of internal (norIweaving) level of service. Twice, it would 

(A) SKETCH MOVEMENTS 

1+2 

>4< 
>

3

<

5  

(B) MOVEMENTS, 	 (C) MOVEMENTS, 
SUBSECTION I 	 SUBSECTION 2 

Figure 1-7. Analysis of the weave movements 
shown in Figure 1-6. 
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Figure 1-8. Analysis to obtain weaving and nonweaving speeds per subsections (B) and (C) as shown in Figure 1-7. 
Notes: 

In all sets, the S_ curve is higher than the S. curve. 
The encircled period numbers indicate insufficient lanes on exist lane leg Y. 

require 1.3 lanes. Some disruption can be expected, but not 
excessive. 

4. It is estimated that subsection 1 will perform substan-
tially better than subsection 2. The disruptions caused by 
vehicles continuing from subsection 1 to subsection 2 will 
adversely affect the performance of the former. If the S,,,, 
therein limits the S,0  in subsection 1 to approximately 37 
to 38 mph (e.g., rolls 4 and 5), the S50  therein would be 
31 to 32 mph. (Actually, the observed S20  is somewhat 
poorer.) 

With such care, it appears that the guidelines can be used 
effectively. 

BPR Experiments 55 to 58 

Four BPR experiments were identified as clearly multiple 
weaves as considered in the HCM. These are now con-
sidered. 

Figure 1-9 shows the movements and the division by sub- 

section according to the recommended guidelines. These, 
in conjunction with the data given in Table 1-2, allow esti-
mation of the levels of service for each subsection via the 
procedure developed in this research. The two subsections 
for BPR experiments 55 and 56 are taken to be major 
weaves; the two for BPR experiments 57 and 58 are also 
taken to be major weaves. The first subsection of BPR 
experiments 57 and 58, geometrically a ramp weave, has 
a VR = VSV/ T110T sufficiently high that treatment as a 
major weave is more appropriate. 

Figure 1-10 summarizes the results of the speed analysis. 
For BPR experiments 55 and 56, the over-all speeds per 
subsection do not differ too significantly from the predicted 
values. The expected iNS's are not realized, however. BPR 
experiment 57 operates significantly better than expected. 
BPR experiment 58 has quite comparable volumes to BPR 
experiment 57 and, thus, comparable estimates of perform-
ance, but it actually performs much poorer than either the 
estimate or the actual levels of BPR experiment. 57. One 
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(A) MOVEMENTS FOR BPR EXPERIMENTS 55 AND 56 

(B) SUBSECTION I, 	 (C) SUBSECTION 2, 
BPR EXP. 55-56 
	

BPR EXP. 55-56 

-z 

MOVEMENTS FOR BPR EXPERIMENTS 57-58 

1+2 	 I 

SUBSECTION I, 	 (F)SUBSECTION 2, 
BPR EXP. 57-58 	 BPR EXP. 57-58 

Figure 1-9. Weaving ,nove,nents of BPR ,nultiple weave experiments 55 through 58. 

TABLE 1-2 

DATA (HOURLY) FOR BPR EXPERIMENTS NO. 55-58 

VOLUME (vpH) SPEED (MPH) 

NO. 55 NO. 56 NO. 57 NO. 58 
MOVE- __________ ___________ __________ __________ NO. NO. NO. NO. 

MENT PASS. COMM. PASS. COMM. PASS. COMM. PASS. COMM. 55 56 57 58 

1 792 85 825 65 337 14 344 20 30 24 34 22 

2 1900 144 1986 155 1962 132 1962 82 29 25 37 21 

3 783 2 753 8 703 29 507 21 20 17 37 - 
4 158 8 239 15 570 11 481 13 20 18 34 19 

5 52 3 63 8 625 51 740 53 - - 38 27 

6 985 7 872 35 3 0 24 2 36 36 - - 
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Figure 1-10. Speed analysis for the BPR experiments 55 through 58. 

can only deduce there were external factors—perhaps a 
downstream disruption—that controlled during this period. 
As with the other three BPR experiments, information is 
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not available to investigate such insights. Considering the 
available data, BPR experiment 58 is discounted and the 
guidelines are judged to have reasonable utility. 
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APPENDIX J 

UNPUBLISHED MATERIAL 

Several appendices contained in the report as submitted by 
the research agency are not published herein. Their titles 
are listed here for the convenience of those interested in the 
subject area. Qualified researchers may obtain loan copies 
of any or all of the items by written request to the Program 
Director, NCHRP, Transportation Research Board, 2101 
Constitution Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20418. 

The titles are: 

Appendix I—The Urban Weaving Area Capacity 
Study and the Ramps Data Base. 

Appendix Il—Project Data Base. 
Appendix IV—Analyses Related to the Structure of 

the HCM Procedures. 
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Appendix V—Accuracy and Consistency of the HCM 
Procedures. 

Appendix XIV—Extensions to the Weave and Ramp 
Computer Programs Developed by ITTE. 

Appendix XV—Aspects of the Regression Procedure 
Data Base. 

Appendix XVI—Gowanus Expressway Aerial Data 
Collection. 

Appendix III and Appendices VI through XIII of the 

original report have been published herein as Appendices 

A through I. 
The unpublished appendices have not been edited; thus, 

none of the roman numeral references to them within the 

published text have been altered in the editorial process so 

that accuracy of cross references can be retained. 
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74A Protective Coatings for Highway Structural Steel— 102 Effect of Weldments on the Fatigue Strength of Steel 

Literature Survey (Proj. 4-6), 	275 p., 	$8.00 Beams (Proj. 12-7), 	114.p., 	$5.40 
74B Protective Coatings for Highway Structural Steel— 103 Rapid Test Methods for Field Control of Highway 

Current Highway Practices (Proj. 4-6), 	102 p., Construction (Proj. 10-4), 	89 p., 	$5.00 

75 
$4.00 
Effect 	of 	Highway 	Landscape 	Development 	on 

104 Rules of Compensability and Valuation Evidence 
for 	Highway 	Land 	Acquisition 	(Proj. 	11-1), 

Nearby Property 	(Proj. 	2-9), 	82 p., 	$3.60 77 p., 	$4.40 



Rep. Rep. 
No. Title No. Title 

105 Dynamic Pavement Loads of Heavy Highway Vehi- 133 Procedures for Estimating Highway User Costs, Air 
des (Proj. 15-5), 	94 p., 	$5.00 Pollution, and Noise Effects (Proj. 7-8), 	127 p., 

106 Revibration of Retarded Concrete for Continuous $5.60 
Bridge Decks (Proj. 18-1), 	67 p., 	$3.40 134 Damages Due to Drainage, Runoff, Blasting, and 

107 New Approachcs to Compensation for Resideiitial Slides (Proj. 11-1(8)), 	23 p., 	$2.80 
Takings 	(Proj. 	11-1(10)), 	27 p., 	$2.40 135 Promising Replacements for Conventional Aggregates 

108 Tentative Design Procedure for Riprap-Lined Chan- for Highway Use (Proj. 4-10), 	53 p., 	$3.60 
nels (Proj. 15-2), 	75 p., 	$4.00 136 Estimating Peak Runoff Rates from Ungaged Small 

109 Elastomeric Bearing Research (Proj. 12-9), 	53 p., Rural Watersheds (Proj. 15-4), 	85 p., 	$4.60 
$3.00 137 Roadside 	Development—Evaluation 	of 	Research 

110 Optimizing Street Operations Through Traffic Regu- (Proj. 16-2), 	78 p.,. 	$4.20 
lations and Control (Proj. 3-11), 	100 p., 	$4.40 138 Instrumentation 	for 	Measurement of 	Moisture- 

111 Running Costs of Motor Vehicles as Affected by Literature 	Review 	and 	Recommended 	Research 
Road Design 	and Traffic 	(Proj. 	2-5A and 	2-7), (Proj. 21-1), 	60 p., 	$4.00 
97 p., 	$5.20 139 Flexible Pavement Design and Management—Sys- 

112 Junkyard 	Valuation—Salvage 	Industry 	Appraisal tems Formulation (Proj. 1-10), 	64 p., 	$4.40 
Principles 	Applicable 	to 	Highway 	Beautification 140 Flexible Pavement Design and Management—Ma- 
(Proj. 	11-3(2)), 	41 	p., 	$2.60 terials 	Characterization 	(Proj. 	1-10), 	118 	p., 

113 Optimizing Flow on Existing Street Networks (Proj. $5.60 
3-14), 	414 p., 	$15.60 141 Changes in Legal Vehicle Weights and Dimensions- 

114 Effects of Proposed Highway Improvements on Prop- Some Economic Effects on Highways (Proj. 19-3), 
erty Values (Proj. 11-1(1)), 	42 p., 	$2.60 184 p., 	$8.40 

115 Guardrail Performance and Design (Proj. 15-1(2)), 142 Valuation 	of 	Air 	Space 	(Proj. 	11-5), 	48 	p., 
70 p., 	$3.60 $4.00 

116 Structural 	Analysis 	and Design 	of Pipe Culverts 143 Bus Use of Highways—State of the Art (Proj. 8-10), 
(Proj. 	15-3), 	155 p., 	$6.40 406 p., 	$16.00 

117 Highway Noise—A Design Guide for Highway En- 144 Highway Noise—A Field Evaluation of Traffic Noise 
gineers (Proj. 3-7), 	79 p., 	$4.60 Reduction Measures (Proj. 3-7), 	80 p., 	$4.40 

118 Location, Selection, and Maintenance of Highway 145 Improving Traffic Operations and Safety at Exit Gore 

Traffic Barriers (Proj. 15-1(2)) 	96 p. 	$5.20 Areas (Proj. 3-17) 	120 p., 	$6.00 

119 Control of Highway Advertising Signs—Some Legal 
146 Alternative 	Multimodal 	Passenger 	Transportation 

Problems (Proj. 11-3(1)), 	72 p., 	$3.60 
Systems—Comparative 	Economic 	Analysis 	(Proj. 
8-9), 	68 p., 	$4.00 

120 Data Requirements for Metropolitan Transportation 147 Fatigue Strength of Steel Beams with Welded Stiff- 
Planning (Proj. 8-7), 	90 p., 	$4.80 eners 	and 	Attachments 	(Proj. 	12-7), 	85 	p., 

121 Piotectionof Highway Utility (Proj. 8-5), 	liSp., $4.80 
$5.60 148 Roadside Safety Improvement Programs on Freeways 

122 Summary and Evaluation of Economic Consequences —A Cost-Effectiveness Priority Approach (Proj. 20- 
of Highway Improvements (Proj. 2-11), 	324 p., 7), 	64 p., 	$4.00 
$13.60 149 Bridge Rail Design—Factors, Trends, and Guidelines 

123 Development 	of 	Information 	Requirements 	and (Proj. 12-8), 	49 p., 	$4.00 
Transmission Techniques for Highway Users (Proj. 150 Effect of Curb Geometry and Location on Vehicle 
3-12), 	239 p., 	$9.60 Behavior (Proj. 20-7), 	88 p., 	$4.80 

124 Improved 	Criteria 	for Traffic 	Signal 	Systems 	in 151 Locked-Wheel Pavement Skid Tester Correlation and 
Urban Networks (Proj. 3-5), 	86 p., 	$4.80 Calibration Techniques (Proj. 1-12(2)), 	100 p., 

125 Optimization of Density and Moisture Content Mea- $6.00 
surements 	by 	Nuclear 	Methods 	(Proj. 	10-5A), 152 Warrants for Highway Lighting (Proj. 5-8), 	117 

86 p., 	$4.40 p., 	$6.40 
126 Divergencies in Right-of-Way Valuation (Proj. 11- 153 Recommended Procedures for Vehicle Crash Testing 

4), 	57 p., 	$3.00 of Highway Appurtenances (Proj. 22-2), 	19 p.,  
127 Snow Removal and Ice Control Techniques at Inter- $3.20 

changes 	(Proj. 	6-10), 	90 	p., 	$5.20 154 Determining Pavement Skid-Resistance Requirements 
128 Evaluation of AASHO Interim Guides for Design at Intersections and Braking Sites (Proj. 1-12), 	64 

of 	Pavement 	Structures 	(Proj. 	1-11), 	111 	p., p., 	$4.40 
$5.60 155 Bus Use of Highways—Planning and Design Guide- 

129 Guardrail Crash Test Evaluation—New Concepts lines (Proj. 8-10), 	161 p., 	$7.60 
and 	End 	Designs 	(Proj. 	15-1(2)), 	89 	p., 156 Transportation Decision-Making—A Guide to Social 
$4.80 and Environmental Considerations 	(Proj. 	8-8(3)), 

130 Roadway Delineation Systems (Proj. 5-7), 	349 p., 135 p., 	$7.20 
$14.00 157 Crash Cushions of Waste Materials 	(Proj. 20-7), 

131 Performance Budgeting System for Highway Main- 73 p., 	$4.80 
tenance Management 	(Proj. 	19-2(4)), 	213 	p., 158 Selection of Safe Roadside Cross Sections 	(Proj. 
$8.40 20-7), 57 p., 	$4.40 

132 Relationships 	Between 	Physiographic 	Units 	and 159 Weaving Areas—Design and Analysis (Proj. 3-15), 
Highway Design Factors (Proj. 1-3(1)), 	161 p., 119 p., 	$6.40 
$7.20 



Synthesis of Highway Practice 

No. Title 

1 	Traffic Control for Freeway Maintenance (Proj. 20-5, 
Topic 1), 	47 p., 	$2.20 

2 	Bridge Approach Design and Construction Practices 
(Proj. 20-5, Topic 2), 	30 p., 	$2.00 

3 Traffic-Safe and Hydraulically Efficient Drainage 
Practice (Proj. 20-5, Topic 4), 	38 p., 	$2.20 

4 	Concrete Bridge Deck Durability (Proj. 20-5, TOpic 
3), 	28 p., 	$2.20 

5 Scour at Bridge Waterways (Proj. 20-5, Topic 5), 
37 p., 	$2.40 

6 Principles of Project Scheduling and Monitoring 
(Proj. 20-5, Topic 6), 	43 p., 	$2.40 

7 Motorist Aid Systems (Proj. 20-5, Topic 3-01), 
28 p., 	$2.40 

8 	Construction of Embankments (Proj. 20-5, Topic 9), 
38 p., 	$2.40 

9 Pavement Rehabilitation—Materials and Techniques 
(Proj. 20-5, Topic 8), 	41 p., 	$2.80 

10 Recruiting, Training, and Retaining Maintenance and 
Equipment Personnel (Proj. 20-5, Topic 10), 35 p., 
$2.80 

11 Development of Management Capability (Proj. 20-5, 
Topic 12), 	50 p., 	$3.20 •  

12 Telecommunications Systems for Highway Admin-
istration and Operations (Proj. 20-5, Topic 3-03), 
29 p., 	$2.80 

13 Radio Spectrum Frequency Management (Proj. 20-5, 
Topic 3-03), 	32 p., 	$2.80 

	

14 Skid Resistance (Proj. 20-5, Topic 7), 	66 p., 
$4.00 

15 Statewide Transportation Planning—Needs and Re- 
quirements (Proj. 20-5, Topic 3-02), 	41 p., 
$3.60 

16 Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement (Proj. 
20-5, Topic 3-08), 	23 p., 	$2.80 

17 Pavement Traffic Marking—Materials and Applica-
tion Affecting Serviceability (Proj. 20-5, Topic 3- 
05), 	44.p., 	$3.60 

18 Erosion Control on Highway Construction (Proj. 
20-5, Topic 4-01), 	52 p., 	$4.00 

19 Design, Construction, and Maintenance of PCC 
Pavement Joints (Proj. 20-5, Topic 3-04), 	40 p., 
$3.60 

	

20 Rest Areas (Proj. 20-5, Topic 4-04), 	38 p., 
$3.60 

21 Highway Location Reference Methods (Proj. 20-5, 
Topic 4-06), 	30 p., 	$3.20 

22 Maintenance Management of Traffic Signal Equip- 
ment and Systems (Proj. 20-5, Topic 4-03) 	41 p., 
$4.00 

23 Getting Research Findings into Practice (Proj. 20-5, 
Topic 11) 	24 p., 	$3.20 

24 Minimizing Deicing Chemical Use (Proj. 20-5, 
Topic 4-02), 	58 p., 	$4.00 

25 Reconditioning High-Volume Freeways in Urban 
Areas (Proj. 20-5, Topic 5-01), 	56 p., 	$4.00 

26 Roadway Design in Seasonal Frost Areas (Proj. 20-5, 
Topic 3-07), 	104 p., 	$6.00 

27 PCC Pavements for Low-Volume Roads and City 
Streets (Proj. 20-5, Topic 5-06), 	31 p., 	$3.60 

28 Partial-Lane Pavement Widening (Proj. 20-5, Topic 
5-05), 	30 p., 	$3.20 

29 Treatment of Soft Foundations for Highway Em- 
bankments (Proj. 20-5, Topic 4-09), 	25 p., 
$3.20 

No. Title 

30 	Bituminous Emulsions for Highway Pavements (Proj. 
20-5, Topic 6-10), 	76 p., 	$4.80 

31 	Highway Tunnel Operations (Proj. 20-5, Topic 5-08), 
29 p., 	$3.20 



THE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD is an agency of the National 
Research Council, which serves the National Academy of Sciences and the National 
Academy of Engineering. The Board's purpose is to stimulate research concerning the 
nature and performance of transportation systems, to disseminate information that the 
research produces, and to encourage the application, of appropriate research findings. 
The Board's program is carried out by more than 150 committees and task forces 
composed of more than 1,800 administrators, engineers, social scientists, and educators 
who serve without compensation. The program is supported by state transportation and 
highway departments, the U.S. Department of Transportation, and other organizations' 
interested in the development of transportation. 

The Transportation Research Board operates 'within the Commission on Sociotech-
nical Systems of the National Research Council. The Council was organized in 1916.' 
at the request of President Woodrow Wilson as an agency of the National Academy of 
Sciences to enable the broad community of scientists and engineers to associate their 
efforts with those of the Academy membership. 'Members of the Council are appointed 
by the president of the Academy and are drawn from academic, industrial, and govern 
mental organizations throughout the United States. 

The National' Academy of Sciences was established by a congressional act of incorpo-
ration signed by President Abraham Lincoln on March 3, 1863, 'to further science and 
its use for the general welfare by bringing together the most qualified individuals to deal 
with scientific and technological problems of broad significance. It is a private; honorary 
organization of more than 1,000 scientists elected on the basis of outstanding contribu-
tions to knowledge and is supported by private and public funds. Under the terms of its 
congressional charter, the Academy is called upon to act as an official—yet indepen-
dent—advisor to the federal government in any matter of science and technology, 
although it is not a government ,agency and its activities are not limited to those on, 
behalf of the government.  

To share in the tasks of furthering science and engineering and of advising the' federal 
government, the National Academy of,  Engineering was established on December- 5, 
1964, under the, authority of the act of incorporation of the National Academy of 
Sciences. Its advisory activities are closely 'coordinated 'with those of 'the National 
Academy of Sciences, but it is independeAt and autonomous in its.,organization and 
election of members. 	 ' ' 	 ' 
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